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SERVED:

The Des Moines Plan (including Kindergarten Enrichment
Program; K-1 Transitional Program; Reading/Writing Lab
Program; Mathematics Lab Program)

Kindergarten Enrichment Program:
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Reading/Writing Lab Program:
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Supervisor: 1.0
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Consultants: 3.5
Teachers: 123.6

Kindergarten Enrichment:
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Mathematics Lab:

Associates: 10.0
Secretarial: 3.0
TOTAL: 142.1

Educational Improvement Grant:
Dropout Prevention:
Budget Review:
Chapter II:
Chapter I:
District General Fund:
TOTAL:

Kindergarten Enrichment:
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Mathematics Lab:
TOTAL:

IZ

6.5
8.0
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50.8

$522,936.00
363,531.00
592,375.00
365,033.00

2,268,045.00
901,752.00

$5,013,672.00

$221,477.00
$255,720.00

$2,065,665.00
$1,978,793.00

$4,512,655.00



PREFACE

The-Des-Moines-Plarfis-acariprehensive-plarrforstudentsthrbughoutthe-districtirrneed-oracademic support. It represents an expansion and reorganization of all district remedial programs.Federal, state and local funds are allocated to meet the needs of students at the elementary, middle
and high school levels.

The philosophy underlying The Des Moines Plan suggests that early identification andintervention will have a greater impact on academic achievement than remedial efforts implementedlater in a student's academic experience. Evaluating this philosophy will require monitoring the needfor academic support among students served in the program throughout their academic experience inthe district, as well as monitoring the implenientation and maintenance of the programs included inThe Des Moines Plan.

This report represents the first comprehensive evaluation of The Des Moines Plan. Separate
chapters are devoted to examining the extent to which each program in The Des Moines Plan was
implemented according to its respective process and performance objectives. This information wassupplemented with a closer examination of the identification procedures, the nature of the students
served, and a follow up of recommendations from previous evaluations of district remedial programs.Although results will not be available until after the close of the 1988-89 school year, a description ofthe design of the longitudinal study is also included in the full report.

To maximize the utility of the report, each chapter is written as an independent document.
While this approach May result in redundancy between chapters, it is hoped that it will meet the
specific needs of the various individuals involved in the implementation of The Des Moines Plan moreefficiently.

KINDERGARTEN ENRICHMENT PROGRAM

Conclusions

The results of the evaluation of the process and performance objectives of the Kindergarten
Enrichment Program indicate that the program was implemented as outlined in the program description.Results of the Kindergarten Enrichment Student Evaluation suggest that students do develop in the
areas specifically emphasized in the program. Placement recommendations at the end of the programsupport this perception and provide evidence to suggest that efforts to improve the placement
procedures resulted in the identification of students that more accurately reflected the target populationfor whom the program was created. Although class sizes were generally lower than originally expected,
they were maintained at a level that more closely approximated the ratio recognized as ideal for earlyelementary programs. Finally, parents/guardians of students in the program indicated that the
Kindergarten Enrichment Program made a significant contribution to the development of a positiveattitude toward school and the learning process.

In many instances, performance exceeded expectations. For example, the performance objectivesspecified that 75% of the students served would be recommended for first grade at the end of the
kindergarten year. Actual figures indicated that over 85% of these students were considered
adequately prepared for first grade. Although instructors were only required to make one contact withthe parents/guardians of students served in their classes, results indicated that Enrichment teachersdevoted a considerable amount of time and energy keeping parents/guardians informed of programactivities and student development in the program.
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Combined, the results of this evaluation suggest that the Kindergarten Enrichment Program providesa unique experience to help prepare students with moderate developmental deficiencies for success in'first grade and beyond. Implementation of the program accurately reflects its own philosophy as well asthe philosophy of early elementary education in the district.

Recommendations

A preliminary examination of the impact of early elementary programs suggests that students with
more severe developmental deficiencies might benefit from an additional half day experience in the
kindergarten year. Accommodation of these students will require modification of the philosophy,
identification procedures, and the process and performance objectives of the Kindergarten EnrichmentProgram in 1988-89. The following recommendations are submitted for consideration in the
modification process.

1. The program coordinator should work with repreS'entatives from the Department of Elementary
Education and the Department of Educational Services to examine the philosophy statement
underlying the early elementary programs in the district to ensure that it includes a rationale for thespecial programs at the kindergarten level. This rationale should also be reflected in the_philosophy*
statement of-the-Kindergarten'Enrictitnent Program.

2. The program coordinator should work with the Coordinator of Testing and Research to develop
identification procedures that accurately identify students most in need of academic support services atthe kindergarten level.

3. The inclusion of students with more severe developmental deficiencies will affect expectations forthe program's "success" as measured by placement expectations at the end of the kindergarten year. Inthe absence of information upon which to base sound expectations, the program coordinator shouldestablish no more than 50% as the criterion level for this objective. This criterion should be increasedgradually as the program adjusts to the changes associated with the new target population.

4. The program coordinator should increase the criterion for parent/teacher contacts to more accuratelyreflect Enrichment teacher efforts and the emphasis characteristic of all Des Moines Plan programs.

5. Although information from parents/guardians provides an important contribution to a program
evaluation, the return rate of efforts to solicit such feedback is not necessarily in the hands of the
program coordinator or teachers. The program coordinator should consider.removing the 30% returnrate criterion or eliminating the performance objective from the program entirely.

K-1 TRANSITIONAL PROGRAM

Conclusions

In general, the results of an examination of the process objectives suggest that the K-1 TransitionProgram was implemented as outlined in the program description. Teachers followed objectives toprovide a complete Curriculum. They also made considerable efforts to keep parents and guardiansintoned of their childrens"activities and progress and encouraged their active involvement in thedevelopment of their children.

Although a review of the performance objectives of the program failed to satisfy expectations, thequalifications that must be imposed on the interpretation of the results render them preliminary at best.Checkpoint results do indicate that the program is approaching the criterion level for "success" particularlyin the area of reading. Finally, while the return rate was insufficient to consider the responses as trulyrepresentative, there is reason to believe that parents and guardians of students in the program are
iil
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pleased with the impact of the program on their children.

Recommendations

&preliminary examination.ottheimpactof.early-elementary programs-ontudent-achievement-suggests that students with more severe developmental deficiencies might benefit from an additional
half day experience in the kindergarten year. Participation in this supplemental program could changethe nature of the students served in the K-1 Transition Program and may therefore require modification
in the program to better meet the needs of these students. The following recommendations are basedon the results of this evaluation with consideration of pending alterations in the organizational structureof the early elementary academic support programs in this district.

1. The program coordinator should work with representatives from the Department of ElementaryEducation and the Department of Educational Services to examine the philosophy statement
underlying all early elementary programs in the district. Particular attention should be directed to
ensuring that the rationales for the early elementary support programs are consistent with thephilosophy of the regular kindergarten program.

2. The program coordinator should work with the Coordinator of Testing and Research to examine theimpact of the structural change on the identification procedures for the K-1 Program. Necessarymodifications should be made to ensure that the most appropriate students are identified and served.

3. The additional half day experience during the kindergarten year is likely to increase the "success" of
the K-1 Program as measured by first grade checkpoint results. However, as students served in the K-1
Program are identified in the spring of the kindergarten year, the effects of this structural change will notbe experienced until 1989-90. Given the results of this evaluation, the program coordinator shouldreduce the criterion level for passing the first grade math and reading checkpoints to no more than 50%for 1988-89.

4. First grade checkpoint results suggest that considerably more emphasis is given to the
development of reading skills than math skills. Given that the K-1 Program is designed to provide a
comprehensive curriculum, and that the performance objective to determine the "success" of the
program includes the results of the math checkpoint, the program coordinator should work with K-1teachers to increase the emphasis on math skills.

5. Current outcome measures to evaluate the effects of the program are limited to the-first grade
checkpoint results. As these are not available until the year following the current year of service, theyare of limited value in the evaluation of the immediate year of service. The program coordinator shouldwork with the program evaluator to identify a means of providing more formative feedback of the effectsof the program.

6. The program coordinator should increase the criterion for parent/teacher contacts to more
accurately reflect the efforts of the instructors and the emphasis characteristic of all Des Moines Planprograms.

7. Although information from parents and guardians provides an important contribution to the programevaluation, the return rate frcm efforts to solicit such feedback is not necessarily in the hands of the
program coordinator or teachers. The program coordinator should consider removing the 30% returncriterion or eliminating this performance objective from the program entirely.

iv
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READING/WRITING, MATHEMATICS LAB PROGRAMS

Conclusions
Results of the evaluation of performance and process objectives suggest that student-attendance

and communication with parents are two areas that received strong emphasis in these programs. In thereading/writing program, parents of approximately 83 percent of the elementary students and 75 percentof both middle and senior high students were contacted by telephone or in person during the year. In the
mathematics program, p» rents of 84 percent of the elementary students and 67 percent of the middleschool students were similarly contacted.

The rate of attendance for reading/writing program students was 88.9 percent of the days possible formiddle school attendees and 90.5 percent for senior high. The attendance rate for mathematics programstudents was very similar. While criterion levels established by the proposal were not reached, these ratesof attendance closely approximate those for nonprogram students at the middle and senior high levels -92.8 and 92.5 percent respectively.

Student performance objectives involved administration of the IowaTests of Basic'Skills and IowaTests of Educational Development on a pre/post basis as a measure of growth. Criteria for achievementincluded the amount of gain in the normal curve equivalent score. On the reading comprehension
subtest, established criteria were exceeded when weighted averages were computed for grades 2-5 and1-3. Criteria were not reached for grades 4-5, 6-8 and 9-12. In mathematics, criterion levels for gain werereached only in grade 1:

Two conditions that may have adversely affected achievement gain during 1987-88 were:

(a) The Des Moines Plan lab programs were modeled after thE, district's Chapter I and II Programs;however, one third of the buildings involved in the lab programs had not participated in the Chapter
programs. Although inservice training was part of the implementation process, unfamiliarity with the modeland delivery system could have had an adverse effect on achievement; and

(b) The Des Moines Plan did not officially begin until January of 1988 following initialadministration of checkpoints. This resulted in a considerable shift in the student population at mid year assome students were exited from the program and others were entered. The end result was that pre/post
scores were available and included in evaluation results for students that may have received instructional
benefits for a shorter block of time than what would be expected. This would be particularly true forstudents at grade levels in which all pupils complete the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills or Iowa Tests of
Educational Development in the fall. This condition bears mentioning though an asssumption is that theeffect of it on the overall results for the program is probably slight.

Condition (a) should be alleviated with the passage of time. Steps will be taken during the 1988-89school year to eliminate test scores on the outcome measure for students that have not been served foran established length of time.

While there were at least two instances in which proper documentation to evaluate process and
performance objectives was not submitted (noted in recommendations section), it appears from theevaluation that The Des Moines Plan Reading/Writing and Mathematics Programs were implemented ascalled for in proposals.

Recommendations

1. The Supervisor of the Des Moines Plan should reassess the usefulness of the Principal's Report of
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Des Moines Plan Supervision in the operation of this program. If this type of report is deemed useful,steps should be taken to ensure the more timely and accurate completion of this form.

"....,.Processandperiormance,objectives'relatatntilWriting to Read program should be separatedfrom those that apply to the elementary reading/writing tab program. The Writing to Read Program is adistinct program that serves non-Des Moines. Plan students:as well as those that participate in the labclasses. In order to highlight this program, it would be best to treat it as a separate entity.

3. It is recommended that the Des Moines Plan Supervisor take action to ensure that valid results maybe obtained from administration of an attitude instrument to all individuals for whom it is intended. Thevalue of a pre /post-measure is severely compromised when difficulty occurs in matching results from thepre and post administrations.

4. It is recommended that continued emphasis be applied to encourage the improvement of studentattendance. It would also be feasible to revise the objective for the senior high program so that it isconsistent with the middle school objective in compa.ing attendance of program with non-programstudents.

5. It is recommended that alternative methods for obtaining the perceptions of parents about theprogram be considered. It might be feasible to have an opinionnaire or other appropriate instrumentcompleted at conference time or at another school activity that tends to be well attended by parents.Costs of designing, printing and mailing an instrument to measure perceptions are not warranted unlessan adequate rate of return is encountered.

6. The development of the process for measuring student performance using a locally developedobjective based instrument rather than a norm referenced test should be continued. Severalconditions must be met in order to do this, but it is probable that benefits would be gained frommeasuring growth using an instrument that is closely matched with the district curriculum.

7. Consideration should given to limiting the involvement of the Department of Evaluation andResearch, and Testing in its monitoring of certain ongoing activities that are well incorporated into thisprogram. Examples would include existence of Individual Educational Plans and lab schedules whichare monitored on a regular basis by The Des Moines Plan consultants.

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Conclusions

identification Procedures

In general, procedures to identify students for all programs included in the Des Moines Plan wereimplemented according to specifications outlined in the respective program descriptions. Preliminaryresults-cf an evaluation of the device currently used to identify students for the Kindergarten EnrichmentProgram suggest that a standardized individually administered assessment battery (the BattelleDevelopmental Inventory) was a better predictor of Metropolitan Readiness Test results and less sensitiveto the ethnic background of students than the Waupun Curriculum Screening Device. This investigationis ongoing.

Student Characteristics

State guidelines suggest that the percentage of minority students represented in any special programshould not deviate more than 10 percentage points from the district wide minority percentage to ensureequitable delivery of service. While the distribution of minority students represented in the Kindergarten

vi
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Enrichment Program satisfied this criteria, the minority representation exceeded this standard in the K-1Transition and lab programs. _

Follow Uppf 1986:137 Recommendations

Evidence was available to suggest that a majority of the recommendations specified in 1986-87
evaluations of the programs later subsumed in The Des Moines Plan were addressed by program
coordinators. The results of a review of the procedures used in determining gain criteria on
the outcome measure in the lab programs is expected.

Recommendations

Identification Procedures

1. The Supervisor of the Des Moines Plan should continue to work with the Coordinator of Testingand Research to develop proceddres that accurately identify students forthe early elementary supportprograms.

2. The Supervisor of The Des Moines Plan should consider including an item relating to the
identification procedures in the process and performance objectives for all Des Moines Plan programs toensure that such procedures are evaluated on a regular basis.

Student Characteristics

1. The Supervisor of The Des Moines Plan should continue to monitor the distribution of
minority/nonminority and maie/female students in the program. Particular efforts should be directed toensuring that minority student representation does not exceed state criterion levels.

EsilkwUpQL19a6-87 Recommendations

1. The Supervisor of the Des Moines Plan should continue to examine procedures currently
employed to determine the criteria for "success," particularly in the lab programs.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

Philosophy and Goals

The evaluation of the process and performance objectives of the early elementary support programsindicated that both programs provided distinct experiences that consistently and accurately reflected theirrespective goals and philosophies. However, in 1988.89 the Kindergarten Enrichment Program will bemodified to serve students who demonstrate the greatest need for academic support. Accommodating
these students will require significant adjustments to both the identification procedures and the outcome
expectations of the program. The additional preparation should have a direct affect on the nature of theK-1 Transition Program, and may be felt in the elementary lab programs as well.

identification Procedure,s

Identification procedures for all programs in the Des Moines Plan were determined after carefulconsideration of district resources. Consistent with the philosophy of the Des Moines Plan, greater
emphasis was given to serving students at the elementary levels. For example, provisions for the
Reading/Writing and Math Labs included serving 20% of the students in grades 1 and 2, 15% of the

vii
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students in grade 3, 10% of the students in grades 4-6, 8% of the students in grade 7, and 5% of the
students in grades 8-11. Once defined, checkpoint criteria were established to identify studentsaccording to these proportions. For example,studentswho,scoredin,thelowest=20% ofhe scores on

......-----the,firstgrade'reading`ch'etkfroiriraerneived in the Reading/Writing Lab, etc.

While procedures based on percentages ensure that those students most in need receive support
services, they also introduce the possibility of serving students who do not really demonstrate need. Inother words, current identification procedures do not consider the level of mastery demonstrated on thecheckpoints, but are based on the distribution of the checkpoint results and the number of spaces
available for service at each grade level. For example, a first grade student who scored 80% on acheckpoint could be identified for service If that score fell among the lower 20% of all first grade
checkpoint scores.

Test development procedures provide one safeguard against misidentifications of this nature. Districtcheckpoints are designed to measure mid year mastery of curriculum objectives and are revised to reflectany modifications in those objectives. IncreasingThe difficulty of the curriculum objectives shouldincrease the difficulty of the checkpoints and therefore, improve their power to differentiate among
students' level oi functioning. To follow up the example, a score of 80% would not likely fall within the
range of identification on a more difficult checkpoint because the range of all first grade checkpoint scoreswould be much broader. However, curriculum objectives are reviewed on a five year schedule and
developing new tests 0 reflect changes may take up to two additional years. This time line may not besufficiently sensitive to avoid misidentifications.

'Qrganizational Structure of the Management System

The Des Moines Plan was based on the district's Chapter programs. In 1986.87, the Chapter
programs involved 31 school; across the district. In 1987-88, the Des Moines Plan included allelementary and secondary schools offering regular academic programming in the district; some 58buildings. The Des Moines Plan also acquired two early elementary programs with their accompanying
personnel. In addition, the Chapter programs relied on two sources of funding; however,
approximately 82% of the funds or the Des Moines Plan were contributions from five state or federalsources.

While the system utilized to manage the Chapter programs successfully accounted for theimplementation of those programs, the same system failed to withstand the demands imposed by the
expansions associated with the Des Moines Plan. Accountability files were established to monitor the
objectives of each program in the Des Moines Plan, and within each grade level of the lab programs (i.e.,elementary, middle, and high school). Similarities in the nature of the program objectives often resulted inmaintaining multiple sets of tiles wittd the same documentation. Furthermore, regulations associated withthe allocation of funds from external sources complicated the maintenance of account ledgers for eachprogram.

Recommendations

The following recommendations are based on the conclusions listed above.

1. The Supervisor of The Des Moines Plan should meet with representatives from the Department of
Elementary Education, the Department of Educational Services, and the Department of Evaluation,
Research, and Testing to review the implications of the modification to the Kindergarten Enrichment
Program on other Des Moines Plan programs. Particular attention should be given to examining theimpact of this change on the identification procedures and outcome expectations of the K-1 Transitionand first grade lab programs.
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2. Each year the Supervisor of The Des Moines Plan should meet with rpresentatiyesirom the,
4Department,of.Elementary,Education;the'DePartifieritc;rSedotidary Edo ration', the Department of
Evaluation, Research, and Testing, and the Coordinator of Testing and Research specifically, to reviewthe allocation of academic support resources. The number of students served at each grade level shouldbe determined on the basis of available resources, checkpoint results, and other relevant information.

3. The Supervisor of The Des Moines Plan should meet with representatives from the Department of
Evaluation, Research, and Testing, and the Controllers Office to devise a system to monitor the
implementation and accounting of She Des Moines Plan more efficiently.

Copies of the full &port of Evaioatin 9r The Des Moin_es.Plaa,_198783 are available upon request fromthe Department of Evaluation, Research and Testing, Des Moines Public Schools, 1800 Grand Avenue,Des Moines IA 50307.3382.
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PREFACE

The Plan For Excellence

In 1982 an administrative committee of the Des Moines Independent Community School District

began developing a model program to improve studentachievement in the district. titerature on

excellence in education identifies areas that offer the greatest promise for impact on student

achievement. The district's Plan for Excellence (1985) outlines steps to improve education in each of

these areas. One of these recommendations describes steps to strengthen programs and

achievement specifically for low achieving students including reorganizing all district remedial programs

under a single umbrella. The, Des Moines Plan: A Plan for Student Success was implemented in 1987-

88 to coordinate remedial efforts.

The Des Moines Plan: A Plan for Student Success

Component Programs

The Des Moines Plan is a comprehensive plan for students throughout the district in need of

academic support. The basic philosophy of the plan assumes that all children can learn and recognizes

that students iearn in a variety of ways. Programs included in the Des Moines Plan are designed to

-provide-reinforcing-and remedrafasistance according to §itidefilsrldarliirt §tTefttlis.

Early Elementary Programs

Programs at the early elementary level (i.e., Kindergarten through grade 2) are characterized by a

philosophy based on accepted principles of early childhood growth and development. Children from

birth to approximately age 7 develop at variable rates. As a result, students who satisfy the age criterion

for entrance into kindergarten may demonstrate developmental deficiencies in other areas that

compromise their chances for a successful kindergarten experience. Failing to receive an adequate

foundation in kindergarten could jeopardize students' chances for successful learning experiences in

first grade and beyond. Des Moines Plan programs at the early elementary level are designed to provide

children with additional time and support to strengthen their weaknesses and better prepare them for

first grade.



2-2
Des Moines Plan programs at the early elementary level include the Kindergarten Enrichment and

K-1 Transition Programs. Students who demonstrate moderate developmental deficiencies-during the

kindergarten screening process are given the opportunity to receive an additional half day instruction to

supplement the regular kindergarten curriculum in'the Kindergarten Enrichment Program. The

Kindergarten Enrichment Program was piloted in 1985-86 and became a component of the Des Moines

Plan in 1987-88.

Students who demonstrate more severe deficiencies benefit from the interaction with same age

peers in various stages of development in the regular kindergarten program their first year and may be
given an additional year of reinforcement in the K-1 Transition Program the following year. The.K-1

Program was introduced in 1986-87 and offers a complete, comprehensive curriculum to reinforce and
extend the social, academic, emotional and physical growth that occurred during the kindergarten year.

Belding/Writing and Math Labs

Students who fail to satisfy district standards in the basic skills areas receive assistance through

Reading Writing and Math Lab Programs. Modelled after the District's Chapter I and II programs, the

basic skills labs include individualized remediation plans to allow students the opportunity to strengthen

specific skill deficiencies according to their academic strengths and preferred learning styles. Students
ifthe eferneritary'level'are seeved-on-a pull =out basis, while students at the secondary level receive

assistance through regularly scheduled courses.

Transition Rooms

Students who have participated in the lab program for three consecutive semesters and have had

the opportunity to attend two summer school sessions, but continue to demonstrate critical skill deficits

are enrolled in special curriculum rooms. These "transition" rooms are introduced between grades 2

and 3, 4 and 5, and 6 and 7. Primary emphasis is devoted to strengthening basic skills in reading,

writing, and math. As the Des Moines Plan officially began in January of 1988, transition rooms will not

be implemented until 1990.91 to allow students sufficient opportunities to strengthen academic

weaknesses in the lab programs.

1.4
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Funding

The Des Moines Plan receives economic support from a variety of federal, state, and local sources.

Federal Support

District allowances under Chapter I and II of the Education Consolidation Improvement Act and other

provisions to promote desegregation programs make a substantial contribution to programs at the

primary and elementary level.

State Support

In addition to the state base rate allocation, the district receives support for special programs

through the "allowable growth" mechanism included in the state funding formula. The allowable growth

mechanism permits local districts to assess additional local taxes for the purpose of promoting school

improvement. Allowable Growth funds were awarded by the state in response to a special request to

the State Budget Review' Committee by the district for funds to support the Des Moines Plan.

Additional funds provide support fr. the Educational Improvement Grant (i.e., the Plan for Excellence)

and the Drop Out Prevention Programs in the district. Because the Des Moines Plan is an integral part

of both programs, a portion of the monies from these grants is allocated to Des Moines Plan programs.

Local Support

Teacher-salaries-and associated benefitsnot covered.by_other-sources.are,credited to the_district's

general fund.

Plan Of Evaluation

Rationale

The philosophy underlying the Des Moines Plan suggests that early identification and intervention

will have a greater impact on academic achievement than remedial efforts implemented later in students'

academic experience. To the extent.that the Des Moines Plan is effective, it follows that students who

were served in programs, particularly at the primary and elementary school level, should not require

continued assistance throughout their academic experience in the district. It also follows that

participation in the academic support components of the plan should reduce the need to retain

15
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students.

Summative Evaluation

The nature of these expectations suggests that a complete evaluation of the Des Moines Plan will

require monitoring the need for academic support among students served in the program throughout

their academic experience in the district. Such a study was initiated in the spring of 1988. The.design of

this study calls for following students who were identified and served in Des Moines Plan programs that

spring to determine the extent to which students require additional assistance and to identify the nature

of that assistance.

Formative Evaluation

As with any education program, the Des Moines Plan was created to meet the needs of students in

the district and must change as these needs change. The longitudinal design described above and the

dynamic nature of these programsincreases the need to monitor the implementation and maintenance

of the Des Moines Plan programs. Results of these studies may identify areas that have as significant

impact on the effects of the programs. Information will be drawn from two sources to provide adequate

documentation of the implementation of the programs.

Process and Performance Objectives

Each program within the Des Moines Plan is guided by a series of process and performance

objectives. These objectives specify activities and performance criteria to ensure continuity in the

implementation
of-the.programs.inall-schools.across.the.district.and.to.provide.preliminary.evidence.of

the effects of the programs.

5upptemental lnforrmijon

An examination of the process and performance objectives will document the extent to which the

program was implemented as planned, but will not allow an examination of critical issues that go beyond

the objectives. A thorough formative evaluation will require supplementing the compliance information

4. with data to address specific issues, such as the adequacy of the objectives and the validity of the

identification procedures, as they arise.

1 16
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Overview of the Comprehensive Evaluation of The Des Moines Plan

The following report represents the first comprehensive evaluation of the Des Moines Plan.

Separate chapters are devoted to each of the components outlined in the description of the evaluation

plan. Chapters 1 through 4 examine the process and performance objectives for each program

included in the Des Moines Plan. Chapter 5 reviews each program with regard to three specific areas

not directly assessed by the process and performance objectives, namely: the validity and reliability of

the identification procedures, the nature of the students served in the programs, and a follow up of

recommendations from previous evaluations. The results of the evaluation of the process and

performance objectives, considered with the supplemental information reported in chapter 5 are

designed to provide the background and descriptive information to support the longitudinal study.

The Des Moines Plan was officially implemented in January 1988. As such, the results of the first

year of the longitudinal study will not be available until the spring of 1989. However, chapter 6 describes

the evaluation design of the longitudinal study in greater detail.

Although conclusions and recommendations are specified at the end of the process and

performance evaluations for each program, chapter 7 provides the opportunity to formulate conclusions

regarding the Des Moines Plan in general based upon a synthesis of all available information.

Recommendations to improve the delivery of services and/or programming based on the conclusions

are also submitted.

Finally, a note about the format of this report. Implementation and oversight of the Des Moines Plan

involves-avariety of-individuals who serve in different-capacities. To maximize the utility of the report,

each chapter is written as an independent document. While this approach may result in redundancy

between chapters, it is hoped that it will serve to meet the specific interests of all those involved more

efficiently.
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INTRODUCTION

Background Information

The Kindergarten Enrichment Program is a supplemental program to reinforce and extend the

foundation concepts and skills of the basic kindergarten program. It was developed and introduced into

the district in 1985-86 and was incorporated into the Des Moines Plan in 1987-88. The incorporation

procedures required a slight modification in the structure of the program namely the inclusion of process

and performance objectives. The primary purpose of this evaluation is to document the extent to which

the Kindergarten Enrichment Program was implemented according to the objectives outlined in the

program proposal. The results of the evaluation are presented following a description o: the program.

Program Description

Administration

In 1987-88, the Kindergarten Enrichment Program was coordinated by an elementary school

principal. In addition to administrative responsibilities, the coordinator chaired the Kindergarten

Enrichment Planning Committee, which also included Kindergarten Enrichment instructors and the

Elementary Consultant. This committee met at least monthly to develop program and curriculum

modifications necessary to conform to the Des Moines Plan, to discuss difficulties and to exchange

curriculum ideas and activities. It was also primarily responsible for implementing the program.

Attendance Centers

Thirteen half day sessions were offered at eight elementary schools throughout the district

including: Brooks, Cowles, Findley, Howe, King, Mann, Moulton, and Woodlawn. These centers were

chosen on the basis of enrollment figures and the availability of space. With two exceptions, the

remaining elementary schools were divided into attendance areas that clustered around these target

sites. A sufficient number of eligible students were identified at Moulton and King Elementary Schools

to offer one half day session at: each of these sites. As a result, one session was eliminated at

Wood lawn Elementary School. Two sessions (i.e., one morning and one afternoon) were held at the
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remaining live centers.

Class Size

Original class sizes were limited to 18 students per session. Previous attendance patterns of the

Kindergarten Enrichment Program were characterized by frequent transfers. Program policy provides

that once a student has been identified, accepted, and served, they are not denied services in the

event of a transfer, due to-class size. When a student transferred to a home school within a different

Kindergarten Enrichment attendance center, he/she was admitted to the new Enrichment center upon

notification of the home school. Slight deviations in class sizes were allowed to accommodate transfer

students; however, if a specific class enrollment exceeded 20 students, busing to another center was

considered. Alternate placement decisions were made by the program coordinator, in consultation with

the teachers involved.

Budget and Expenditures

As a pilot the Kindergarten Enrichment Program was funded througi*; allowable growth funds

awarded to the district for the Education Improvement Program Grant (i.e., the Plan for Excellence). The

following year the program was incorporated into the district at large and expenses were absorbed into

the general district operating funds. As part of the Des Moines Plan, the Kindergarten Enrichment

Program was funded through federal, state and local sources. Federal funds were provided through the
. Chapter I Program. The State of Iowa contributed through the Educational Improvement Program Grant.

Local monies for transportation and the Voluntary Transfer Program were also allocated to the

Kindergarten Enrichment Program.

Table KE-1 lists the budget and expenditures for the program. Budgeted figures were estimated

on the basis of district averages. The average teacher salary for 1987-88 was $26,389. Estimated

salaries and benefits for five full time and three half time instructors based on this average was

$171,528. Each building received $24.10 per student for supplies and equipment. Multiplying this
figure by the average number of students served in the program during the year (207.5) provides an

estimate of the budget requirements for the program. Transportation demands were estimated by
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multiplying the average cost per Ordent in 11,87-88 ($155.74) by the average number of students

served in the program.

Star) and federal regulations prohibit intermingling of funds, therefore, expenditures are reported

according to funding source. Expenditures for supplies and materials were recorded for elementary

programs combined. The figures listed were estimated on the basis of the relative number of students

in the Kindergarten Enrichment Program. Transportation expenditureswere credited to the district

general fund. Actual expenditures were therefore, not available specifically for the Kindergarten

Enrichment Program.

Estimated total expenditures for the program represot an over expenditure of approximately two

percent; however, the number of estimated figures in the table challenges the accuracy of this review.

Current record keeping prodedures, complicated by the number of funding sources and associated

accountability stipulations, failed toprovide clear evidence of the actual budget and allocations.

Table KE-1. Estimated Program Budget and Expenditures for Kindergarten Enrichment 1987-88.

Items

Source Salaries/ Supplies/ Transportation Total
Benefits Materials

Budget $171,528 $5,001 $32,316 $208,845

Chapter 1 $135,069 $957 $136,026

Education
Improvement $33,071 $957 $34,028

District $10,107 $32,316 $42,423

Total
Expenditures- -$178,247 $1,914 $32,316 $212,477

Philosophy and Goals

The philosophy of the Kindergarten Enrichment Program is based on the philosophy of the

Des Moines Public Schools kindergarten program and emphasizes a developmental orientation. It

22
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states that Early childhood programs have a responsibility to help allchildren 'be what they are and

become what they are capable of becoming.' This requires recognizing each child's individual

developmental maturity and providing experiences to encourage further development. Educational

experiences focus on readiness experiences which develop personal social/emotional skills, intellectual

functioning, verbal fluency, psychomotor abilities, and basic life skills to prepare sti,;!4:nts to live with

self, parents and friends; to approach the world with curiosity and creativity; and In ',clop effective life

skills with a disposition for life tong learning.

The following goals were developed to guide the implementation of this philosophy:

1. Apply the principles of growth and development as a foundation for teach:ng and

learning.

2. Provide a planned, comprehensive program of iexperiences designed to r.':-vc-:op the

cognitive, affective, social,.Verbal and psychomotor abilities of each child.

3. Ensure that the school's learning environment facilitates productive thinl6:.:;. learning

and living.

urriculurn

The curriculum of the Kindergarten Enrichment supplements, without duplicalg, the curriculum

presented in the regular kindergarten program in an attempt to reinforce and enh.., ru student

preparation for future academic success. The curriculum of the regular kindergai;,* 11;rogram utilizes

Strategies in Early Childhood Education (Waupun); a developmental approach tc. auditory,

verbal, and motor skill development. The behavioral objectives in each area are arrz..*D.:d in live

performance levels. Alter locating students within the hierarchy through screening, t, .%chers present a

complete sequence of instruction, reinforce skill development, and confirrr studen;:,' nbilities to perform

a particular objective independently before proceeding to the next Wit level.

The Kindergarten Enrichment Program enhances the Waupjn curriculum with tI.,o following

objectives based on its specific goals to provide a planned, comprehensive progrum:
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1. Develop personal social/emotional skills to enhance self-concept, confidence and a

disposition for life long learning.

2. Promote verbal fluency through language experiences as a means to develop

communication and self-expression.

3. Explore literature to build a positive self-concept, enlarge vocabulary, stimulate

imagination, develop listening skills and broaden the students' view of the world.

4. Expand intellectual functioning through thinking skills, such as problem solving and

decision making.

5. Integrate psychomotor skills into the learning activities.

6. Emphasize good health and safety habits.

A complete list of performance objectives for the emphases specific to the Enrichment Program is

found in Appendix KE-A. While piogress on the Waupun curriculum objectives is monitored by the

teachers of the regular kindergarten program, Enrichment teachers measure progress on the special

emphases by the results of a checklist of specific behaviors related to each performance objective.

Teaching

Consistent with principles of early childhood learning styles, teaching techniques emphasize

numerous "hands -on ", manipulative and tactile experiences to provide opportunities to examine,

investigate, explore, experience and discover.

kientification Procedures

Prior to the introduction the Kindergarten Enrichment Program all kindergarten students were

screened during the third week of the school year to determine their standing within the Waupun

curriculum. The results of this screening provided teachers with a rough estimate of where to begin

instruction. Implementation of the Kindergarten Enrichment and other early elementary academic

support programs, necessitated more rigorous selection procedures to accurately and consistently

identify appropriate candidates for the program.

To date, the Kindergarten Enrichment Program has relied on the results of the Kindergarten
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Enrichment Teacher Evaluation Form (see Appendix KE-B). This was administered to those students

who performed below the minimum Waupun level considered prerequisite for success in kindergarten,

and who teachers believed to be appropriate candidates for the Kindergarten Enrichment Program.

In 1987-88 a pilot study was conducted to examine the technical properties of current screening

procedures and to explore the possible use of an alternative instrument. The screening test of the

Battelle Developmental Iriventor,y (BDI) was administered in lieu of the Waupun screening and the

Kindergarten Enrichment Teacher Evaluation to all kindergarten students in six schools across the

district. Students from all other elementary schools were referred according to the original placement

procedures described above.

Candidates from all schools were confirmed by the home school principal and the Kindergarten

Enrichment instructor for the attendance area, and were referred to the Enrichment Planning

III Committee for review. The results of all referrals were rank ordered within the respective tests.(

Students referred on the basis of the Kindergarten Enrichment Teacher Evaluation Form were selected

according to criteria established from the results of previous years. Students referred on the basis of

the BDI screening test were placed according to criteria derived from normative data provided with the

screening test. Additional information such as the results of draw-aperson and scissor cutting tasks and

teacher observations, was used to identify students with the greatest need.and/or to verify a placement

decision- Selections were confirmed with the home school teachers and principals.

Final placement was contingent upon approval from the parenVguardian. Parent contacts were

initiated by the home school principal and followed up by the Kindergarten Enrichment teacher.

PROCESS AND PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Introduction

Process and performance objectives were generated in four major areas to guide the

implementation of the program. These areas included: Administration, Students, Instructional Staff and

0 Family. The methods for documenting and evaluating'each objective in these areas, as well as the
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results of the evaluation are described below.

Administration

Objective B-1

During the instructionalyear the program coordinator will organize and maintain an accountability file

and provide copies of data to support the evaluation of all objectives as documented byan

accountability file maintained by the program consultant.

Evaluation Method

Evaluation of this objective called for simply confirming the existence and maintenance of an

accountability filet Maintenance was confirmed by requesting information as specified in the program

objectives.

Results

The program evaluator confirmed the creation of the files and received ail data in a timely fashion as

specified in the program objectives.

Students

Objective A-1

At the end of the instructionalyear, students served by the program for at least two thirds of a given

year will improve an average ofone ranking on each of the components on the Kindergarten

Enrichment Student Evaluation as documented by a summary of the results submitted to the program

coordinator by May 15, 1988.

Elfraluation Method

Subjects

Kindergarten Enrichment classes met for a total of 155 days. Only those students who attended

103 or more classes during the academic year were included in the evaluation of this objective.

MeasurQ

The Kindergarten Enrichment Student Evaluation was generated to more accurately reflect the

specific objectives of the prograth (see Appendix KE-C). Four to 8 Hems were empirically derived to

26
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represent 5 of the six curriculum objectives outlined in the program description. The objective

"exploration of literature", was considered descriptive of the teaching strategy rather than a student

behavior and was therefore omitted from the Student Evaluation. Teachers were asked to indicate on a

scale of 1-5 the extent to which each student demonstrated at least age appropriate levels of each

characteristic (1=infrequently, 5=fremlently). Subscores were obtained by adding the scores for each

item within each objective. A composite score was obtained by adding the scores across objectives.

Although pre and post test scores were obtained on the Kindergarten Enrichment Student Evaluation

during 1987-88, delays in its development resulted in subsequent delays in the initial administration.

The results below represent student growth over a 4 month period.

Results

The results of a comparison between pre and poit test scores of the Kindergarten Enrichment

Student Evaluation are presented in table KE-2. The results indicate that the subscale and composite

scores obtainegLon.the_post-test-were-signficantly"hi§hettian pretest scores. Although the results

represent a statistical difference, it is difficult.to determine whether the difference represents a

meaningful change in behavior. This interpretation is compounded by the absence of a comparison

group and the limited duration between test administrations.

Table KE-2. Kindergarten Enrichment Student Evaluation Pre and Post Test Comparisons

Objective Average ___Av,erage__ ____
Pretest Post test

T-Statistic-- -Effect-Site Percent
IncreasePersonal Social/Emotional Skills 19.42 23.70 13.12' 0.90 17.24

Verbal Fluency/Competency 26.85 32.50 15.80' 1.01 17.21

Intellectual Functioning/ 12.89 15.31 12.24' 0.77 14.24Disposition for Life Long
Learning

Psychomotor Skills 20.28 24.18 15.27' 1.01 15.56

Health and Safety Haoits 21.61 25.69 19.16' 1.16 16.56
Composite 100.92 121.31 12.76' 1.09 16.85

pc .001
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One approach to facilitate the interpretation of these results is to calculate the effect size based on

the difference between pre and post test scores. The effect size is an index of the degree to which a

characteristic is present. An effect size of .25 represents a small effect, .50 represents a moderate

effect and 1.00 represents a large effect. The effect size for each subscale and the composite are

included in the table. With the exception of the Personal Social/Emotional Skills and the Intellectual

Functioning/Disposition for Life Long Learning scales, the effect sizes satisfy Cohen's criteria for a large

effect. The effect sizes for the two exceptions approached this criteria.

The interpretation may also be enhanced by calculating the percent increase in the scores,

represented by the average difference between pre and post test scores, relative to the range of

possible scores on the subscales. Percent increases ranged from 14.24% to 17.24%. The greatest

increases occurred in the areas of personal social/emotional skills and verbal fluency/competency, two

of the primary concerns of the program. The lowest percent increase occurred in the area of intellectual

functioning/disposition for lite long teaming.

Although inconclusive, these results provide evidence to suggest that the program does make a

positive impact on development in those areas it was designed to improve.

Objective A-a

At the end of the instructionalyear, at least 75 percent of those students served in the program for

at least two thirds of a given year will be recommended for placement first grade assfocumented by.

placement recommendations for each student served in the program, submitted to the program

consultant by May 15, 1988.

Eval!iation Method

Subjects

Again, only those students who participated in the Kindergarten Enrichment Program for 103 days

or more were included in the evaluation of this objective.

The purpose of the Enrichment Program is to prepare high risk students for the first grade,
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therefore, placement recommendations made in the spring of the kindergarten year serve as a measure

of the effects of the program. There were at least four alternative placements for students following their

kindergarten year. Students could be retained in kindergarten, in which case they were eligible for

another year in the Kindergarten Enrichment Program, invited to participate in the K-1 Transition

Program, promoted to the first grade, or referred for evaluation and service by Educational Services.

Retention in kindergarten and participation in the K-1 Transition Program was also contingent upon

approval of the parents or guardians, therefore teacher recommendations for academic placement is

considered a more accurate index of a student's level of functioning at the end of the kindergarten year.

These recommendations are made by the students regular kindergarten instructor in consultation with

the Enrichment teacher.

Results

The placement recommendations for students who participated in the Kindergarten Enrichment

,Program for-at-least-103 days-are displayedinTable"KE-3. These results indicate that over 85 percent of

these students were considered adequately prepared for first grade. Only 14.56 percent (n=23) were

referred for consideration for retention, and none of these students demonstrated a need for

Educational Services.

Table KE-3. Placement Recommendations of Students Served in Kindergarten Enrichment for 103

.Days or-More.

Placement Number of Percent ofRecommendation Students Students

Promote to first grade 135 85.44

Refer to K-1 Transition 19 12.03

Retain in kindergarten 4 2.53

Refer to Educational Services 0 0.00

Total 158 100.00

2J
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Instructional Staff

Objective B-1

Kindergarten Enrichment students will be identified by the fourth week of the instructional year as

documented by class lists of identified students and eligibility data, on file with the program consultant.

Evaluation Method

Evaluation of this objective required reviewing program records to note the time line of the

screening and placement procedures.

Results

Classes for the 1987-88 academic year began on September 1, 1987. Kindergarten screening

took place during the week of September 14-18, three weeks into the school year. Results of the

screening tests were reviewed and the parents of eligible students were contacted during the following

110
week (September 21-25). Although eligible students were identified by the fourth week, obtaining

parent permission and securing class rosters from the list of candidates, and making final transportation

arrangements required postponing the start of the Kindergarten Enrichment classes one week.

Kindergarten Enrichment classes began on October 6,1988.

Objective B-Z

During the instructional year Kindergarten Enrichment teachers will instruct 18-20 students In each

half-day session as documented by class lists compiled from student data forms, submitted to the

program consultant by October 9, 1987.

Evaluation Method.

The average clats size at the beginning of the program was compared to the average class size at

the end of the school year to detemine the extent to which the targeted student/teacher ratio was

maintained throughout the year.

Results,

Class sizes at the beginning of the school year ranged from 14-20 and averaged approximately 17.

Class sizes at the end of the year ranged from 13-20 and averaged approximately 15. These results
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indicate that atudent/teacher ratios were maintained below the target level, and more closely

approximated the ideal ratio for similar programs (i.e., 12-15 students.).

objective B-3

By the end of the second semester, Kindergarten Enrichment teachers will have had at least one

contact with the parents)/guardian(s) of each student enrolled during the instructional year. These

activities may consist of one or more of the following: a) Parent/teacher conferences; b) Kindergarten

Enrichment newsletters; c) Kindergarten Enrichment open houses; and d) Parent volunteer activities as

documented by attendance reports, copies of newsletters, and other appropriate documentation,

submitted to the program consultant by May 15, 1988.

evaluation Methods

In addition to reviewing program records, Kindergarten Enrichment teachers were asked to

complete a Parent Contact Summary Sheet during the spring semester of 1987-88 academic year. The

parent contact summary sheet was designed to indicate the extent to which each teacher made

individual as well as group contacts.

Results

The very structure of the program ensures at least some contact with parents during the year. The

parents of all eligible students are contacted by teachers during the selection process to confirm

placement. Before the program begins, all parents are invited to an open house at each center to give

parents an opportunity to visit the rooms and to team more about the program. District wide

parent/teacher conferences are held in the fall and spring. Kindergarten Enrichment teachers were

available at the students' home schools during conference times to supplement the feedback from the

regular kindergarten teacher. They also prepared an insert for each student's report card to inform

parents about the progress of their child specifically in the Kindergarten Enrichment Program. Finally,

teachers were encouraged to circulate a Kindergarten Enrichment Newsletter to keep parents informed

of Enrichment activities on a periodic basis.

The results of the Parent Contact Summary Sheet indicate that an average of 7 letters were sent
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home each session between February and May of 1388. 4.,proximai.ely four of these letters were

program newsletters. The remaining letters were notes and announcements related changes in

building schedules, etc. In addition to Newsletters and other written announcements an average of 60

individual notes were sent home per session during the recording period to provide parents with

feedback about their child's behavior. At least 69 percent of these notes reinforced students for

positive or appropriate behaviorwhich reflects the positive emphasis expressed in the philosophy of the

program. Teachers also made phone contacts and held conferences with parents beyond the

scheduled district conferences. An average of 7.46 phone contacts and 25.46 individual conferences

were made per session during the recording period. Finally, some teachers also noted participation of

parent volunteers for field trips and special sessions as well as classroom visits by parents/guardians.

These results were based on recordings over a 4 month period and included some inconsistencies

that required interpretation by the evaluator, therefore they probably represent an underestimate of the

actual contacts made by teachers. Nevertheless, this limited sample suggests that teachers devote a

considerable amount of time and effort communicating with parents/guardians about student progress
as well as Enrichment activities.

Objective B-4

During the instructional year the following objectives will be emphasized: a) Development cf
personal sociaVemotional skills to enhance self-concept and self-confidence; b) Development of verbal

fluency/competency through language experiences; c) Exploration of literature; d) Expansion'of

intellectual functioning anddevelopment of a disposition for life long learning; e) Integration of

psychomotor skills into learning activities; and 0 the demonstration of good health and safety habits as

documented by the results of the Kindergarten Enrichment Observation Checklist, on file with the

program evaluator.

Evaluation Method

Subjects

Each Enrichment session (i.e., a.m. and p.m. sessions at all of the centers), was treated as the unit

32
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of analysis to evaluate this objective.

Measure

The Kindergarten Enrichment Observation Checklist was generated in consultation with the

Enrichment instructors, to reflect most of the goals and objectives or emphases of the program (see

Appendix KE-D). "Expansion of intellectual functioning and the development of a disposition for life

long learning" was omitted from the obeservation checklist because its focuses on individual student
V

characteristics and does not have physical or behavioral components that could be readily observed in

the classroom.

Procedure

Once constructed, the observation checklist was used by the program evaluator to ensure

consistent observations during onsite visits to all of the Kindergarten Enrichment sessions. These visits

took place between April 11 and April27. Each visit lasted approximately 30 minutes and an attempt

was made to schedule the visits around a teachers planning period to allow time for a brief interview.

Results

The results for one session were eliminated because it was conducted by a student teacher rather

than the regular Kindergarten Enrichment instructor. All objectives, as operationalized by the items on

the behavioral checklist, were either observed directly or noted in the instructors lesson plans 3 of 12

sessions (66.67%). Teachers in three of the four remaining sessions described activities they

incorporated into their classes to address the areas not directly observed. There was only one session

that offered insufficient evidence that all objectives were emphasized during instruction. The area for

which no evidence was obtained was psychomotor skill development.

Family

Objective A-1

Near the end of the instructionalyear at least 30 percent of the parents ofKindergarten Enrichment

students will provide formative feedback on program activities as documented by a summary of
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responses obtained from a parent survey conducted by the program evaluator.

Evaluation Method

Subjects

Because of the limited size, air parents/guardians of students in the program were asked to provide

leedbacksegardingihe_EnrichmentProgram. Approximately.208:23.4.surveys,weresdistributed-(based

on 16-18 students per session). Of these, 81 (38.94-34.62%) were returned which satisfies the

minimum number of surveys required to assume that theiesults are representative of all the parents of

the students involved with the program.

Measure

There were four primary purposes for surveying parents/guardians. The first was to solicit

perceptions regarding mafor changes they observed in their child during the year and the primary

impetus for those changes. The second is to evaluate communication between parents and the

Enrichment instructors. The third purpose for administering the survey was to solicit perceptions of the

strengths and weaknesses of the pro_gram and to_obtain.parent.recommendations.for-improvementr-A

fourth set of questions assessed the nature and extent of students' preschool experiences. These

items were piloted for future use in a longitudinal study of all academicsupport programs in the district

and were not included as part of this evaluation.

Procedure

The initial distribution of the Des Moines Public Schools Parent Follow-Up Questionnaire for the

Kindergarten Enrichment Program (see Appendix KE-E) took place during the spring parent/teacher

_conferences..Awasassumed.that-such-a-procedure-wouldincreasathalikelihood-aresponses;

however, a follow-up mailing was necessary to obtain an interpretable sample.

Results

A number of the questions included on the questionnaire were open ended. To facilitate reporting

these responses were categorized according to the general topic they addressee. In addition, the

open ended format allowed respondents to list more than one response; therefore, the results were

34
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reported in percentages based on the total number of responses rather than on the number of parents

or guardians who responded. Responses that appeared only one time and that could not be included

in another cluster were combined in an "other" category.

Observed Changes

-Parents were-asked-to describe-changes-they'observed'in-theirthildreri sin-6e theybegan

pariicipating in the Kindergarten Enrichment Program. Seventy-four of the 81 parents who responded

(91.36%) provided 153 responses. Table KE-4 summarizes the nature of these responses.

Table KE-4. Parent/Guardian Observations of Developmental Changes in Students Served in

Kingergarten Enrichment 1987-88.

Category Number of
Responses

Percent of
Responses

Individual Growth and Development 82 53.59

Academic Skills 53 _._ __ _34.64

Social Skills 11 7.19

Other 2 1.31

Negative Habits 5 3.27

Over 50 percent cf the responses noted significant changes in individual growth and development.

Twenty-one (25.61%) of these responses referred specifically to the development of a positive.attitude

toward school
andiearning.in.general_These-types,of-responses-outnumberedthe-respbn ises n all

other categories. As "enthusiasm", "excitement for learning" and "curiousity" are characteristics of a

"disposition for life long learning", these results provide some indication of the effects of this curriculum

emphasis. Other frequent responses within this category included the development of self confidence

(14.63%), independence (12.20%), and maturity (10.98%). Another 34.64 percent of the responses

to this question included statements regarding development of academic skills. The most frequent
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response referred to academic skills in general (20.75%); however, writing skills (13.21%), reading skills

(13.21%), and counting skills (11.32%) were mentioned specifically. The third largest cluster of

responses referred to social skill development including characteristics such as cooperation, the ability

to interact well with other children, thoughtfulness and sharing. Five responses referred to the

development-of negative behavior patterns or characteristics. These Included "bad habits" in general,

"less self confidence", and "fatigues.

When asked to indicate factors that would explain these changes, a majority of the parents who

responded (64.56%) endorsed "participation in the Kindergarten Enrichment Program" specifically (see

Table KE-5). Another 18.52 percent attributed these changes to a combination of factors including

Kindergarten Enrichment, the regular kindergarten program, normal developmental changes and caring

teachers.

Table KE-5. Reasons.for Changes Observed in Kindergarten Enrichment Students

1987-88.

Category Number-of-- Percent of`
Responses Response

Participation in the
51 64.56Kindergarten Enrichment Program

Participation in Kindergarten enrichment 8 10.13and the regular kindergarten programs

Normal developmental changes 5 6.33

-Participation°In the-regular- 5 6.33kindergarten program

Participation in Pre-kindergarten experiences 2 2.53

Participation in kindergarten programs and 2 2.53normal developmental changes

All of the factors listed 2 2.53

Other 4 5.06

2$
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Parent/Teacher Communication

The next section surveyed parent assessments of communications between program teachers and

parents/guardians. A majority of parents (60.%) tett they received frequent notification of Kindergarten

Enrichment activities. Another 32.50 percent felt they received feedback on a periodic basis.

Combined these.riata indicate that 92.50 percent of the parents who responded to the survey felt they

received information about the Kindergarten Enrichment Program on at least a periodic basis,

Parents were also asked to indicate their perceptions regarding the extent to which they received

information about their child's progress in the Kindergarten Enrichment Program. Again, 92.50 percent

of those who responded felt that they received feedback on at least a periodic basis. Half of these

parents felt that they received frequent feedback about their child's progress.

Zirogilia.MealinesotabiElesommendalions

Responses regarding the strengths of the program fell into 2 major clusters: those that referred to

the development of skills and attitudes necessary for success in the first grade and beyond (53.27%),

and those that mentioned specific characteristics of the program.(42.07.%)__The.most.frequent-strength-__

sited within the *readiness* category included statements about emotional/attitudinal development

(22.81%), general readiness for first grade (19.30%), providing additional time and practice for students

to learn (19.64%), generic statements about the support it provides to the regular kindergarten program

(15.79%), and social skill development (12.28%).

Teachers were the most frequently sited program characteristic considered a strength of the

program (37.78%). Smaller class sizes and theiradvantages also appeared frequently in this cluster

(31.11%); as did specific aspects of the teaching methodology such as hands on experiences,

focussing on the student's current level of functioning and providing a variety of concrete experiences

(22.22%).

Only 38.27 percent of the respondents listed specific weaknesses they perceived in the program.

The category with the greatest frequency of responses included specific areas or topics that were

mentioned only one time. Disappointment in the inability to serve more children and concern about
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transportation logistics accounted for 19.36 percent of the responses.

There was greater consensus among recommendations to improve the program. Approximately 30

percent of the parents who responded to this question felt the program was fin6 as it was and could

make no recommendations for improvement. Twenty percent of the responses to this question

expressed a desire to see the program expanded to serve more kids in need. Another 15 percent of

the responses expressed a desire to see greater teacher/parent communication and in particular

communication pertaining to parent education and involvement in the educational process of their

children.

The fact that respondents identified considerably more strengths than weaknesses or

recommendations, and that no weakness was mentioned consistently among the responses suggests

that parents were pleased with the program.

CONCLUS:IONS

The results of the evaluation of the process and performance objectives of the Kindergarten

Enrichment Program indicate that the program was implemented as outlined in the program description.

Results of the Kindergarten Enrichment Student Evaluation suggest that students do develop in the

areas specifically emphasized in the program. Placement recommendations at the end of the program

support this perception and provide evidence to suggest that efforts to improve the placement

procedures resulted in the identification of students that more accurately reflected the target rwulation

for whom the program was created. Although class sizes were generally lower than originally expected,

they were maintained at a level that more closely approximated the ratio recognized as ideal for early

elementary programs. Finally, parents/guardians of students in the program indicated that the

Kindergarten Enrichment Program made a significant contribution to the development of a positive

attitude toward school and the learning process.

In many instances, performance exceeded expectations. For example, the performance objectives

specified that 75 percent of the students served would be recommended for first grade at the end of

38
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the kindergarten year. Actual figures indicated that over 85% of these students were considered

adequately prepared for first grade..Although instructors were only required to make one contact with

the parents/guardians of students served in their classes, results indicate that Enrichment teachers

devoted a considerable amount of lime and energy keeping parents/guardians Informed of program

activities and student development in the program.

Combined results of this evaluation suggest that the Kindergarten Enrichment Program provides a

unique experience to help prepare students with moderate developmental deficiencies for success in

first grade and beyond. Implementation of the program accurately reflects its own philosophy as well as

the philosophy of early elementary education in the district.

RECOMMENDATIONS

A preliminary examination of the impact of early elementary programs suggests that students with

more severe developmental deficiencies might benefit from an additional halt day experience in the

kindergarten year. Accommodation of these students will require modification of the philosophy,

identification procedures, and the process and performance objectives of the Kindergarten Enrichment

Program in 1988-89. The following recommendations are submitted for consideration in the

modification process.

1. The program coordinator should work with representatives from the Department of Elementary

Education to examine the philosophy statement underlying the early elementary programs in the district

to ensure that it includes a rationale for the special programs at the kindergarten level. This rationale

should also be reflected in the philosophy statement of the Kindergarten Enrichment Program.

2. The program coordinator should work with the Coordinator of Testing and Research to develop

identirication procedures that accurately identify students most in need of academic support services at

the kindergarten level

3. The inclusion of students with more severe developmental deficiencies will effect expectations for

the program'z.s "success" as measured by placement expectations at the end of the kindergarten year.

In the absence of information on which to base sound expectations, the program coordinator should
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estlblish no more than 50 percent as the criterion level for this objective. This criterion should be

increased gradually as the program adjusts to the changes associated with the new target population.

4. The program coordinator should increase the criterion for parent/teacher contacts to more

accurately reflect Enrichment teacher efforts and the emphasis characteristic of all Des Moines Plan

programs.

5. Although information from parents/guardians provides an important contribution to a program

evaluation, the return rate of efforts to solicit such feedback is not necessarily in the hands of the

program coordinator or teachers. The program coordinator should consider removing the 30 percent

return rate criterion or eliminate the performance objective from the program entirely.
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OBJECTIVES

1. Develop personal sociaVemotional
skills to enhance self concept
and self confidence.
A. ,Develo0 a sense of confidence

and independence

Student Demonstrates:
1. Positive self worth.
2; Feeling of accomp-z.nment.
3. Accepting/giving compliments

and criticisms.

B. Internalize sense of order.

Student Demonstrates:
1. Undelstanding and following

classroom routines
2. Respect for environment and

materials.

-C. Demonstrate social relationships
and appropriate'social behavior.

Student Demonstrates:
1. Interacting appropriately
2. Participation and involvement
3. Appropriate group behavior
4. Exiting and entering conversations
5. Accepting consequences
6. Accepting/giving compliments

SUGGE$TED ACTIVITIES

Super Star
Self portraits
Positive reinforcement
Interviews
Display student work
Me In A Box
Use of developmental

literature

Daily planning
Class rules/routine
Classroom organization

Role playing
Stories
Films

Cooperative activities
Collaborative experiences
Large/small group participation

42

OBSERVABLE ELEMENTS,

Working independently
Working cooperatively
Interacting appropriately

Orderly, purposeful
classroom conduct

Posted daily schedule
Posted classroom rules

interacting appropriately
Responding appropriately

to teacher direction.



OBJECTIVES
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Develop verbal fluency/competency
-through-language experiences.
.A.--Use/intelpretation of.oral

language.

Student Demonstrates:
1. Complete sentences.
2. Appropriate sentence structure.
3. Descriptive language.

B. Use/interpretation of written
language.

Student Demonstrates:
1. Descriptive language.
2. Representations of oral language.

C. Demonstrate use of meaningful
conversation.

Student Demonstrates:
1. In small groups
2. In large groups
3. Through active listening

D. Build vocabulary

Student Demonstrates:
1. Naming-
2. Categorizing
3. Instructional language

Sharing
Poetry
Action-songs,
Puppetry
Dramatic Play
Forms of literature
Modeling
Brainstorming
Rhyming
Opposites
Sequencing
Stories
Films
Music

4,/

OBSERVABLE ELEMENTS

Complete sentences
Remains on topic
Use of related multiple.

sentences

Use of related multiple
sentences as displayed ii

student work
Naming

Responds on topic appropriately
Interacts on topic appropriately

Listens attentively

Follows directions

Categorizing



OBJECT(LE

IN. Explore literature.
A. Enlarge vocabulary.

B. Stimulate imagination.

C. Develop listening skills.

D. Broaden their view of the world.

IV. Expand intellectual functioning and
develop a disposition for life long
learning.

A. Thinking skills - Des Wines
taxonomy.

Student Demonstrates:
1. Problem solving-decision making

Evaluate
Synthesize
Analyze
Apply
Comprehend
Know
Observe

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Identify with literature
characters

Dramatizing
Introducing recommended

quality literature
Oral reading-teacher/std.
Composition-teacher/std.
Listening-group/station
Use of various forms of

print
.Altering story ending
Sentence starters
Records
Films
Rc!e playing

4

OBSERVABLE ELEMENTS,

Individual reading centers
Small group reading

activities
Large group reading

activities
Use of various forms of

literature
(See activities)

Independent choices
On task behavior
Evaluating own work
Group problem solving
Appropriate-response to

problematic questions



QI3JECTIVES

V. Integrate psychomotor skills into
learning activities.

A. Develop gross motor skills.

B. Develop fine motor skills.

C. Develop body orientation - movement/
spatial orientation.

VI. Demonstrate good health and safety habits.

A. Health

Student Demonstrates:
1. Hygiene
2. Nutrition
3. Exercise
4. Rest

B. Safety habits

'Student Demonstrates:
1. Bus safety
2. Classroom rules
3: Fire/tornado
4. Playground safety
5. Home safety
6. Pedestrian safety

so
-1

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
OBSERVABLE ELEMENTS

Hopping, skipping
Running, galloping
Dancing, rope jumping
Carrying, sweeping
Cutting, drawing, writing
Pasting, coloring
Balance, walking downstairs
Creative movement
Catching, bouncing
Patterning

Cooking, tasting, introduction
to foods

Appropriate clothing
Hand/face washing
Appropriate eating habits

Safe route map
Bus safety. evacuation
Fire/tornado drills

4

(See activities)

Self help
Posters
Rules posted
Cooking activities
Tasting activities
Lunch time

Rules posted
Posters
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SO.

-----DESMOINESPUBEICSCWOOLS

SCREENING FOR ENRICHMENT KINDERGARTEN

TEACHER EVALUATION FORM
Student Name

School
Teacher

Auditory

'1. Child can, when presented with ten pairs of words,indicate whether the words are the same or differentin 8 of 10 situations.

Date

"2. Child can reproduce 4 of 6
clappingpatterns.

Child can, when given a simple word, produce twosimple words that rhyme.

4. Child actively listens and follows
through in .alarge group.

5 Child follows three step directions, individualand/or groUp.

illp. Child pays attention to a short story in a largegroup and can answer simple questions about it.
r^_--.

Auditory totals
Visual

"1. Child can, from a diffused
background, outline sixof ter) items regardless of their size or position.

"2. Child can form five figures by connecting dots whichare given as contextual clues.

"3. Child can visually
discriminate similar objects(designs) in nine of ten exercises.

C. Child can successfully
assemble a simple puzzleof five or more pieces.

'Corrent

Visual totals
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Yes No



_SCREENIUG7FOR'ENRICHMENT KINDERGARTEN, TEACHER EVALUATION FORM, p. 2

ott1.10,

*1. Child can, when shown a simple experience picture,
State simply at least three variations of the
activity portrayed in the picture.

2. Child can, when presented a simple nursery rhyme,recite it accurately from memory.

3. Child can, name 8 of 10.pictures. (objects,
people, animals, places)

Z. Child's verbal*participation in a group is
relevant to the task or topic.

5. Child interacts verbally with peers and adults.

6. Child verbally states needs. (i.e. restroom, etc.)

7. Child. is easily understood by others

Corrzent

Verbal totals
!otor
Gec,ss

*1. Child can maintain flexible balance of body when wall.ino
across a 10 foot 2 X 4 inch balance beam-forward,.-back-ward tndsidewkg-in in integrated manner.

*2. Child can hop in a forward direction a distance of
10 feet on the left foot and 10 feet on the right foot..

'3. Child can toss an eight-inch ball in the air Cth
both hands and catch it on the first bounce 2 of 3times.

Yes No

*:. Child can skip forward on alternating
feet approx. 20 ft.

Child can walk down at least 5 steps using alternating
feet with the flelp of holding onto a railing or holdingone hand.

Tir.e

6. Child can use scissors, paste and supplies functionally,

.. Child can draw and color past the scribbling stage.
(Depicts a person, incorporates body parts.)

ent

Motor totals
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SCREDINS FOR ENRICHMENT KINDERGARTEN, TEACHER EVALUATION FORM, p. 3

Yes Nolir
Cr.iid attends to basic needs. (Clothing, toileting,
carinc for personal possessions.)

7.. Child works independently at a task without
individual attention.

3.- Child follows general rules and routines establishedin the classroom.

Child reacts appropriately to changes in the
routine.

5. Child works/plays without disrupting or bothering
peers.

t. Child tates turns and shares with others.

-7. Child has positive attitude toward self,and school.

Cornent

Social/Self-Help totals

;ndicates items are included in the Waupun'screening.
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Kindergarten Enrichment Student Evaluation. _
Indicate on a scale of 1 to 5 (1. infrequently, 5. frequently) the extent to which this student
demonstrates at least age appropriate levels of the following characteristics:

Infrequently Frequently
1. Appropriate social interaction with peers in small groups

1 2 3 4 5
2. Recalls details from information presented orally 1 2 3 4 5
3. Identifies Items (stimuli) with accurate and appropriate labels 2 3 4 5
4. Spatial relations (external objects) such as: accurately

estimates the space requirements for objects
1 2 3 4 5

5. Recognizes the sequence and arrangement of an oral message 1 2 3 4 5
6. Discriminates salient features of objects

1 2 3 4 5
7. Actively pursues own intellectual interests

1 2 3 4 5
8. Hygienic habits during food preparation activities

1 2 3 4 5
9. Self anuranc:e

1 2 3 4 5

10. Appropriate social interaction in a 1-1 situation with peers 1 2 3 4 5

11. Eyehand coordination without manipulatives 1 2 3 4 5

12. Compliance with fire/tornado drill emergency procedures 1 2 3 4 5

13. Ability to analyze InforMation from the environment
1 2 3 4 5

14. Enthusiasm for the learning process
1 2 3 4 5

15. Appropriate games
1 2 3 4 5

16. Observes safe playground behavior
1 2 3 4 5

17. A sense of autonomy
1 2 3 4 5

18. Remains on topic for the duration of a conversation
1 2 3 4 5

19, Incorporates now vocabulary words into simple sentences
1 2 3 4 5

20. Ability to synthesize information from the environment
1 2 3 4 5

21. Rhythmic activities
1 2 3 4 5

22. Viewpoint or perspective
1 2 3 4 5

23. Physical fitness
1 2 3 4 5

24. Terminates a conversation with poets appropriately
1 2 3 4 5

25. Moves at least.two parts of the body simultaneously whi:a
standing in place

1 2 3 4 5

26. Recognizes the relationship between behaviors and their
consequences

1 2 3 4 5

27. Recognizes the consequences of his/her own behavior
1 2 3 4 5

28. Accurately writes his/her own name
1 2 3 4 5

29. Adequate rest
1 2 3 4 5

30. Observes pedestrian safety conventions
1 2 3 4 5

Student Name KE Center Session: am pm
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KINDERGARTEN ENRICHMENT
Observation Checklist 1987-88

,r3OAL OBSERVED
NOT

OBSERVED
DISCUSSED
W1TEACHER

REVIEW
RECORDS COMMENTSCurriculum Emphases

1. Develop personal social/emotional skills to enhance
sell concept and self confidence as evidenced by

#1.1 Opportunities for independent and cooperative
activities.

1.2 Orderly purposeful classroom conduct that
conforms to classroom schedules and standards.

1.3 .Appropriate interaction among peers and
teachers during role playing activities, story time,
cooperative activities and other classroom activities.

2. Develop verbal fluencylcompetency through a
variety of language experiences such as sharing,
poetry, action songs, puppetry, dramatic play,
opportunities to interact with various forms of literature,
modeling, brainstorming, rhyming, films, music, etc.
stressing concrete, student-centered vocabulary.

3. Expand intellectual functioning and develop a
disposition for life long learning through activities
such as indiVidual and group problem solving and
opportunities for free choice time.

4. Develop psychomotor skills by integrating fine
motor, gross motor, and spatial orientation activities
into the learning process.

5. Develop good health and safety habits through
leSsons in hygiene, cooking and tasting activities,
and safety drills.

.

.

.

.



KINDERGARTEN ENRICHMENT
Observation Checklist 1987-88

GOAL OBSERVED
NOT

OBSERVED
DISCUSSED
W/TEACHER

REVIEW
RECORDS COMMENTSMaterials and EqUipment

1. A vanity of learning activity centers induding
but not limited to reading centers, listening centers,
play house, and areas to participate in hands-on,
manipulative activities.

2. Areas for small and large group activities.

3. Sufficient materials for a variety of hands-on
manipulative activities.

4. Materials to provide a language enriched
environment such as various forms of literature and
language (i.e., posters, labels, books, papers, and
magazines), records, record players, cassette players,
and composition boards.

Program Management

1. Daily planning as evidenced by accessible daily
lesson plans.

2. Monitoring student daily work as evidenced by
public display of student work and maintaining
individual files of student progress.

..

3. Maintaining program records such as the End of
the Year Feedback Form and the Parent Contact 9.

Summary Form.

,
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DES MOINES PUBUC SCHOOLS
PARENT FOLLOW UP QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE

KADERGARTEN ENRICHMENT PROGRAM

Plsanc answer the-following questions as completely as-possible and return the questionnaire tothe Department of Evaluation, Research and Testing in the envelope provided. Feel free tocomment on any of,the questions.

1. School at which your child participatecHin the regular kinctergartenprogram

2. School at which your child participated in the Kindergarten EnrichmentProgram

3: Describe any major changes that you have observed in your child since he/she started school?

4. To what wouldyou attribute most of these changes (please check only one of the followingalternatives):

a. ParticiPation in pre - kindergarten experiences.
b. Participation in the regular kindergarten program.
C. Participation in the Kindergarten Enrichment Programd. Normal developmental changes
e. Other (please specify)

5. How often were you informed of Kindergarten Enrichment activisaa?

a. Frequently
b. Periodically
c. Rarely
d. I was not informed

6. How often were you informed of your child's progress in the Kindergarten EnrichmentProgram? (For example, received Kindergarten Enrichment progress report inserts in theregutar.report cards, or received feedback from the regular or Kindergarten Enrichmentteacher)
a. Frequently
b. Periodically
c. Rarely
d. I was not informed

7. Did your child attend preschool? Yes NoIf you answered YES above, please answer the following questions. If you answered NO above goto Questions 8 on the-hack page.

What type of preschool did your child attend? Where did your child alterd preschool?Privately. sponsored
In the Greater Des Moines area. ifPublicly-funded- so, where ?._,

Tuition-based In Iowa, but no in the Greater DesOther (Specify)
Moines area. If so, where?______Headslart
Outside Iowa. If so, where?Don't know

t) 0
(OVER)



What kind of preschool experience u'd your
child have?

Full-day
Half-day
Beare and after regular working
hours or daycare

How many years did your child attend preschool?
Less thane6 months
6.12 months
13.18 months (lto 1-1/2 'Mrs)
19-24 months (1-1/2 to 2 years)
More than 2 years

How many days per week did your child attend
preschool?

1' 4
2
3

8. What do you believe to be the strengths of the Kindergarten Enrichment Program?

9. What do believe to be the weaknesses of the Kindergarten Enrichment Program?

10. What recommendations do you have to improve the Kindergarten Enrichment Program?

Thank you for your participation. Your responses will be used to examine the effectiveness ofthe Kindergarten-Enrichment Program.
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INTRODUCTION

Background Information

In 1985 the Des Moines Independent Community, School District began implementing a

comprei.etsive Plan For Excellence to improve the academic achievement of alfstudents. Cne

component of the Plan For Excellence emphasizes improving achievement specifically for low achieving

students. A key assumption underlying this area maintain., that early identification of potential learning

deficiencies and intervention maximizes the likelihood' f academic-achievement and reduces the need

for future remediation. Therefore, special efforts were mada to develop and strengthen identification

and support services at the primary (K-2) level.

Early identification begins during kindergarten screening which occurs three weeks into each

academic yeai. At this time .students who demonstrate moderate developmental deficiencies are placed

in the Kindergarten Enrichment Program, a half day supplemental program designed to reinforce,

Without duplicatinc,'the regular kindergarten curriculum. Students who demonstrate more severe

developmental deficiencies benefit from the interaction with peers of a variety of developmental levels

in the regular kindergarten program and may be given an additional year of reinforcement in the K-1

Transition Program the following year.

The K-1 Transition Program was piloted during the 1986-87 academic year. Another provision of

the Des Moines Plan For Excellence calls for coordinating all academic support programs in the district

under one umbrella organization. This coordination was phased in during the 1987-88 academic year

under the Des Moines Plan: A Plan for Student Success. Capitalizing on the successful objectives

based structure of the district's Chapter 1 Program, the Des Moines Plan required each academic

ti.upport program to prepare performance objectives for administration, students, instructional -*elf, and

the parents /guardians of students in the program. Objectives for the K-1 Program were prepared and

implemented in 1987-88. The primary purpose cf this evaluation is to document the extent to which the

K-1 Ransition Program was implemented according to these objectives.
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Program Description

Oeperal Descriptiort

The K-1 Transitional Program was developed by.acommittee.of elementary schr:ot administrators,

teachers and the district's Supervisor of Reading in response to a perceived need among a significant

number of students for additional instruction in academic, social, physical, and emotional development

before entering the first grade. The K-1 Program provides full day, comprehensive instruction in all

subject areas representei in the regular first grade, as an extension of the kindergarten curriculum.

Administration

The program was coordinated by the district's Supervisor of.Reading and an elementary school

principal. The K-1 teachers met with the coordinators monthly to discuss curriculum and program

issues. An evaluation-coMmiffee was also created to critically examine various aspects of the program.

This committee included the coordihators and teacher representatives from first trade, kindergarten

and the K-1 Program.

Allosiance Centea

Eight K-1 centers were established at elementary schools throughout the district. Brooks, Findley,

Greenwood, Jefferson, King, Moulton, Willard, and Wood lawn Elementary Schools were selected on

the basis of available space and transr nation logistics. Approximately 120 students wire served

across all centers. The average class size across centers was 12-15 students.

BustiotsusLapo..d.ilual

As a pilot, the K-1 Transition Program was funded through allowable growth funds ,:v:arded to the

district for the Education Improvement Program Grant (i.e., the Plan for Excellence). A., part of the

Des Moines Plan, the K-1'Program was funded through federal, state, and local sourt.,;s. Federal funds

were provided.through the Chapter t Program. A state contribution was provided through the Education

Improvement Program Grant. Local monies for transper4alion and the Voluntary Tran!.f,,: Program were

also allocated to the K-1 Program.

Table K1-1 lists the budget and expenditures for the program. Budget figures ..intated on
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the basis of district averages. The average teacher salary for 1987-88 was $26,389. Estimked salaries

and benefits for eight full time instructors was $211,112. Each building received $24.10 per student for

supplies and materials. Multiplying this figure by the average number of students served during the

academic year (110) provides an estimate of the budget requirements for the program. Transportation

demands were estimated by multiplying the average cost per student in 1987-88 (i.e., $155.54) by the

average number of students served during the year.

State and federal regulations prohibit intermingling of funds, therefore, expenditures are reported

according to the funding source. Expenditures for supplies and materials were recorded for early

elementary ptograms combined. The figureslisted were estimated on the baSis.olthe.relative.number---

of students in the K-1 Program. Transportation expenditures were credited to the district general fund.

Actual expenditures were, therefore, not available specifically for lhe K-1 Program.

The estimated total expenditures for ti", program represent; an over expenditure of approximately,

10 percent; however, the number of estimated figures in tie table challenges the validity of this budget

review. Current record keeping procedures, complicated by the numbs of funding sources and

associated accountability stipulations, failed to provide clear evidence of the actual budget and

expenditures.

Table K1-1. Estimated Budget and Ependitures for the K-1 Transition Program

1987-88

Source Salary/
Benefits

Supplies/
Materials

-ii.nsoortation Total

Budget $211,112 $2,651 $17,109 $230,872

Chapter l $77,313 $478 $77,791

Education
improvement $101,881 $478 $102,359

District $53,439 $17,131 $75,570

Total
Expenditures $237,633 $956 $17,131 $255,720
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phiiosophy

The philosophy of.the K-1 Program is based on accepted principles of growth and development.

While it is assumed that all children can lean, the philosophy of the program recognizes that children

through approximately age 7 develop at variable-rates and may not be developmentally prepared to

meet the cha:lenges of first grade by the end of the kindergarten year. The goal of the K-1 Transition

Program is to reinforce and expand the social, physical, academic, and emotional growth achieved

during kindergarten through the ,application of these principles of growth and development.

Curriculum

The-K-1-Transition-Programbas-a-comprehensiVe curriCtitufn that inClUdes specific

performance objectives for physical education, art and music activities, and social emotional

development in addition to the traditional academic areas found in the regular kindergarten and first

grade (see Appendix K1-A). Strategies in Early Childhood Education (Waupun), Mathematics

Their Way, and Workjobs I and II are locally developed and commercial curriculum packages that were

adapted and employed.to enhance the K-1 curriculum.

)nstructionarTechniques

The instructional strategies employed in the K-1 Program reflect early childhood principles of

learning. Techniques emphasize concrete subject matter and provide opportunities for hands-on

experiences. For example, math patterns and concepts are demonstrated with concrete materials and

problem solving techniques that require children to manipulate materials. Oral language and literature is

emphasized by providing students an opportunity to participate in language experience stories and to

explore children's literature. A variety of methods and techniques are incorporated to encourage

problem solving and to practice expressive language.

Identific Procedurgl

Students served in the K-1 Transition Program in 1987-88 were identified during the second

semester of their kindergarten year. Students who completed less than 80 percent of the entry level

objectives of the kindergarten curriculum (i.e, Level III of Waupun) by January 1987, were evaluated-with
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the Kindergarten Checkpoint in January and again in May (see Appendix K1-B).. Students who failed to

earn a minimum of 17 points on both administrations of the ci;ekckpoint were referred for placement into

the program. Students new to the district in 1987-88 were evaluated with the Kindergarten Checkpoint

upon request by the regular classroom instructor. Selections were validated with the results of the

Metropolitan Readiness Test when questions werenised about the appropriate placement of students.

Final placement was contingent upon consent of the parent or guardian.

exiting Procedures

Students could be exited from the program in three ways. Teachers, the principal, parents or the K-
-

1 coordinator.could.request axe-evaluation during the-first-nine weeks of the-K-1'year. ii the results of

the re-evaluation indicate that the child satisfied the prerequisite skills considered important for success

in first grade, the student was placed in a first grade classroom in his/her neighborhood center.

Students could be referred for staffing into a sell-contained special education classroom at any time

during the year. Finally, all students who completed the K-1 Transition Program were enrolled in the first

grade in their home.school for the next academic year.

PROCESS AND PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Introduction

Probess and performance objectives were generated in four major areas 4o guide the

implementation of the program. These areas include: administration, students, instructional staff, and

family. The methods for documern;ng and evaluating each objective in these areas, as well as the

results of the evaluation, are described below.

Administration

Objective B-1

During the instructional year the consultant will organize and maintain an accountability file z.,,x1

provide copies of data to support the evaluation of all objectives as documented by accountabilky files

maintained by the program consultant.
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Evaluation Method

Evaluation of this objective called for simply confirming the existence otaccountabilfty files.

Maintenance was monitored by requesting information as specified in the program objectives.

Results

The program evaluator confirmed the creation of the files and received all data in a timely fashion as

specified in the program objectives.

Students

Objective Al -

in January of 1989, at least 60 percent of those students who were served in the K-1 Program for at

least two thirds of the previous year will receive a passing score on the first grade checkpoints as

documented by first grade checkpoint scores on file in the Department of Evaluation, Research, and

Testing.

Evaluation Method

Subjects

Although checkpoint results for students served in the K-1 Transition Program in 1987-88 will not

be available until 1989, the results for students served in 1986-87, who completed the checkpoint in

January of 1988, are presented below. Those students who attended less than two-thirds of the

scheduled academic year were omitted from the analysis; however, records indicated that no student

was omitted on the basis of this criteria.

Measures

A major component of the identification procedures for the elementary and secondary program in

the Des Moines Plan involves the district's checkpoint program. Mid year mastery of curriculum

objectives in reading, writing and math are assessed in grades 1, 3, 5, 8, and 11. These grades

represent key transition points in the educational experience in this district. Students who fail to satisfy

minimum standards of performance in these areas are considered for assistance in the Des Moines Plan

Lab programs.
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Student scores are reported in three bands: the range of "definite need" includes tho;e students

who scored well below district standards and who were first,to receive assistance In the lab programs.

Students who fell within the "range of reconsideraliOn" were served according to need as space was

available in the lab programs.. All Other students14atisfied district standards.

The bands were determined on the baSis crithe distribution of checkpoint scores and on district

resources. Consistent with the philosophy of the Des Moines Plan, greater emphasis was given to

serving students at the elementary levelt in the distribution of resources. For example, provisions

include serving 20 percent of the students in grades 1 and 2, 15 percent in grade 3,10 percent in

grades 4-6;-8-percentin-grade"? erid 5 percent in grades 8-11.

In 1987-88 the firs? grade students who scored below 62 percent on the math checkpoint or below

48 percent on the reading checkpoint demonstrated "definite need" for academic support. Students

who scored between 62 percent and 77 percent on the math checkpoint and between 48 percent and

68 percent on the reading checkpoint fell within the range of reconsideration, Students who scored at

or above 77 percent on the math checkpoint and at or above 68 percent on the reading checkpoint

satisfied district minimum performance standards.

The philosophy underlying all early elementary programs is to provide a strong foundation in the

academic skills necessary for success in school and therefore minimize the need for future remediation.

The extent to which students qualify for Additional academic support services then, has implications for

the success of the program.

Results

Scores on one or more of the checkpoints were available for at least 81 percent of the students

served in the K-1 Program in 1986-87. The distribution of scores for both reading and math 8P3

presented in Table K1-2. These results indicate that approximately 52 percr,-it of the students who

were served in K-1 passed the reading checkpoint; however, only 25 percent of These students passed

the math checkpoint. The rednaining students scored within the lowest 20 percent of the distribution of

all first grade students.
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Table K1-2. Distribution of Math and Reading Checkpoint Results

1986-87 K-1 Students.

Passed Reconsideration Definite Need Total
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent

Reading 65 52.42 42 33.87 17 13.71 124 100.00

Math 30 25.00 55 45.83 35 29.17 120 100.00

Although the results fall to satisfy the program objective, they should be interpreted with the

following considerations. First, These data are the results'of studert,who were served in the initial year

finFriPleTrieniation and may therefore not reflect the true impact of the program. Second, the criterion

was established without the advantage of baseline intonation on which to base reasonable

expectations for success arid may therefore be unreasonably, high given the population being served.

Third, although the results were lower than expected, the number of K-1 students who failed to satisfy

district standards represents less than 4 percent of the population of their same age peers (specifically

2.27% and 3.46% on the reading and math checkpoints, respectively). Finally, the discrepancy

between scores on the reading and math checkpoint suggests that greater emphasis was placed on

reading and language experiences in the program than on math skills Which Is consistent with the

primary thrust of the program.

Instructional Staff

Objective B-1

During the instructional year K-1 teachers will develop and maintain a student checklist for each

student as documented by We presence of such lists on file with the K-1 teachers.

Evaluation Method

Pleasure

The curriculum objectives for the K-1 program were arranged on a form to facilitate monitoring

student progress (see Appendix K1-C). The form lists the objectives along/the horizontal axis and the

student names along the vertical axis. Student progress on each objective s recorded in the grid that
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results when these axes intersect. Teachers use a code system to denote progress on eath objective.

A diagonal slash indicates that the objective had been introduced and a second slash in the opposite

direction indicates that the objective has been successfully mastered.

Procedure

Maintenance of these records was confirmed by the program evaluator during onsite visits that took
place in the spring of 1988.

Results

Curriculum objective documentation forms were readily evidenced at all centers during the onsite

visits end appeared to be updated on a regular basis, to reflect the student's current level of functioning.

Objective 13-2

During the instructionalyear K-1 teachers will instruct an average of 12-15 students daily as

documented by class lists compiled from student data forms, submitted to the program consultant by
September 18, 1987.

Evaluation Method

Class lists appeared-!n the records for each of the attendance centers by the September deadline.
To get a more accurate representation of the stability of the student/teacher ratio across the year, class
sizes from the beginning of the year were compared to class sizes at the end of the year.

Results

The results indicate that the number of students per K-1 Transition center ranged from 10 to 17 with
an average class size of 13.5 at the beginning of the school year (see Table K1-3). Class sizes ranged
from 11 to 17 and averaged 14 students by the end of the school year. This suggests that class sizes

remained fairly constant and within the criteria specified in the objective.

Table K1-3. Class Size Statistics for the K-1 Transition. Program 1987-88

Time of Range Average
R9oortling
Fall 1987 10-17 13.5

Spring 1988 11-17 14.0
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By the end of the second semester, K-1 teachers will have had at least one contact with the

parent(s) or guardian(s) of each student enrolledduring the in;:nrctional year. These contacts may

consist-cif biiii-O-Finore of the following: a) Parent/teacher conferences; b) K-1 newsletters; c) K-1 open

houses; or d) Parent volunteer activities, as documented by attendance reports, copies of newsletters

or other appropriate forms of documentation submitted to the program consultant by May 15, 1988.

,vatuation Method

Subjects

To facilitate documentation, teachers were asked to maintain records of their contams with parents

throughout the year.

Measures

Initially, teachers recorded their contacts on the `Des Moines Plan Educational Plan Summary

Report Form that was developed for the Chapter I Reading and Math Labs (see Appendix K1-0).

Differences between the tab programs and the K-1 Transition Program rendered a number of the items

on the form irrelevant. In February of 1988 a revised form was introduced as a more appropriate form of

documentation (see Appendix K1-E).

Procedures

Teachers were given the option to use either form for the remainder of the school year. Each

teacher maintained a file of these forms and submitted them to the program evaluator in May of 1988.

Results

The very structure of the program provides ample opportunities to satisfy this objective. All K-1

Transition centers invite parents to attend an open house to answer questions and to familiarize them

with the program. In addition, parent/teacher conferences are hald once in the fall and once in the

spring to discuss student progress during the year. Finally, K-1 Transition instructors are encouraged to

prepare and distribute periodic newsletters to keep parents/guardians abreast of.K-1 Transition

activities. The number of contacts structured into the program increases the likelihood that all parents
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were:contacted at least once dun.lg the school year.

Teacher records provided a more accurate description of the efforts made to contact

parentsiduarriianS. The results of the parent contact record forms indicate-:hat all teachers prepared

newsletters at least once a month._ Many distributed_brietupdates.weekly.

Parents were also kept informed of theirchildren's progress in the prdgram. Estimates of the

number of individual notes, phone contacts, and personal contacts initiated by K-1 Transition teachers

are reported in the Table K1 -4. A number of teachers incorporated notes to parents into their classroom

management strategies. Feedback reinforcing positive behavior and/or idenraying areas for

improvement were sent home on a daily basis for select students. Althotigh there is no information

available to compare these results to efforts made by regularkindergarten and first grade feathers, the

results do suggest that K-1 teachers considered communication with parents or guardian., an important

component of the progam.

Table 10-4. K-1 Parent/Guardian Contacts 1987-88

Type of- Total Average Total Average
Contact Contacts Contacts Contacts Contacts

Fail Fall Spring Spring

Phone Contacts 190 27.14 190 27.14

Individual Notes 68 8.50 1671 208.88

Personal Contacts 184 23.00 166 20.75

Family

Objective A-1,

Near the end of the instructionalyear at least 30 percent of the parents of K-1 students will provide

formative feedback on program activities as documented by a summary of responses obtained from a

parent survey conducted by the program evaluator.
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Evaluation Method

Subjects

Because otthe.limitednumber,ofstudents.served in thaprogramItc,'appitkirhately112y, all

parents were surveyed to increase the chances of obtaining a representative re um (30%).

Measures

Feedback from parents was solicited on a brief Parent Follow Up Questionnaire (see Appendix K1-

F). The questionnaire contained 4 open ended questions regarding the changes parents observed in

their children during the K-1 Transition year, and the strengths, weaknesses, and recommendations for

the program.

Procedures

The initial distribution of the survey took place during the spring parent/teacher conferences. It was

assumed that ;- 'a procedure would increase the likelihood that parents would return the completed

form; however, a follow up mailing was necessary to improve the return rate. Combined, the return rate

from both methods of distribution (26.79%) failed to yield a sufficient number of surveys to interpret the

results as representative of all parents/guardians involved with the program. Therefore the following

results must be interpreted with caution.

Results

Open ended questions 'nvited respondents to list multiple responses to each of these questions.

To facilitate reporting, all responses were counted independently andere categorized according to

the general topic they addressed. Responses that appeared only, one lime and that could not be

included in another category were combined lo form an "other category.

Responses to the question regarding the nature of the changes parents observed were classified

into tvvolnajor categories (see Table K1-5). About one half of the-responses referred to developments

in specific academic skills such as writing (18.75% within this category); reading (18.75% within this

category); fine motor (15.625% within this category); and learning skills in general (12.50% within this

category).
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Table K-1 5. Differences Observed in V.-1 Students by Their Parent/Guardian

Category Number of Percent of
Responses Responses

Academic Skills 32_ _ 53.33.

Social/Emotional 27 45.00

Negative Habits 1 1.67

Total 60 100.00

Another 45 percent of the responses referred to-social/emotional developments. Ths most

frequent response within this category noted the development of a positive attitude toward learning

:(15.56 %). The remaining responses referred to positive emotional growth such as setf confidence,

independence, increased self esteem, maturity, getting along with other students, increased patience,

etc. One parent mentioned the development of negative behavior patterns. This parent felt that his /her

child became "mouthier during the course of the year.

Table K1-6 lists the resrrses to the question regarding parent perceptions of the strengths of the

K-1 Program. These responses clusterec .ito three general categories. The greatest percentage of

them (54.17%) referred to specific aspects of the program. Over one third of the responses within this

category (38.46%) credited the teacher as the strength of the program. Approximately 19 percent of

the responses within this category listed class size and aspects of the curriculum among the strengths

of the program. The remaining responses included: the full day experience (7.69%), the teaching

method (7.69%), a less stressful climate (3.85%), and the emphasis on parent involvement (3.85%).
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Table K1-6. Parent Perceptions of the Strengths of the K-1 Transition Program

Number of Percent of
Responses Responses

Program Characteristics 26 54.17

Program Purposes 11 22.92

Curriculum/Prograin Goats 10 20.83

None
1 2.08

Total 48 100.00

Another 22.92 percent of the responses clustered around the basic purpose of the K-1 Transition

Piogram. Among these included: "gets kids ready for first grade" (63.64%),Thelp(s) kids who are slow

and would not get the help they r,.eded (had) they gone on to first grade" (27.27%k, and 'providing

additional time for students to grow up-rit,,J,e entering the first grade" (9.09%).

The third category included responses that referred to specific aspects of the curriculum or areas

emphasized in the program (20.83%). Half of these referred to tha focus on specific academic skills.

The other half referred to the attention to social/emotional development.

Only 28 replies were recorded in response to the question regarding weaknesses of the program.

The most frequent response among these was "None" (39.29%). Weaknesses that were listed varied

widely and were mentioned by three or fewer respondents. The limited number of responses to these

questions, as well as the inconsistency among specific weaknesses identified, renders these results

unintelpretalq).

Similarly, only 31 replies were recorded in response to the question soliciting recommendations to

iniprove the program. Approximately one-third of the responses (i.e.,'32.26°/0) could make no

recommendation to improve the program. Another one-third of the responses appeared only one time.

Four responses offered suggestions to alter the kindergarten program so as to avoid or reduce the

need fora K-1 Program. These included providing an all day kindergarten program, particularly to those



students who did not have a','reschool experience, and reducing the class size in the regular

kindergarten classrooms.

CONCLUSIONS
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ifig-elibial:the'results of an examination of the:process objectives suggest that the K-1 Transition

:,?rograiniyas implemented as oultined in the program description. Teachers followed objectives to

provide a complete curriculum. They also made considerable efforts to keep parents and guardians

informed of their childrens' activities and progress and encouraged their active involvement in the

development of their children.

Although a review of the performance objectives of the program failed to satisfy expectations, the

-qualifications that must be imposed on the interpretation of the results renders them preliminary at best.

ChedkPOint resulte do indicate that the program is approaching the criterion level for "success*

particularly in the area of reading. Finally, while the return rate was insufficient to consider the responses

as truly representative, there is reason to believe that parents a-ad guardians of students in the program

are pleased with the impact of the program on their children.

RECOMMENDATIONS

A preliminary examination of the impact of early elementary programs on student achievement

suggests that students with more severe developmental deficiencies might benefit from an additional

halt day experience in the kindergarten year. Participation in this supplemental program could change

the nature of the students served in the K-1 Transition Program and may therefore, require modification

in the proc,,:zm to better meet the needs or' these students. The following recommendations are based

on the results of this evaluation with consideration of pending alterations in the organizational structure

of the early elementary academic support programs in this district.

1. The program coordinator should work with representatives from the Department of Elementary

Education to examine the philosophy statement underlying all early elementaryprograms in the district.

Particular attention should be directed to ensuring that the rationale for the early elementary support

programs are consistent with the philosophy of the regular kindergarten program.
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2. The program coordinator should work with the Coordinator of Testing and Research to examine the

impact of the struCturat change on the identification procedures for,the K-1 Program. Necessary

'modifications should be made to ensure that the most appropriate Students are identified and served.

3. The additional haft day experience during the kindergarten year Is likely to increase the "succeSS" of

the K-1 Program as measured by firstgrade checkpoint results. However, as students sewed in the K-1

Program are identified in the spring of the kindergarten y6 r, the effects of this structural change will not

be experienced until 1989-90. Given the results of,this evaluation, the program coordinator should

reduce the criterion level for passing the first grade math and reading checkpoints to no more than 50

percent for 1988-89'.

4. The first grade checkpoint results suggested that considerably more emphasis is devoted to the

development of reading skills than math skills. Given that the K-1 Program is designed to provide a

comprehensive curriculum, and that the performance object:e to determine the "success" of the

program includes the results of the math checkpoint, the program coordinator should work with K-1

teachers to increase the emphasis on math skill development.

5. Current outcome measures to evaluate the effects of the program ar, ) limited to the first grade

checkpoint results. As these are not available until the year following the current year of service, they

are of limited value in the evacuation of the immediate year of service. The program coordinator should

work with the program evaluator to identify means of providing more formative feedba:k of the effects of

the program.

6. The program coordinator should increase the criterion for parent/teacher contacts to more

accurately reflect the efforts of the instructors and the emphasis characteristic of all Des Moines Plan

programs.

7. Although information from parents and guardians provides an important contribution to the program

evaluation, the return rate from efforts to solicit such feedback is not necessarily in the hands of the

program coordinator or teachers. The program coordinator should consider removing the 30 percent

return criterion or eliminating this performance objective from the program entirely.
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Appendix K1-A

K-1 Transition Curriculum Objectives
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K-1 TRANSITIONAL CLASSROOM
Objectives

LEVEL III REPRESENTATIONAL

-LEVEL -rgialreALTBINENG3K11151

Ti. Child can identify,,absurd elements in a picture.

T2. Child can draw a picture showing their own ending of an orally presented story.

T3. Child can draw a picture showing the main idea of an orally presented story.

LEVEL ill VISUAL

When given a key picture, child can find pictures that are associated with it.
(Example: boots, umbrella, raincoat, etc.)

C '2. (1) Child can, froin a diffused background, outline with finger or pencil six of ten items
regardleSs of their size or position.

(2) Child can form five figures by connecting dots which are given as contextual clues.

'4. (3) Child can visually discriminate similar objects in nine of ten exercises.

5. Child can piece together a 12-14 piece puzzle.

6. Child can match an isolated alphabet letter to the correct letter from an array of 3 letters.

7. Child can match an isolated numeral tha correct numeral from p,n array of 3 numerals.

8. Child can recognize first name in lower case letters (Jane).

T. 9. Child can recognize a !elle- from a group of symbols. (2, b, triangle)

LEVEL Ill AUDITOR(

C1. Child can, upon hearing an instrumental sound on tape,"find the corresponding instrument.(drum, triangle, blocks, cymbals, tamborine, bells)

C2. Child can identify two sounds as the same.

C3. Child can identify two sounds as different.

'4. (1) Child can, when presented with ten pairs of words, it dic,aie whether the words are the sameor different in 8 of 10 situations.
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'5. (2)`Child can reproduce 4 of 6 clapping patterns.

C 6. Child,can identify an object in response to the sound it makes 4 of 6 times. Use whistle,ball,
walking, music, telephone and engine noise.

7. Child can carry out 3 related directions in sequence after hearing once without further clues.

8. Child can carry out 3 unrelated directions in sequence after hearing once without further clues.

9. Child can remember one word after a time of one minute. (Remembering a "mystery" word or"magic" word)

`10. (3) Child can, when given a simple word, produce 2 simple words that rhyme.

T11. Child can repeat 4 one-syllable words.

T12. Child can repeat 4 digits in sequence.

LEVEL III MOTOR

1. Child can maintain static balance on right foot for 5 seconds and left foot for 5 seconds.
(Activity buildups; tiptoes, standing, kneeling, sitting with feet oft ground, arms out.)

2. (1) Child can maintain fle-xible balance of body when walking across a 10 foot 2 x 4 inch
balance beam forward, baclswargf, and sideways in an integrated manner.

3. Child can gallop forward aiong a 30 foot 12 inch wide path without stepping off.

4. Child can throw a ball and hit a two-foot wide stationary target 3 of 4 times by using a two
handed underhand throw from a stationary position 6 feet away.

5. Child can throw a bean bag into a wastebasket six feet away 4 of 5 times.

6. Child can catch an eight-inch ball on the fly thrown from sr feet away 3 of 4 times.
.7.

(3) Child can toss an eight-inch ball in the air with both hards and catch it on the first bounce2 of 3 times.

8. Child can kick a moving ball at least 6 inches, rolled from 10 feet away.

9. Child can fold 9 x 12 inches paper in halves and quarters.

'10. .(4) Child can draw-a line between two boundary lines approximatelr3/8" apart.

11. Child can copy a square, trianre, and X.

12. (5) Child can skip forward on alternating feet approximately 20 feet.

13. Child can write first name in manuscript using lower case. - (Don)



LEVEL 11,1 Y_ERBAL

1. Child can verbalize sentences that a descriptor (adjective), noun and verb pattern by
responding appropriately to a picture when asked, "What is happening in the picture?"

2. Child can use the pronouns she, he, they, appropriately.

3., Child can name eight.colors, (red, bine, yellow; Green, orange, purple, black, brown)

4. Child can name all body pads, inc:.+%.1.ing fingers, toes, neck, shoulders, elbows, heel, wrist, andwaist.

C. 5. Given t.vo sequence activities, the c' ::d will verbally predict the third sequence. ("Mother cooks
the food; then sets the table, what will happen next?)

6. Child will supply a logical third step to a three step sequence activity 2 out of 3 times.

C' 7. (1) Child can, when shown a simple r.epr:rlence picture, state simply at least three statements
that describe the activities portrayed in the picture.

8. Child can imitate th.- action of the te.-icher and verbalize on his/her own the following spatial
concepts. (far, beside, below, low, behind, middle, backward, sideways)

9. Child can, using a picture game of tl.ree frames, arrange them in sequential order, and tell
what is happening In each picture.

'10. (2) Child can, when presented a nursery rhyme, recite it accurately from memory.

'11. (3) Child can name 8 of 10 pictures, (11::jects, people, animals, places)

12. Child can verbalize first and last name.

13. Child can verbalize address.

LEVEL IV CRITICAL THINKING SKII I S,

Ti. Child can give a conclusion to an e!),',1 presented story.

TP. Child can retell important details ahe t:t orally presented sentences.

T3. Child can roll the main idea of a story presented orally.

T4. Child can tell at least 3 similarities ol:.ut given objects.

T5. Child can tell at least 3 ditferencc:c I.,.tween given objects.,

TG. Child con sort objects into categor!;, ..''h given p Jperties. (For example: color, size, shape)

1 7. Child can identify the one object ri I r''fferent from the other objects in the set. (ball, bat,
baseball mitt, pencil)
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T8. Child can tell why an object does not belong to a given 'set.

T9. Child can recall at least a three-step sequence from an oral selection.

T10. Child can verbalize a possible outcome of a described situation.

111. Child can orally identify cause and effect relationship from a picture.

T12. Child can orally identify cause and effect relationship froma story.

T13. Child can orally Identify cause and effect relationship from an event.

LEVEL IV VISUAL MOTOR

C` 1. Child can draw a solid line from left tt 'ght when given visual direction.

C2. Child can reproduce 4 of 6 geometric formi.

P. Child Cah outtifie four different shapes even when other parts are added, four of five times.

4. a. Child can cut on a straight line for 12 inches.
b. Chile can cut on a wavy line for 12 incheL.

15, The child will be able to frame a word within a printed SE. Itence.

LEVEL IV VISUAL VERBAL

C1. Child can, when presented with an object, name the object and give at least four
characteristics of the object. Size, color, shape, use.

C2. Child can describe in complete sentences the feelings of the person represented in thepicture.

C3. Child can use descriptive terms to describe size, shape, sound, color, smell, taste, touchof a given object.

4. Child can identify and use opposite terms.

C5. Child can use the word NOT in 3 complete sentences describing unlike objects or activities.

6. Child can use singular and plural forms of verbs in the present and past tense in complete
sentences.

C7. Child can, when shown several objects, describe the spatial relationship between the items or
behind or in back of, beside cr next to; between or in the middle of. (pencil is in front of the cup)

18. The child will be able to select the specific letter named by the teacher.
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LEVEL iv AUDITORY VERBAL

1. Child can, upon hearing sounds made by ail tblept, name and describe the object.

2. Child can, after listening to a story, retell the story using complete sentences.

3. Child can from memory, give first names of at Oast'even members of his/her class.

4. Child can, after hearing a story depicting a worker, identify four workers of the community.Example: principal, electrician.

5. Child can, when given a word, respond with a synonyril and/aa defintion.

6. Child can, after hearing a rhythmic phrase or sentence, supply a corresponding pattern.

7. Child can, after hearing a story or poem, describe in completesenlences an individual'sfeelings.

T8. The child can dictate a make-believe story in a minimum of three sentences.

T9. The child can dictate a story that describes a real event in a minimum of three sentences.

T10. Child can identify the word or phrase omittedirom a repealed sentence.

LEVEL V IMAGERY - MEMORY AND UOUEtICINQ

1. Child can, after being presented two-thirds of a story, supply the ending.

2. Child can recall four details about clothing worn by another child.

C3. Child can, when shown a picture for eight seconds, recall at least four details in the picture.
T4. Child can, when shown a picture, identify 5 illogical elements.

C5. Child can repeat by, verbalizing a series of four figures, letters, numbers, and/orwords inproper sequence. (4,6,8,9 h,d,f,m dog, cat, horse, pig)

C6. Child can repeat by Writing, a series of four figures, letters, numbers, and/or words insequence. (4,6,8;9 h,d,f,m cal, horse, pig)

C7. Child can repeat by verbalizing a series of four figures, letters, numbers, and/or Words inproper sequence. (4,6,8,9 h,d,f,m dog, cat, horse, pig)

C8. Child can pantomime, verbalize, and illustrate a story he/she has heard.

79. The child will be able to determine if a picture is real or make believe.

710. The child will be able to determine it the orally read story is real cr make believe.

11. Child can, atter viewing a room which has been rearranged, recall positions of objects in theroom.
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12. Child can carry out proper sequence directions involving five different actions.

13. Child can recall in correct sequence a four step activity described to him/her.

14. Child can supply& word that makes sense to finish &sentence.

15. The child will identify a printed word for a given spoken word.

issa_yi SYMBOLIC READINQ

T1. Child can identify and name-at random the manuscript letter of the alphabet.

T2. Child can hear and name the letter for.th&beginning consonant sound of a word.

T3. Child can hear and write the letter of the beginning conso- sound of a word.

T4. Child can hear, and name the letter for the final consonant sound of a word.

T5. Child can hear, and write the letter for the final consonant sound of a word.

T6. The child will differentiate a fine of printed words froma sentence.

0')



K-1 TRANSIT!ONAL CLASSROOM

Mathematics - Their Way

MATH OBJECTIVES

1 Child can, giver' 'carious materials, explore and describe them.

2. Child can extend, complete, and describe par,3rns.

3. Child can, given materials, sort, classify, and use words to label the sorted groups.

4. Child can explore and describe the possible arrangements of a given number of objects.

Child can demonstrate an understanding of conservation of number.

6. Child can compare properties and describe likenesses and differences.

7. Child can count through 10, recognize numeralt',and match the appropriate quantitywith each numeral and vice versa.

8. Child can compare length, masses, quantities,durations, and volumes using non-standard

(410
units.

9. Child can organize data in a systethatic way 'merrier to discover patterns. (Graphing)

10. Child can extend the concept of'number by adding and subtracting, and using symbolsto record events.

11. Chilld can apply the (3-incept of number to patterns..

Child can developan understanding of the-structure of the base ten number system.

ADDITIONAL OBJECTIVES

1. Child can count by ordinals 1st though 10th.

2. Child can recognize live basic shapeS.

3. Child can recognize numerals when out of sequence 1 through 10.

4. Child can identify penny, nickel, dime, quarter, and their value.

5. Child can demonstrate understanding of-time and temperature relations.
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-

Check Point for Kindergarten
May, 1987

Birthdate:

Sex: M F

Home Phone Number:

t

Code #:

Name:

School Attending Now:

Home School: (If diffrrent than above)

(Check One):

Extended Day
Kdgn Enrichment 1/2 Day Kdgn

40
(Check One):

i( Race:

ArrAndian or Asian or Black, not of HispanicWhile not of Hispanic

_ _ .
AlaskanNatibe

n` --(ri I I ffor

Special Ed Services received Yes/No Special Ed Referrals Yes/NoIf 'yes, please specify
If yes, please specify

Pre<Fchool? Yes/No If yes, where?...

Ilead-Stan? Yes/No



Code

CRITERIA K-1 TRANSITION ROOM

1. Child can select a given numeral 1 through 10
when spoken by the teacher. (100%)

2. Child can count from 1 to 10. (100%)

3. Child can identify the number of value of
1 to 10 objects. (100%)

4. Child can count by ordinals 1st through 5th. (100%)

5. Child can name a 'given basic shape. including:
(4 cut of 5)

circle
rectangle
triangle
square
ellipse

Child can name numerals 1 thr6ugh 10 when out
of sequence. k100%)

7 Chill cart solve a simple story problem given
inan:pulatives. (3 out of 3)

Karen had 2 large balls. B_ ob
gave.Kii-iiiit more balls -How
many balls does Karen have now?

Mary was playing with 5 blocks. Sho
gave Jane 2. Now many blocks does
Mary have left?

Larry has two pencils and Sharon gave
him throe more. Now many pencils
does Larry have now?

8: Child can name two words that rhyme.
,(4 out of 5 pairs with the word stated
by theeteacher).

si

c,ati

boa.
Sid,
box,

Ysts

8?



c.

0

9. Child can stale first and last name
,address.
phone number
age

(3 out of 4)

"1 "0_" 'Ctiitd "can ozFce "s "s ideas that are relevant to the
topic being discussed. (100%)

11. Child can tell a..slory in sequence. (100%)

12. Child can listen attentively for at least 15 minutes.
(100 %)

13. Child can remain on task for 10 minutes. (100%)

Child .can follow a 3-step set of oral directions.
(1 0 0%)-

Go to the bookshelf.
Get a book.
Bring it to me.

k WAUPUN
LEVEL III VISUAL

C 4 a Child can identify likenesses in
pictures, letters, words and numerals. (80%)

b. Child can identify differences in pictures,
leners,...words-and-numerals,(80%)

LEVEL III AUDITORY
3. Child can indicate whether a given pair of words

are the same or different. (8 out of 10)
1. tubtug 6. gum dumb
2. lacklack 7. balegzle
3. webweb 8. soughtfought
4. leg-led 9. vowthou
5. chapchap 10. shako-shake

AZE.V:Ealif-FING. MOTOR
C 12. Child can draw a lino batmen tho two

parillirrnes. (100%)

15. Child'can wriir first name in manuscript
using lower case. (100%)

-3.
88



ASLEVEL IV VISUAL MOTOR

3. Child can identity each given color.
,(black; -brown; led, yellow. "blue, Purple,
green and orange) (100v.)

7. ChM can describe the activity in simple
action picture with a sentence. (100%)

C 1 0. a. Chiid.can arrange a set olPictures
sequential order. (100%)

b. Chiid'Oarifell'Whitli -happening in
each picture. (100%)

C 11. (2) Child can recite a sentence accurately.

`John and Macy weak) school on a big yellow bus.'
C 12. Child can recite a simple nursery rhyme

accurately from memory. (100%)

LEVEL IV VISUAL MOTOR -

1. Chiid can-draw line from left to right
when given yisual direction. (100%)

*Draw a straight line from left to right
connecting the two dots'

C 2. Child can reproduce a given geometric
_form. .(4..out of- 6)

4. a. Child can cut on a straight line.
(12 inches) (100%)

b. Child can cut on a-wavy line
(12 inches) (100%)

-4-



LEVEL IV VISUAL VERBAL

1. Child can give at least four characteristics
of a given object. (100%)

2. Child can descrloe feelings of the person
portrayed in a given picture. (100%)

7. Child can ifilicribe the spatial relationship
among several Horns behind or in back of;
beside or next to; between or in the middle
of criteria. oomy

LEVEL IV AUDITORY MOTOR

2. Child can follow oral directions which include
the items forward/backward, on top, above,
below, inside, outside, left,, right, between orthe middle. (100%) .

3. Child can, when given oral directions move
from left -to right by drawing solid, broken,
and/or dotted 'lines. (100%)

LEVEL iV AUDITORY VERBAL

2. Child can retell an orally presented story using
Complete sentert:es. .(100%)

nRAvy A PERSDN

Ask each child to draw themselves, from head tctoe. (Page 16)

5

90
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Math: Item .5
Child can name a given basic shape.

-6- 91
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8,14h Itcm 6
Child can name numerals 1 through 10 whenout.of sequence.

-7- 92
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Child can identify likeness in pictures, letters, words and numerals.Child will mark X on items alike.., ....

F H

m m n

t -Hat -Host -Hot

bed
alMarl aMkagoalwas }Oseetlialmmosea.1.....a

5

bud
111IIIIP

ed
....



Child can identify differences in pictures, letters, words and numerals. Childwill mar* X on item that is lifferent.

ID ID 13

-cold: old cold ) cold

iv
1.ml.L....m00........................



Lcvz.1 m Verbal 7,

Child can deccribe the activity in a simple action picture
with a simple sentence.

95
-10-



11,11.*-

FinsL11 or

Child can draw a-line betweeli-the two parallel lines.

a

9 0



!Awe! m Verbal 10 a, & b,

a. Child can arrange a set of pictures in sequential order.

b. Child can tell what is happening in each picture.

I

.

C

-12-
97



i A1111 i V Visual Motor

I. Draw a straight line from left to right connecting the two dots.

-13- 0 Qou



Level IV Visual Motor

2. Child can reproduce a given geometric form.



Level IV Visual Motor

4. a.h Ask the child to cut the wavy line and the straight line.

-15- 100

,



1);-zw A Pgrspn

Ask the children to draw a picture of themselves %%Rh the frame. All children
being tested could be asked to do at the same time.



Appendix K1-C

X-1 Transition Curriculum Objectives Documentation Form
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. Explore 4nd describe materials.

2. Extend, complete, and describe patterns.

3. Sort, classify, use words to label.

. Explore, describe arrangements o
objects.

S. Child demonstrate conservation of number.

I

6. Compare properties, describe Likenesses
and differences.

7. Count through 10, recognize numerals
match a .ro riate uantit .

8. Compare length, volumes, non-standard
units.

. Organize data in a systematic way to
discover patteins. (Graphing)

10. Extend concept of number by adding &
subtracting.

11. Apply the concept of number to patterns.

12. Develop understanding of the structure
of the base ten number system.

103
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Y

1-4 I
1-4

1 pe .4
, e

Ps .0
0
*I A CA

F P4
1-4 4. CA
e-4 .0 *-1H r I-4re 0

F...
rs
0 .

11111
1.

l'rfilirtlittal:Obtill(151n::el)ft/
.

ti) Balance beau forwards -
backwards -sidewa a)

. Ca11.-dp - 30' 12" path

1
lie Hop forward 10 each foot

II S. Throw ball -- hit target
(3 of 4)

6. Throw beanII

wastebasket
bag in

111111111
. II . Catch 8" ball 6 away

(3 of 4)

III .
. catch

Tfoirssst8" bbaoulnlc;

11111
. Kick moving ball 6"

10. Fold 9 x 12.paper 1/2
and 1/4

11111111 11111 I 11

4[16 Draw line betwetn 2 lines
3/8" mart

12. Copy square, traxi.gle, X

rp forward -

14. Child can write first name
in manuscript using
lower case. n6



70 ?a
mv
m 0-4
en I-4-
ry
W
re 1-
0

T1. Child can identify absurd
elements in a picture.

T2. Child can draw picture

showing their ending of
orally presented story.

T3. Child can draw picture

shoving main idea 10
orally presented story.

. Match pictures to key
ictures.

Outline items regardless
of size (6 of 10)

Form figures from dot
clues.

Visually discriminate
obects

. Piece together 12-14

- ---

...

.

6. Hatch leeter to correct1
letter from 3

107

Match numeral to correct
numeral from 3

. Child can recognize first
name in lover case

T9. Child can recognize
letter from a group of

bola._

letters.

1

rs

td

rr

Co

z3



Name, describe object from
sound.

Retell story with sentence
from listenin

3. Name seven-bilembers of class

Hear a story then identify
four workers in coon.

5. Given a word, :respond
with
Hear rhythmic phrase and
supply correct pattern.

10

Hearpoem or story,
describe feeling!:

T8. Child can dictate make-
'believe stor

T9. Child can dictate story
describes a real event.

TM. Child can identify the
word or phrase omitted
from a repeated sentence.

110



ism Itio
111111111111min

2c. Look at picture describe

feelin:s end (sentence).

3c. Use descriptive terms
size iliac e sound etc.

4. Identify and use opposite
terms.

5c. Use word NOT in sentences

6. Use stngular and 'plural
forms of verbs.

7c. Describe spatial relation-
ship betweem items.

18. Child will be able to select
specific letter named by.

the teacher.inn
.112



1-4 *-§Cif
V)t

(0
001 0
rfr
#.0
=

-..;

'1. Draw solid, dotted lines
from visual direction.

.1) Reproduce geometric forms
4 of 6

3. Child can outline 4 different
shapes even when other parts
are added 4 of 5 times.

4. Child can cut straight and
wavy lines and distinguish
where to cut (approx. 12x 2)

T5. Child will be able to frame
a word within a printed
sentence.

114
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... ....

.

..--1,

.

III

m
rte.

-

g'
r.1 14 vs0 :

g

11:.

!rliiw, 0

t
r. 0r 0 i

.

ti. Child 'pi/a-Conclusion to
orally_preiented stor

T2. Child retell details about
orall .resented sentences.I

T3. Child tell main idea of
stor resented orall .

III

IIII .

.

.

T4. Child tell 3 similarities
about ob ects.

T5. Child tell 3 differences
between iven ob ects.

11111

11111

Ilion 111111

En

I
.. .

T6. Child sort ob ects into
categories with given
.ro.erties.

Ti. Child identify one art cle
different from the set.

28. Child tell why art die not
belon in *et.

.

T9. Child recall 3 step sequence
from oral selection.

TIO. Child verbalize outsome
of described situstion.

.

.

T11. Child can orally "identify
cause /effect relationship_
frol a piciure.

712. Child can orally identify-
cause/effec relationship
from story.

YD. Child can orally identify
cause/effect relationship
from nevent.

11
116.
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.
1

r..

. .

,

4110

:,-11 :

I" ....4" I fb
6:1 s .1 .
c it
c.
n
...

0

1. Supply ending to a story.

2. Recall four (0 details
clothin worn

.

.

.

3. Recall four 4, details
in 'a icture.

T4. Child can identify

illogical element in
a picture,

.

5c. Repee. four (4 letters,
numbers, words in sequence.

.
.

. 6c. Child can repeat by writing
series of 4 letters, number
words in sequence.

7. (No objective)

.

8c. Pantomine, verbalize, or
illustrate story heard.

T9. Child determine if picture
is real or make believe.

TIO. Child determine if story
read orally is real or
make believe.

.
TII. Recall position of objects.

..

T12. Follow five 5 directions
In sequence.

.

T13. Recall in correct sequence
-a 4-step activity.

T14. Child can supply words -
make sense.:- sentence

TI5. Child will identify a
printed word for given
spoken word.

118



TI. Child can identify and
name at random letters of
al habet.

T2. Child can hear and.name
the letter for the
begging con. sound.

T3. Child can hear and write
the letter for beginning
con. sound.

T4. Child can hear and name
theetteffor final
con. sound.

T5. Child can hear and write
the name, of the letter

of final con. sound.
T6. Child will differentiate

a line of printed words
from a sentence.

120
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CHAPTER 1 ELEMENTARY EDUCATIONAL PLAN SUMMA,RY REPORT

SCHOOL

TEACHER

Send to Wilson office by May 22, 1987.
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Appendix K1-E

K-1 Transition Parent Contact Summary Sheet



NaMe

K-1 Transition Program
Parent Contact Summary

1987 -88

Center
c

Please record the date type of contact (i.e., newsletters, conferences, open houses, etc.) and the
number of parents or guardians contacted during the 1987-88 academic year in the spaces below.

Date Type of Contact
Number of Parents

Contacted



c

_

Appendix K1-F

K-1 Transition Parent Follow Up Questionnaire

22-54
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K-1 Center

DES MOINES PUBLIC SCHOOLS
K-1 TP.ANSMON PROGRAM

PARENT FOLLOW UP QUESTIONNAIRE

As parents who were directly involved with the K-1 Transition Program, the Des Moines.District is interested in your views of the program. Please answer the following questions ascompletely as possible and return the questionnaire to the Department of Evaluation, Research,and Testing in the envelope provided. There is no information included on the questionnaire toidentify you directly and your answers will be confidential.

1. What changes have you seen in your child since he/she began the K-1 Program?

2. What are-the strengths of the K-1 Program?

3. What are the weaknesses of the K-1 Program?

4. What changes would you like to see in the K-1 Program?

Thank you for your comments. They will be used to help provide quality programming tomeet the needs of students.

1987-88
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Report of Evaluation:

READINGIWRITING LAB PROGRAM

1987-88

Department of Evaluation, Research, and Testing

Des Moines independent Community School District

1800 Grand Avenue

Des Moines, Iowa 50307

John Tompkins

Program Evaluator

Morris D. Wilson, Ph.D.
Director of Evaluation, Research, and Testing

October 20, 1988
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INTRODUCTION

Program Description

abilosop,hy and Goals

The underlying philosophy behind development of the readingtwri;i..0 lab program is that reading

and writing are integrated processes based on language deVelopment. filtudents are therefore given

opportunities to participate in an integrated language process involvi% listening, writing and

speaking. These language processes are active and are to be whole, f;;:lctional and meaningful.

Higher order thinking skills are to be developed within these processe-. -rid students are encouraged to

learn to write in two ways: (1) by writing; and (2) by reading good writing.

Six goals were identified for the readinglwriting program during the 1:,37-86 school year. They

were:

(1) Lab students will show improvement in reading/writing achievement;

(2) Administrative stall for the Des Moines Plan will participate in fir development of

criterion referenced tests to be implemented as a measure of g;;;-:.th for students in

the program;

(3) Comprehension, word analysis and vocabulary strategies will 1,04:valuated and

revised as needed by staff;

(4) Inservic,e sessions Wii be designed to enhance-the program it.;:ti i..uvide for

professional and pers4,:ral growth. Cle:sroom teachers will b.; the opportunity

to participate in inservice sessions;

(5) Reading and writing be taught using an integrated appioncii, and

(6) Computer-assisted instruction will be implemented to support II ic ti program.

Model

The Chapter I program is the instructional model used in the reading:.:::,-13 labs. This model

128 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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includes small group instruction, diagnosis, mastery learning approaches, individual educational plans,

highly motivational supplemental curriculum (including manipulatives), coordination with classroom

teachers and district curriculum supervisors, parental involvement, inservice and support, computerized

recordkeeping and effective teaching strategies.

Identification Procedures,

Identification of students in need of additional instruction is assurred through checkpoints. The

tests are a check to see at what point students are mastering certain subjects for their appropriate grade

level. The tests will be given in grades 1, 3, 5, 8 and 11. There were 41.3 full time equivalent teaching

positions in grades 1-5, 12.5 positions in grades 6-8;.and 4.5 positions in grades 9-12. At the end of

the school year, 2,106 students were served in the reading/writing labs at the elementary level, 619

students were served at the middle school level (grades 6-8) and 152 students were served at the

senior high level (grades 9-12).

13uaget and Expenditures

The budgetary information for the Reading/Writing Lab Program for the 1987-88 school year was

provided by The Des Moines Plan Supervisor in October, 1988. Figure RNV- 1 below indicates the

funds allocated and expended in the Reading/Writing Lab Program for various line items included in

the budget. The total appropriation for the Reading/Writing Lab Program was $2,355,884.00. This

was provided through the following sources: Educational Improvement Grant, Dropout Preventic,o,

Budget Review, Chapter Chapter I and the district's general fund. The program abstract indicates

the allocations from each funding source to the overall Des Moines Plan. Due to the method in which

budgetary records are maintained it would have been an extremely time consuming task to determine

the allocation, to this program only from each separate funding source. Therefore, only the total

amount allocated is reported for each line item.
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Figure R/W -1. Budget and Expenditures Reading/Writing Lab Program
1987-88

Category Amount Allocated Expenditure

Salaries $1,696,893 $1,405,473

Fixed Charges 222,756 222,756

Administration 25,968 11,980

Indirect Costs 35,562 35,562

Parent Component 1,875 1,786

Evaluation 16,365 16,365

Software/Materials/Supplies 110,950 78,948

Inservice 54,920 26,786

Telephone 1200 1388

Mileage 2250 1763

Lajrneaders 10,000 0

Computers 165605 251873

Classroom Reconfiguration 11500 11,485

TOTAL $2,355,844 $2,065,685

As reported by Des Moines Plan Supervisor, October, 1988.

3-57

During the 1987-88 school year, $2,065,665.00 was expended to operate the Reading/Writing

Lab Program. This represents 87.7 percent of the amount allocated. The majority of the unspent

funds are eligible for carryover to be used during 1988-89. It should be noted that due to the

complexity of the funding mechanism and the system used to maintain budget documents, laborious

procedures were necessary in order to generate the budget information in the above format.
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PROCESS AND PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Elementary' Reading /Writing Lab Program

Objective ll Al

During the instructional year the coordinator will organize and maintain an accountability file and

provide copies of the data to support the evaluation of all objectives as documented by accountability

files mainioined in the-project-office and-the,Department of-Evaluation;-Research;-and-Testing:

Results

Duplicate accountability files were maintained in the Des Moines Plan Office and the Department of

Evaluation, Research and Testing during the 1987-88 school year. Periodic checks were conducted

during the school year to assure that data to evaluate program objectives were being collected. The

data were forwarded td the Department of Evaluation, Research and Testing at the end of the 1987-88

school year.

Objective II BZ

By November 27, 1987, the elementary principals will have monitored, by classroom visits, the

activities of all lab teachers and classroom teachers to assure that lab students are receiving direct

reading instruction from the classroom teachers as well as from lab staff as documented by reports of

supervision of the lab program, submitted to the Executive Director of Elementary Education,

Des Moines Public School, or to the Superintendent of Schools, Des Moines Catholic Diocese, by

December 4, 198Z

Evaluation Method

The Principal's Report of Des Moines Plan Supervision submitted by each building principal was

exaniined to determine evidence that lab students were receiving classroom as well as lab instruction.

Results,

The Principal's Report of Des Moines Plan Supervision is an annual report submitted by elementary

principals in December to'document that Des Moines Plan lab students are receiving instruction from
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classroom teachers and that joint planning is occurring between classroom and Des MoinesrPlan

teachers. A copy of this form appears in Appendix RAN, M-A. Documentation is gathered by principals

observing a regular classroom that includes Des Moines Plan students and by observing planning

sessions between Des Moines Plan and classroom teachers. The report serves the same purpose as

and was an outgrowth of the Principal's Report of Chapter I Supervision that had been completed by

elementary principals of Chapter I buildings for a number of years.

Several discrepancies were noted concerning this report during the 1987-88 school year. They
were as follows:

(1) No report was submitted by the principals of five buildings. This occurred despite the fact that

the Des Moines Plan Supervisor sent a letter to all elementary principals dated March 3, 1988 to remind

those that had not completed the report at that time to do so;

(2) At four buildings, the purpose of the observation was apparently unclear as the principals at

those-sites-observed lab classes rather than rear classrooms; and

(3) Observations were made after the specified date in eleven cases-in two cases, not twilit March

and April of 1988.

Given that some principals had not been required to submit this form previously, i.e. principals of

buildings not served by Chapter I, it is not surprising that the record of submission and accuracy for this

.documentwas.notas goodasin previouslears. Steps-that might be taken to improve-this-situation

would include more detailed instructions,concerning completion of the form and increased efforts to

follow-up in situations where.the form is submitted inaccurately or not at all. In addition, a decision needs
to be made as to the requirement for nonpublic school principals to be involved in this activity. It would

Seem difficult for these individuals to observe particularly the joint planning efforts between Des Moines

Plan and classroom teachers when the Des Moines Plan teachers no longer serve student; from the

nonpublic buildings at the non-public school site.

Objective III Al

At the end of the instructional year, lab students, grades 1-5 who have been enrolled in the program

132
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for at least 80 days will demonstrate an increase in the mean percentile rank frompre to poet test on the

vocabulary and comprehension subtests of the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS) as documented by

scores from fall and spring testing, submitted to the program evaluator at the end of the Instructional

year.

Objective III A2

At the end of the instructional year, lab students, grades 2-5, who have been enrolled in the

program for at least 80 days will demonstrate a proficiency on the vocabulary and reading

comprehension subtests of the ITBS, such that the average gain in normal curve equivalents (NCEs) will

be at least 5.0 as documented by scores from fall and spring testing submitted to the program'evaluator

at the end of the instructionalyear.

Objective III A3

At the end of the instructional year, lab students in grades 1.3, who have been enrolled in the

program for at least 80 days will demonstrate a proficiency on the vocabulary and reading

comprehension subtests of the ITBS, Suchthat the average gain in NCEs will be at least 7.0 as

documented by scores from fall and spring testing, submitted to the program evaluator at the end of the

instructional year.

Objective HI A4

At the end of the instructional year, lab students, grades 4-5, who have been enrolled in the

program for at least 80 days will demonstrate a proficiency on the vocabulary and reading

comprehension subtests of the ITBS such that the average gain will be at least 3.0 as documented by

scores from fall and,spring testing, submitted to the program evaluator at the end of the instructional

year.

-Ddakationmeakcil

Students in the Des Moines Plan Reading/Writing Lab Program at the elementary level complete

the vocabulary and reading comprehension subtests of the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills in October and

April of each year. Raw scores for those students who completed both a pre and post test are
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converted ultimately to percentile ranks and normal curve equivalents. The objectives in the proposal

specify various criteria for the NCE gain between pre and post testing by grade level.

Results

Tables A/W 1 and RAN 2 present data that are necessary to evaluate objectives III Al to Ill A4.

Narrative pertaining to these objectives follows the tables.

Table RAN-1. Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension Iowa Test of Basic Skills Grades 1-5

(Percentite.P.ank).

Vocabulary

rack N Pie Post Culla N Pre Post .Qairt

1 384 34, 32 -2 384 is 31 +21

2 388 20 28 +8 388 17 28 +11

3 209 21 27 +6 20K, 17 28 +11

4 183 24 30 +6 183 25 28 +3

Reading Comprehension

5 64 22 24 +2 64 20 26 +6
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Table RNV-2. Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension Iowa Test of Basic Skills Grades 1-5

(Normal Curve Equivalents)

Grade N

Vocabulary

Pry Post rah N

Beading Comprehension

Pig Esat Gain

1 384 41.2 40.5 -0.7 384 22.6 39.4 +16.8
2 388 32.3 37.6 +5.3 388 29.5 37.7 +8.2
3 209 33.1 37.3 +4.2 209 29.9 37.9 +8.0
4 183 35.1 38.7 +3.6 183 35.6 37.8 +2.2
5 64 33.2 35.2 +1.8 64 32.6 36.5 +3.9

2-5 844 33.2 37.6 +4.4 844 31.2 37.7 +6.5
1-3 981 36.0 38.7 +2.7 981 26.9 38.4 +11.5
4.5 247 34.7 37.8 +3.1 247 34.8 37.5 +2.7

Results

Students demonstrated an increase in the percentile rank at all grade levels except grade 1 where

the percentile, rank declined 2 units from the pretest to the post test. It is interesting to note that the

largest increase in percentile rank occurred in grade 1, the same grade at which the largest decline

occurred in vocabulary.

The criterion in pbjeclive III AZ states that student:, in grades 2.5 will achieve an average gain of 5.0

NCE units on the.vOcabulary and reading comprehension subtesls of the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills. The

Normal Curve Equivalent (NCE) scale is similar to the percentile scale except that it is an equal interval

scale meaning that the distances between units are the same. This allows for the process of averaging

of scores which is not feasible with percentile rank scale as the distance between units is not equal

throughout the scale. A weighted average gain was computed due to the difference in the number of
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students gthe various grade levels. In vocabulary, the weighted average NCE gain for grades 2-5 was

4.4 compared to a criterion of 5.0. In reading comprehension, a gain of 6.5 NCE units surpassed the

established criterion.

The criterion in Objective III A3 for the weighted average gain for grades 1-3 was 7.0 NCE units for

vocabulary.and reading comprehension. Students who completed pre and post tests at these levels

showed a weighted average NCE gain of 2.7 in vocabulary and 11.5 in reading comprehension. These

results indicate a considerable disciepancy in the amount of gain demonstrated by students on the

vocabulary and reading comprehension subtests at these primary grade levels. This is a continuation of

the same pattern that has occurred at the primary level for a period of severalyears and may rest!! from a

differential emphasis in the two areas or may be a function of different rates of learning in the two areas

that are typical of students at this level. It should be noted that gains for the two subtests tend to

become more similar as the age of the student increases.

The criterion for the weighted average gain expressed in Objective III A4 for grades 4.5 was 3.0

NCE units for vocabulary and reading comprehension. The weighted average gain was 3.1 in

vocabulary and 2.7 in reading comprehension.

abjective III AS

At the end of the instructional year, lab students who have been enrolled in the progrPin for at least

80 days will demonstrate an increase in their holistic writing scores as documeted by writing scores from

September and May submitted to the program evaluator.

Results

Information pertaining to pre/post holistic writing scores for Writing to Read students may be found

in a separate document pertaining to the Writing to Read Program.

bioals,

At the end of the instructional year, lab students who have been enrolled in the program for at least

80 days will have a working knowledge of the writing process as documented by a minimum of ten

writing assignments for each student on file with the lab teachers.
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Evaluation method

During the 1987-88 school year, lab program students were given instruction in the process of

writing. To demonstrate proficiency, students were to complete a minimum of ten writing assignments

which were evaluated by the lab teacher and then placed on file for future-reference.

Results

Documentation indicating the number of writing assignments was received from 30 of the 41

elementary buildings. The lack of an appropriate reporting form for this objective was the

probable cause for eleven buildings not submitting the proper documentation concerning writing

assignments. CI the 1,375 students reported to be enrolled for 80 -days or more, 777 (56.5 percent)

completed at least ten writing assignments. Objective Ill A6 stated that a minimum of ten writing

assignments were to be completed byeach student. With no other criterion suggested,,this.objective-

. was not achieved.

Objective III A7

At the end of January 1988, lab students who participated in the Writing to ReadProgram during the

second semester of their kindergarten year (1966.87) and during the first semester of their first grade

year (1987 88) will have writing assessment scores that are, on the average, greater than scores for a

control group as documented by pretest scores (January 1987) and post test scores (January 1988) on

file in the Writing to Read office.

Objective Ill A8

Al the end of January 1988, lab students who participated in the Writing to Read Program during

the second semester of their first grade year (1986-87) and during the first semester of their second

grade year (1987-88) will have writing assessment scores that are, on the average greater than scores

for a control group as documented by pretest scores (January 1987) and post test scores (January

1988) on file in the Writing to Read Office.

Results

Information pertaining to writing assessment scores for Writing to Read students may be found in a
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Objective III A9

At the end of the instruction year, 65 percent of the kindergarten lab students in the Writing to Read

Program will be at or above Waupun (Strategies in Early Childhood) Level 4 as documented by Waupun

information on file in the Writing to ReadOffice.

Evaluation method

Kindergarten students in the district follow an early childhood sequence of objectives known as

Strategies in Early Childhood Education that were developed in Waupun, Wisconsin. A student is said

to have completed a particular lever if mastery of thb learning objectives associated with that level has

occurred. Writing to Read teachers. kept records on students indicating the level completed by the end

of the year in the Strategies'in Early Childhood programs

Results

Table R/W 3 indicates the percent of kindergarten Writing to Read students who are also served by

the Des MoinesPlan that achieved level 4 or above as determined by the Strategies in Early

Childhood (Waupun) objectives.

Table Fl/W-3. Strategies in Early Childhood (Waupun) Kindergarten Students in

Writing to Read and D.M. Plan 1987-88

School

Edmunds

Longfellow

McKinley

Moulton

111 TOTAL

Number of Number of
Students Students >Level 4 Percent

17 07 41.1

20 16 80.0

18 13 72.2

No kindergarten students in Writing to Read Program.

55 36 65.5
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As indicated by Table Ft/W-3, 65.5 percent of the kindergarten students who participated in both

the Writing to Read Program and The Des Moines Plan achieved level 4 or above on the Waupun

Strategies in Early Childhood Education sequence of objectives. It should be noted that two of the

three Writing to Read centers enrolling kindergarten students surpassed the indicated criterion of 65

percent. At other center, 41.1 percent of the students had mastered level 4 at the end of the year.

Objective III MO

At the end of the instructional year, 80 percent of the nonlab kindergarten students in the Writing to

Read Program will be at or above Waupun Level 5 as documented by Waupun information on file in the

Writing to Read Office.

Evaluation method

Same.asfor_Objective-III::A9:7:

Besults

Table R/W 4 indicated the percent of kindergaan Writing to Read students who are ilaserved by

the Des Moines Plan that achieved level 5 or above as determined by the Strategies in Early Childhood

objectives.

Table Ft/W-4. Strategies in Early Childhood (Waupun) Kindergarten Students in

Writing to Read Only 1987-88

School Number of Number of Students
Students Level 5 Percent

Edmunds 54 30 55.6

Longfellow . 17 17 100.0
Mckinley 22 10 45.5

Moulton No kindergarten students in Writing to Read Program.

TOTAL 93 57 61.3

13-3
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Tab le/W-4 indicates that 61.3 percent of the kindergarten students who received instruction in

the Writing to Read lab, but who were not served in the Des Moines Plan attained level 5 in the

Strategies in Early Childhood sequence. Atone center, Longfellow, it was reported that all students in

the Writing to Read Program achi6ed level 6. Lesser numbers of students achieving the specified

criteria at the other two centers caused the total number of students reaching this level to tall below the

80 percent criterion.

Objective Ill Al 1

During the instructional year. 80 percent of the first grade students in the Writing to Read Program -
will complete ten instructional cycles on the computer and in the work journals as documented by class

profile sheetS; submitted to the Writing to Read Office at the end of each semester.

-Evaluation-Method:

Students in the Writing to Read.Program may complete up to ten instructional cycles in the Writing

to Read Program. Lab teachers recorded the date of completion of each cycle on a class profile sheet.

Elm&
able FUW-5 indicates the number of students at each WTR center that completed ten instructional

cycles.

Table R/W -5. Computer Instructional Cycles Writing to Read Program

First Grade Students1987-88

School Number of
Students

Number Completing
Ten Cycles Percent

Edmunds 25 6 24.0

Longfellow 14 1 7.1

McKinley 12 0 0.0

29 0

TOTAL 80 7 8.8
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This objective was not achieved. Of the eighty first grade students enrolled in the Writirig to Read

Program, only? or 8.8 percent completed ten instructional cycles. At two centers, McKinley and

Moulton, no students completed all ten cycles.

Objective IV B1

By September 18,1987, lab teachers will have selected students, grades 1-5 as documented by a

fist of students (by grade level) who were selected for instruction and the rank order checklist, submitted

to the program coordinator with September accountability data.

Evaluation Method

The De!) Moines Plan was not officially implemented until January of 1988 following the initial

administration of checkpoints. However, as staff was_hired.at.theteginning of-1987-88-,-students were
selected for instruction based on criteria established for identification by the Chapter I Programs. These

criteria were established with the idea of being able to rank order students Starting with those In

greatest need" of assistance. Students were then selected in rank order until classes were filled.

Teachers completed a Des Moines Plan Pupil Enrollment Form for each student as he/she was ;:elected

for the ph:gram. The information on this form was entered on-line to what had been referred to as the

"Chapter f database," now expanded to accept student records from all buildings.

Results

An initial set of class lists were produced from the database on November 17, 1987. Table R/W-6

shows the number of students that were originally identified at each center by grade level for the

reading/writing labs.
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Table Ft/W-6. Number of Students Served Des Moines Plan Reading/Writing Labs

(Elementary)

Building 1 2 a 4 I Mal
Adams 5 13 10 11 5 44All Saints 7 2 3 1 2 15Brooks 15 20 10 0 0 45Cane 15 15 4 7 3 44Douglas 6 7 0 0 0 13,Edmunds 25 24 11 16 5 81Findley 10 10 4 4 11 39Garton 20 16 7 2 3 48Granger 22 23 17 6 0 68Greenwood 7 18 8 4 3 40Hanawalt 7 8 8 4 3 30Hillis 15 10 1,3 .6 -6- 50:-St-John- 5 3 3 0 0 11Howe. 10 28 6 5 1 50Hubbell 4 11 0 0 0 15Jackson 30 20 10 13 0 7SJefferson 6 6 1 1 0 14King 49 31 0 0 0 80Longfellow 9 24 15 10 7 65Lovejoy 4 4 3 0 0 11Lucas 24 18 25 10 7 84Madison 17 16 10 1 3 47Mann 13 3 2 9 0 27McKee 11 6 2 5 2 26McKinley 15 11 8 10 5 49Mitchell 5 4 9' 6 0 24Monroe 0 0 15 7 3 25Moore 6 11 9 12 6 44Moulton 33 33 15 20 12 113Oak Park 13 14 17 3 1 48Park Ave_. 7 13 7 9 0 36Perkins 0 0 24 20 1 45Phillips 12 12 6 10 4 44-P-1,Hill 0 2 6 14 0 22Rice 22 23 0 0 0 45Stowe 13 31 7 13 5 69Studebaker 1 6 6 0 n 13--vyallatoc- 13 1-1' 10 6 0 42Watrous 3 7 1 3 0 14Willard 22 10 5 0 0 3,7Windsor 7 17 4 8 4 40Woodlawn 10 15 2 7 2 36Wright 15 8 4 8 1 36TOTAL 533 564 327 273 105 1802
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As can be seen from Table R/W-6, 1,802 students were initially identified for participation in

Des Moines Plan Reading/Writing Lab classes at the elementary level. A full time teacher according to

the program proposal could serve between 45 and 55 students.

Efforts are currently being made to develop a a revised Des Moines Plan enrollment document that

will reduce the amount of data entry that currently is performed by Des Moines Plan clerical staff. This

step,should allow for generation of initial class-lists in a much more timely fashion. This objective was

achieved as the actual process of student selection was completed by the specified date.

Objective IV BZ

During the instructional year, lab teachers will develop and maintain an IEP for each student

as documented by 1EPs on'file with the lab leachers.

aalua rtsuyeiljsgl

Des Moines Plan consultants examined Individual Educational Plans durin; visits to program sites.

At the end of the first semester, the consultant initialed a form entitled "Des Moines Plan Educational

Plan Summary Sheer rhich indicated that each IEP had been examined and was properly written.

Results

Individual Educational Plans were developed and maintained for each Des Moines Plan student.

The educational plan included a listing of objectives to be introduced to each student and various

teaching strategies that will be employed. As indicated above, Des Moines Plan consultants monitored

the existence and completeness of these documents.

abje.clive IV 133

During the instructional year, lab teachers will instruct 45-55 students for 25.30 minutes daily as

documented by lab schedules, submitted to the program coordinator by Septomher, 18, 1987, and

resubmitted each time a schedule change is made.

EyiiKsgiion m elksi

'Lab teaching schedules were submitted by all Des Moines Plan teachers as classes began in mid

'September. Revisions were, submitted as necessary during the school year.
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Results

Lab teaching schedules indicated the lab teaching times and number of students served in each

group. Other information appearing on the schedule included the time that direct instruction is provided

by the classroom teacher in the same subject area and the time that the lab teacher and classroom

leacher engage in planning sessions. The schedules indicated that lab classes met from 25-30 minutes

per session and that aiull time teacher served from 45-55 students as specified in the objective. Group

sizes ranged from 1.1.0 8. Much of the information on the schedules is verified at least once during the

year when the building principal conducts the observations necessary to complete the Principal's

Report of Des Moines Plan Supervision. (See Objective II BI for a discussion of this document).

Objective IV B4

By the end of thelirst-Sehiester,Tabieacheis will have perSonal conferences with the

,parents/guardians of at least 80% of the total number of lab students, grades 1.5, who have been

enrolled in the program for at least 20 days. These conferences will be conducted at the homes of, or at

places selected by, the parents/guardians as documented by attendance/parent contact reports,

submitted with January accountability data to the program coordinator, program evaluator and building

principals.

objective IV B5

By the end of the second semester, lab teachers will have had personal conferences with the

parents/guardians of at Mast 80 percent of the total number of lab students, grades 1-5, who have been

enrolled in the program for at least 20 days during the secondsemester. These conferences will be

conducted at the homes of the parents/guardians, at schoolor by telephone as documented by

attendance/parent contact reports submittedwith May accountability data to the program

coordinator, proaram evaluator and building principals.

Evaluation Method

Des Moines Plan teachers completed a preslugged "Attendance and Pared Contact Form" at the

end of each semester. The form indicates the days possible for attpnriance during the semester, the

14.4
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days attended:and the number of hbme visits and personal contacts made by the teacher to the parents

of each student. The forms are scanned by Mid Iowa Compeer Center, the information becomes a part

of the database and summary reports are produced which allow for evaluation of these objectives.

Results

Table R/W -7 provides the data necessary to evaluate objectives IV B4 and IV B5, both of which

concern contacts with parents of students in Des Moines Plan labs.

Table R/W-7. Contacts with Parents Des Moines Plan Reading/Writing Lab Students
Grades 1-5 1987-88

-

First Semester Second Semester

Grades, .N.__ Total N- 'Pe-roe-fir Total
_

Contacted Contacted Contacts Contacted Contacted Contacts

1.5 1908 82.8 2423 2164 83.4 2475

During the first semester, objective IV B4 specifies that lab teachers will have personal contact with

the parents of 80 percent of the students enrolled for a period of 20 days or mor Personal contact

implies a face to face contact between the parent and teacher through a home visit by the teacher or a

visit to school by the parent. Telephone calls made or letters sent to the home do not count as personal

contacts during the fall semester. During the first semester, parents of 82.8 percent of the

Reading/Writing Lab students were contacted, thereby surpassing the established criterion. Objective

IV B5 also specifies that parehts of 80 percent of the students enrolled 20 days or more during the

second semester will be contacted personally, but allows telephone calls made to the home to be

counted as parent Contacts. During the second semester, according to Table RAN 7, parents of 83.4

percent of the Reading/Writing Lab students were contacted also surpassing the criterion of 80

percent. The table shows a total of 4,8D8 contacts (2,423+2,475) made during the year to parents of

lab students. This would seem to represent a continuation of the long existing trend in the district's

Chapter I programs offnaintaining a high level of contact with parents of lab students. Objectives IV B4

and IV B5 were
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achieved.

Objective IV B6

By October 2, 1987, lab teachers at each building will have submitted the name of a parer,: to be a

representative on the District Parent Advisor), Council as documented by parent names, submitted to

the Des Moines Plan Supervisor.

Results

A list of representatives to the Chapter I/Des Moines Plan District Parent Advisory Council was

received by the Department of Evaluation, Research and Testing on March 10, 1988. The list itself was

not dated, making it impossible to determine when it was developed. The list contained names,

addresses and telephone numbers of 59 building representatives and 3 community representatives. It

__--7-_.shopld:bErnote-d:thatVh110765metTrildingshiidberbf-representativeslisted;alotaraten

elerrientary buildings were not repreSented. -In as much as the intent of this proceSs objective was to

have representation on the council from each attendance center involved with The Des Moines Plan,

this objective was not achieved.

LIbiosaiyaim

During the instructional year, Writing to Read teachers will schedule andinstruct students in the

Writing to Read Center for one hour daily as documented by classroom and lab teachers' daily

schedules, submitted to the Writing to Read Coordinator.

Evatotion Metbod

Schedule forms were submitted by each Writing to Read lab teacher.

Results

Schedules submitted by teachers providing instruction to students in the Writing to Read labs

indicated that such instruction was provided for a period of one hour on a daily basis. This compares to

the one half hour of daily instruction that is the norm for the regular Des Moines Plan lab class session.

Mestive IV B8

At the beginning of the instructional year, Writing to Road teachers will provide orientation for
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students one week prior to fulltime attendance in the Writing to Read Centers as documerfted by

teacherlesson plans submitted to the Writing to Read Coordinator at the end of the first month of the

instructional year.

Evaluation Method

Writing to Read teachers submitted copies of lesson plans for the period during which an orientation

to the program for students was held.

Results

Lesson plans submitted by Writing to Read teachers indicated the occurence of orientation

sessions at all Writing to Read Centers. According to the lesson plans, the sessions involved an

explanation of the rules for the lab, sharing materials, care of equipment and hands on practice with the

computer-equipmentrThis.Objective.was-achieved:---

Objective IV 69

During the instructional year, Writing to Read teachers will maintain a file of samples of students'

writing as documented by dated weekly samples of each students' writing on file with the Writing to

Read teachers.

Results

Weekly samples of students' writing were maintained in each Writing to Read Center. The

Des Moines Plan consultant working with the Writing to Read Program monitored the existence of the

writing samples regularly during visits to each center.

Objective IV 610

During the instructional year, the Writing to Read assistant will monitor children at the computer,

work journal, and listening stations as documented by teacher lesson plans on file with the Writing to

.Road leachers.

aesulta

The Des Moines Plan consultant for Reading/Writing that worked specificallywith the Writing to

Read Program fepaded that individuals were not specifically hired to fill the position of Writing to Read
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assistant. instead, a building associate or other individual such as a volunteer was often used to assist

-1e0chers in the Writing to Read lab. While it appears these individuals were useful in assisting the WTR

teachers with a variety of lab activities, this objective should be modilied it persons will not be specifically

designated to occupy the position of Writing To Read assistant.

Objective VI B1

Near the end of the instructionalyear a parent survey will be conducted by the program evaluator as

documented by a summary of responses obtained from a parent survey conducted by the program

evaluator.

Evaluation method

During the 1987-88 school year, the parent survey that had been used for a number of years in the

Chapter I Program was completely revised. This was done in response to a recommendation made in

the 1986.87 Report of Evaluation for Chapter I Reading and Mathematics Programs. This

recommendation suggested that a more comprehensive questionnaire be designed that would

hopefully not only be a better instrument for gathering information from parents about their perceptions

of the new Des Moines Plan, but would also yield a better rate of return than had been experienced in

the past.

The seven item revised instrument, a copy of which appears in Appendix EVW,M- Bwas sent to a 10

percent random sample of parents of all Des Moines Plan lab students on April 15, 1988. Three

hundred eighty five questionnaires were sent out via U.S. mail, 61 or 15.8 percent of which were

returned. While this represents a slightly better rate of return than had been experienced in previous

years, it is nonetheless insufficient for making generalizations to the population of Des Moines Plan

parents. Results of the survey are summarized in the statements below with the qualification that

generalizations cannot be made from the responses of this sample to the population at large.

Rest&

- Forty five of the 61 respondents (73.8%) agreed or strongly agreed that they were

satisfied with information they had received about the Des Moines Plan.
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- The process for selecting students for participation in this program satisfied 36 (61.1%) of the

59 parents responding to this question. Thirteen (22.0%) were not satisfied to some degree.

- Of the various ways in which parents are contacted by Des Moines Plan lab teachers, 64.0

percent of the respondents preferred scheduled conferences at school with The Des Moines Plan

teacher. Only 2 (4.0%) indicated preference for home visits by the leacherwhile 9 (18.0%) preferred

telephone calls.

- Thirty-one respondents (67.4%) felt that letters provided the best avenue for obtaining

information about the District Parent Advisory Council and its activities.

- Over one half (56.3%) of the respondents felt that brochures and information about learning

activities for use at home would be the most useful items that could be provided through the Parent

Advisory Council.

till Although the-return rate-improved-slightly- from that in previoue years (using ChaPterISUrveys), the

number of returns via U.S. mail was still far from that necessary to allow for generalizations to be made

from the sample to the population. This is unfortunate as costs are involved in designing, printing and

mailing such an instrument. Given this situation, it would seem feasible to consider giving parents an

opportunity to complete this survey during conference time as many participate in this activity. This

'would increase the response rate and could be set up in a way that would still ensure anonymity of the

respondents.

r

PROCESS AND PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Middle School Reading/ Writing Lab Program

Dbjective II B1

During the instructional year, the coordinator will organize and maintain an accountability file and

provide copies of data to support the evaluation of all objectives as documented by accountability files

maintained by the program coordinator and the Department of Evaluation, Research and Testing.0
Jess

Duplicate accountability files were maintained in the Des Moines Plan Office and the Department of
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Evaluation, Research and Testing during the 1987-88 school year. Periodic checks were Conducted

during the school year to assure that data to evaluate program objectives were being collected. The

data were submitted to the Department of Evaluation, Research and Testing at the end of the program

year.

Objective III Al

At. 'he end of the instructionalyear, lab students, grades 6.8, who have been enrolled in the

pr,:irem for least 80 days will demonstrate an increase in the percentile rank frompre to post test on

the vocabulary and comprehension subtests of the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS) as documented by,

accountability files maintained by the program coordinator and the Department of Evaluation, Research

and Testing.

Objective III A2

A! the end of the instructional year, lab students, grades 6-8 who have been enrolled in the program

foratleast.80 days.will demonstrataaproficiencyon the.vocabulatyandreatfing comprehension.

subtests of the ITBS, such that the average gain in normal curve equivalents (NCEs) will be at least 3.0

as documented by scores from fall and spring testing, submitted to the program evaluator at the end of

the instructional year

Evaluation Method

Students complete the vocabulary and reading comprehension subtests of the Iowa Tests of Basic

Skille in October and April of each year. Raw scores obtained by these students are ultimately

converted to percentile ranks and normal cwve equivalent (NCE) scores. Objectives lit Al and III A2

specify criteria for the gain in the NCE score between pre and post testing.

Roulla

Tables RAN-8 and R/W-9 present data that are necessary to evaluate objectives II! Al and Hi A2.

Narrative pertaining to these objectives follows the tables.
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Table R/W 8. Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension Iowa Test of Basic Sidi

Grades 6-8 (Percentile Rank)

Vocabulary
Reading Comprehension

Grade N ple Post Gain N Eta Post: gain
6 142 29 30 +1 142 22 26 +4
7 135 29 25 -4 135 22 23 +1
8 134 22 27 +5 134 19 _21 +2-

Table R/W-9. Vocabulary and Reading Comprehension Iowa Test of Basic Skills

Grades 6-8 (Normal Curve Equivalents).

.grade

Vocabulary

et1 Po at Gain

Feeding Comprehension

N Ptg Post Gain
6 142 38.2 39.2 +1.0 142 33.9 36.5 +2.6
7 135 38.0 36.0 -2.0 135 33.5 34.4 +0.9
8 134 33.9 37.4 +3.5 134 31.0 33.2 +2.2

6-8 411 36.7 37.6 +0.9 411 32.8 34.7 +1.9

Students demonstrated an increase in the percentile rank at grades 6 and 8 in vocabulary and in
grades 6, 7 and 8 in reading comprehension. The percentile rank for students in grade 7 on the

vocabulary sublest decreased by 4 points. (Objective III Al)

Objective Ili A2 states that students in grades 6, 7 and 8 will demonstrate an increase of 3.0 NCE

units-in both vocabulary and reading comprehension sublests of the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills.

c,cording to Table R/W 9, the weighteeaverage t ';C: gain for students in grades 6.8 was 0.9 in

vocabulary and 1.9 in reading comprehension. This compares to gains made during the previous year
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for students at these grade levels of 0.4 NCE units in vocabulary and 2.2 units in reading

comprehension. The gains demonstrated by students at the middle school level on the vocabulary and

reading comprehension subtests have consistently failed to meet specified criterion levels. This would
indicate a need for continued emphasis at the middle school level in order to improve achievement.

Objective 111 Aa

By the end of the instructional year, lab.sludents, grades 6-8 who have been enrolled in the
program will display a more positive attitude toward learning than they displayed at the timeof their

_....entrance:into-theprogramas-documented-bya preipost Altitude Toward Learning summary submitted
to the program evaluator at the end of the instructional year.

- Evaluation method

Des Moines Plan Reading'Writing lab students at the middle school level completed a pre/post self
evaluation instrument designedlo measure attitude toward various academic activities. The instrument

_used replaced the Self Anchoring Attitude Scale, an instrument used in the Chapter 1 Program to

measure student attitudes for a period of several years. The instrument, a copy of which appears in
Appendix RIW, M- C, consists of two rating scales. The first asks students to rate their daily behavior

according to seven descriptors, i.e. " completing work on time,' " participating in class," etc. on a 5 point
scale (1=never 5=always). "Ths second section asks students to rate their attitude in class using the
same five point scale as it-applies-to eight adjectives. Four of the adjecltves are positive ("helpful,"

"interested," "respectful" and "improving") while four are negative ( "disruptive," disinterested,"
''disrespectful" and 7a problem") and meant to represent opposites of the positive adjectives. The most

favorable.allilude would be indicated by a response of "5" to the positiv.e.adjectives and a response of
"1" to the negative adjectives.

RU&
Several problems arose in the administration of this inctrOment to middle school rei-idingfwritilig lab

'-Students in 1987.88. The most significant problem was the fact that al several buildings students did
not Complete the attitude scale in both thelall and spring to create a pre/post measurement as indit:.,ted
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by the objective. Another problem was the fact that there was no way to determine whethdrstudents

completing the instrument were doing so as part of a reading or a mathematics lab class. Tables Ft/W-

10A and -1QS report the results for the portion of the scale dealing with attitudes toward class for those

buildings where Des Moines Plan students completed the instrument on a pre/post basis. Table R/W-

10A indicates results for the positive attitudes while Table-10B indicates results for negative attitudes.

Table R/W-10A..Attitude Scale Results for "Positive" Attitudes

Des- Moines -Plan Middle School Students 1987-88

School' N Helpful
Pre Post

Interested
Pre 'Post

Flespectfut
Pre Post

Improving
Pre Post

Catts,nan 17 3.7 4.1 4.0 3.8 4.5 3.9 4.2 4.4
Goodell 33 .4:2 3.7 3.9 3.7 4.3 4.0 4.0 4.2
McCombs 39 4.0 3.7 3.7 3.6 4.1 4.1 3.9 3.8till Meredith. 41 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.4 4.0 3.6 4.0 4.0
Metro 2 3.0 3.5 3.5 3.:, 3.5 3.5 3.5 5.0
All Schools 132 3.9 3.7 3.8 3.5 4.2 4.0 4.0 4.1
' MA-administered on a pre/post basis at Brody, Harding, Hiatt, Hoyt, Merrill and Weeks.

Schopf

Callanan

Goodrett

McCombs

Meredith

mop

LiScimis

.

Table rvW-10B. Attitude Scale Results for Negative" Attitudes

Des Moines Plan Lab Students 1987-88

Disrupliyg
Pre Post

DizinterD5test
Pre

_Q p e city(
Pre Post

A Problem
Post Pre Post

17, 1.9 2.0 2.0 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.7 1.5

33 2.0 2.5 2.1 2.3 1.8 1.9 2.1 1.6

39 2.0 2.4 2.2 2.6 1.7 1.6 2.1 1.9

41 1.9 2.3 2.4 2.5 1.9 2.4 1.6 2.1

2 2 5 2.0 2 5 3.5 ?I__ 2.0 2 0

132, 2_0_aa 2 2 2 4 IL_ 10 t9

.L5

1_3
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,ftrom th'time of pre measuremt,ht to the time of post measurement, improvement in attitude would

be indicated on the five point scale by an increas, 'n the scale value fur the positive descriptors and a
decrease in the scale value for the nr-:,7-tive descriptors. Examination of the scale value for all schoOls
indicates that for the positive adjectives ("helpful," "interested," "respectful," improving"), the scale
value arically decreased from pre to ;,st measurement for all descriptors except "improving" which
showed a slight increase. For the t:ve descriptors, a decrease in scale value would indicate an
improvement in attitude from the pr;: the post measure. Table RAW-108, however, snows that the
value increased for all areas except esne which showed a slight decrease.

In summary, the results presentt--,1 in Tables RAN f OA and 108 indicate an improvement in altitude
from pre to post measurement_ for or:'../ two of the eight descriptors. The. results must be qualified with
the tact that no data for matching *'s on a pre/post basis were received from six middle schools. In
addition, the response sheets did not indicate whether the student completed the
ir6lrument in the reading'writing lab or -...*.thernatics lab which made the sorting process even more
difficult.

.ObjeOlive III A4

By the end of the instructional year, lab students, grades 6-8, who have been enrolled in,the
;piogram for at least 80 days will resp.",:i--';,:5itivc1y to the program, as indicated by their rate of
Attendance being equal to or greater !!' *!1) that of all non-lab students in the same-schools as
documented by attendance/pa/0W c.71;!:-.ot reports, submitted with the May accountability data to the
program coordinator and program eva!uator.

YakkatiOn

Teachers report the number of :' ; student attended during each semester and the number
of days of possible attendance. fluip,,:ir.3 is accomplished by the teacher completing a preslugged
d.x..:men1 entitled "Attendance and P:- Contact Form." The information on this form is entered on

Ike d',1-4):1::,r; and subseq.rent summary rcoolts are produced which allow for evaluation of this
objective.

15
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Results

Objective A4 states that the attendance of Des Moines Plan lab students enrolled cit the progi'arn
for 80 days will display a rate of attendance that is equal to or better than that of nonprogram students in
the same schools. Emphasis on the importance of school attendance has been a priority in the

Chapted Program since its inception and continues to be consid6red such in The Des Moines Plan.
Table RW-11 displays the attindatice rate (indicated by days attended as a percentage of days

possible) for Des Moines Plan and non-Des Moines Plan students.atall.middle-schools:

Table R/W 11. Attendance` Rate D.M. Plan/Non-D.M. Plan Middle ::',:hoot Students

BuitdinQ
Des MoinesPlart
N Percent

1987-88

Non-Qes Moines Plan
N Percent

Brody 59 96.4 580 91.6
Cananan 52 87.3 574 94.0
Goodrell 63 89.3 712 92.5
Harding 138 93.7 658 84.0
Hiatt 60 88.4 486 91.6
Hoyt 51 93.9 496 92.9
McCcri.bs 41 91.0 560 93.1
Meredith 62 92.8 595 94.6
Merrill 41 92.0 494 94.5

,Metro 14 46.2 109 68.9
Weeks 72 sre:8 604 93.0
:ill Buildings 653 80.9 5868, 92.8

11 As indicated by Table R/W-11, the attendance rale for Des Moines Plan Reading/Writing students at

the middle school level was 88.9 percentcompared to 92.8 percent for nonlab students at the same
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buildings. At two buildings, Brody and Hiatt, Des Moines Plan students actually displayed an

attendance rate higher than that of non,lab students. As the overesattendance rate for Des Moines

Plan students was lower, this objective was not achieved.

Objective IV B1

By September 18, 1987, lab teachers will have selected students, grades 6-8 as documented by
lists of students (by grade level) who were selected for instruction and the rank order checklist,

ubmitted to the program coordinator with September accountability data.

Evaluation Method

The Des Moines Plan was not officially implemented until January of 1988 following the first

administration of checkpoints. However, as staff was hfred at fhe_beginning of -19b T.88, students were
lentatively,identified and served beginning in September. On November 17,1987, initial class lists
were produced from information contained in the database at that time. The inclusion of a student in the
database and subsequent appearance of his/her name on class lists indicated selection for the program.

Results

Table R/-12 shows the number of sdtudents that were originally identified at each attendance
center by grade level for the reading/writing labs.
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Table R/W-12. Number of Students Served Des Moines Plan Reading/Writing Ilbs

(Middle School) as of November 17, 1987

r.

Brody

Callanan

.GoOdrell

Harding

Hiatt

Hop

McCombs

Meredith

Merrill

Metro

Weeks

All Buildings

Number of Students Served by Gra;.1 Level
6 7 8 Total

24 22 12 58
14 10 09 33
15 17 20 52
48 51 31 130
13 13 27 53

13 26 48
19 15 12 46

09- i 1 54
18 10 12 40
04 03 04 11

19 36 16 71

217 199 180 596

As can be seen from Table R/W-12, 596 students were initially identified for participation in
f6s3s Moines Plan Reading/Writing Lab classes at the middle school level.

Efforts are currently being made to develop a revised Des Moines Plan enrollment document that
w7il redune the amount of data entry performed by The Des Moines Plan clerical staff. This step should
2.flow for generation of initial class lists in a much more timely fashion. This objective was achieved, as
the actual process of student selection was completed by the specified date.

Goring the instructional year, lab teachers will developand maintain an IEP for each student
receiving lab instruction as documented by IEPs on tile with the lab teachers.
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Evaluation Method'

Des Moines Plan consultants examined Individual Educational Plans during visits to buildings. At
the end of the first semester, the consultant initialed the Educational Plan Summary Sheet to indicate
that the plan for each student had been reviewed.

Results

Individual Educational Plans were developed and mair.tained for each Des Moines Plan student.

The educational plan includes ellisting of objectives to be introduced to each student and various

teaching strategies that will be employed to achieve the objectives. One of the functions of the
Des Moines Plan consultants is to monitor the recording of informaticr,4or each student on the

educational plan. As mentioned above, the consultant initials the educational plan during visits to.e
building to indicate that the necessary information has been recorded and that the plan itself is being
carried out.

Objective IV B3

Curing the insrructional year, lab teachers will instruct 55-75 students for an average of 45 minutes

daily as documented by lab schedules, submitted to the program coordinator by September 18, 1987,

a-d resubmitted each time a schedule change is made.

_alio Method

Lab teaching schedules were submitted by all Des Moines Plan teachers as classes began in mid
September. Revisions were submitted as necessary.

Schedules indicated the lab teaching schedule and number of students served in each.group.

Other information appearing on the schedule includes the time that the lab teachers and appropriate

cla3sroom teachers p!,?ri jointly. Lab classes at the middle school level met for one class period or

approximately 45 minutes day. Full time teachers served a range of from'55 to 75 students during the
day.
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Pbjective 1V BA

By the end of the instructionalyear, lab teachers el !iz:ve had personal contact with the

parentsguardians of at ;oast 50% of the total number of Vudents, grades 6.8, who have been enrolled
in the program for at least 2erddys as documentedby aqi::!7orancelparent contact repculs, submitted with
-the Maraccounlabillty data to the program coordinator, r p:ogram evaluator; and the building
principals.

Evatotion

Des Moines Plan teachers completed a prestuggoci ";-'!.-.ndance and Parent Contact Form" at the
end of each"Semester. Theorrn indicates the days fo, attendance during the semester, the
days attended and the number of home visits and perr,,o :,:pritacts made by the teacher to the parents
oteachstudent. The forms are scanr.ed Iowa ...Au Center, the information becomes a part
of the database and summary reports are produce/ whit* for evaluation of these objectives.

Besolts

ObjectiveiV 64 states that the parents of at least ..:cent of the students in the Reacting/Writing
Lab Program enrolled for 20 or mere days would be con! personally at some time during the school
year. The criteria established for parent contact at this less stringent than at the elementary
level which specified contact with parents during each ..r,ter rather than for the entire year.
"Personal contact" implies e visit by the leacher to cf a student, a visit by the parent to school
or`a telephone call made by the teacher to the parent. 0(..:::mentation submitted revealed that personal
contacts were made to the parents of 74.7 percent of 11.0 !.L.fc..nts enrolled 20 days or more, thereby
exceeding the specified criterion. At only one middle scl*.- .1.-Ilendance center did the rate fall below
50 percent. At another 1.,;:ilding,liarding Middle School, :s17ents of 86.6 percent of the students were

"'contacted. This objective was achieved.

PAOCIN,f;'iY13`,"z

Ry the.end of the instructionalyear, lab leacheic ?!:,:ve completed a Minimum of one parent
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involvement activity as documented by Parent Activity Planning Sheets, submitted to the program
coordinator by the end of the instructional year.

Evaluation Method

Lab teachers submitted a document entitled Parent Activity Planning Sheet that contained

hiformation about activities provided for parents of students in the lab program to document this

objective.

Results

Parent Activity Planning Sheets most frequently reflected activities that included inviting parents to
visit the labs at a specified time at which they could see and participate in various lab functions. In
several cases, use of computer workstations were demonstrated and patents were then encouraged to

parlicipateln a,computer activity. In many cases, the activities were provided at either conference or
open house time. Activity sheets were received from all middle schools with the exception of Hiatt.

Objective VI Al

Near the end of theinstructionalyear, a parent survey will be conducted by the program evaluatoras
documented by a summary of responses obtained from the parent survey on file with the program

evaluator.

Elhatisarnethoci

During the 1987-88 school year, the parent survey that had been used for a number of years in the

Chapter I Program was completely revised. This was done in response to a recommendation made in

the 1986-87 Report of Evaluation for Chapter I Reading and Mathematics Programs. This

recommendation suggested that a more comprehensive questionnaire be designed that would

hopefully not only be ebetter instrument for gathering it nation from parents about their perceptions

of the new Des Moines Plan, but would also yield a better rate of return than had been experienced in
past.
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The.seven item revised instrument, a copy of which appears in Apoendix R/W, M-B was sent to a 10

percent random sample of parents of all Des Moines Plan lab students on April 15, 1988. Three
hundred eighty five questionnaires were sent out via U.S. mail, 61 or 15.8 percent of which were
returned. While this represents a slightly better rate of-return than had been experienced in previous
years, it is nonetheless insufficient for making generalizations to the pOpulition of Ces Moines Plan
parents. Results of the survey are summarized in the statements below with the qualification that
generalizations cannot be made from the responses of this sample to the population at large.

Results
- Forty five of the 61 respondents (73.8%) agreed or strongly agreed that they were

satisfied with information they had received about the Des Moines Plan.
- The process for selecting students for participation in this program satisfied 36 (61.1%) of the

.(111 59 parents responding to this question. Thirteen (22.04/4 were not satisfied to some degree.
- Of the various ways in which parents are contacted by Des Moines Plan lab teachers, 64.0

percent of the respondents preferred scheduled conferences at school with The Des Moines Plan
teacher. Only 2 (4.0%) indicated preference for home visits by the teacher vhile 9 (18.0%) preferred
telephone calls.

- Thirty-one respondents (67.4%) felt that letters provided the best avenue for obtaining
information about the District Parent Advisor; Council and its activities.

- Over one half (56.3%) of the respondents felt that brochures and information about learning
actives for use at home would be the most useful items that could be provided through the Parent
Advisory Council.

Although the return rate improved slightly from that in previous years (using Chapter 1 surveys),
the number di returns via U.S. mail was still far from that necessary to allow forgeneralizations to be
made from the sample to the population. This is unfortunate as costs are involved in designing,
printing and mailing such an instrument. Given this situation, it would se= feasible to consider giving
parents an opportunity to complete this survey during conference time-as many participate in this

11
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activity. This wouk :ease the response rate and could be set up in a way that would still ensure

anonymity of the respondents

PROCESS AND PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Senior High Reading/Writing Lab Program

Objective Ii 61

During the instructional year, the coordinator will organize and maintain an accountability file and
provide copies of data to support the evaluation of allobjectives as documented by accountability files
maintained by the program coordinator and the Department of Evaluation, Research and Testing.

Besulta

Duplicate accountability files were maintained in the ,Des Moines Plan Office and the Department of
Evaluation, Research and Testing during the 1987.88 school year. Periodic checks were conducted
during the school year toensure that data to evaluate program objectives were being collected. The
data were submitted to the Department of Evaluation, Research and Testing at the end of the program
year.

.01jerdlysam

At the end of the instructional year, lab students, grades 9.12, who have been enrolled in the
program for at least 80 days will demonstrate an increase in the mean percentile lank from pre to post
test on the reading subtest of thn Iowa Tests of Educational Development (ITEM as documented by
scores from fall and spring testing, submitted to the program evaluator at the end of the instructional
year

At the end of the instructional year, lab students, grades 9.12 who have been enrolled in the
program for at least 80 days will demonstrate a proficiency on the reading sublast of the ITED, such that

41.7e average gain in normal curve equivalents (NCFs) will be at least 3.0 as documented by scores from
fall and spring testing submitted to the program evaluator at the end of the instructional year.
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Students complete the reading subtests of the Iowa Tests of Educational Development in October
and April of each'year. Raw scores obtained by these students are ultimately converted to percentile

Tanks and normal curve equivalent (NCE) scores. Objectives III Al and III A2 specify criteria for the gain in
the NCE score between pre and post testing.

Results

Tables RIW -13 and RAW -14 present data that are necessary to evaluate objectives Ill Al and III A2.
Narrative pertaining to these objectives follow the table. ,

Table R/W-13. Reading Comprehension Iowa Test of Educational Development

Grades 9-12 (Percentile Rank)

di tirade N pa Posttw
9

10

11

12

118 24

No students served in 1987-88

No students served in 1987-88

No students served in 1987-88

27 +3

Table RIW.14. Reading Comprehension Iowa Test of Educational Development

Grades 9-12 (Normal Curve Equivalent)

Gain

Grade

9

10

11

12

LI Erg

118 34.9

No students served in 1987.88

No students served in 1987-88

No students served in 1987-88

Bost

37.0

rain

+2.1

0 Students in grade 9 demonstrated an increase in the percentile rank on the reading subtest of 3

units. The increase between pre and post testing using the Normal Curve Equivalent scale as specified
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in objective III A2 was 2.1 NCE units. The criterion for achievement gain at this level was 3.0!

Comparative results are not available from previous years as -")e Chapter I/11 Programs had not served
students at these grade levels in recent history.

Objective ill Aa

By the end of the instructional year, lab students, grades 9.12, who have been enrolled in the
progra.in for at least 80 days will display a more positive attitude toward learningJhan they displayed at
the time of their entrance into the program as documented by the pre/post Attitude Toward Learning

summary, submitted to the program evaluator at the end of the instructionalyear.

FvaluaiiOn method

Des Moines Plan ReadingWriting lab students at the middle school level completed a pre/post self
4).evaluation instrument designed to measure attitude toward various academic activities. The instrument

used replaced the Self Anchoring Attitude Scale, an instrument used in the Chapter I Program to

measure student attitudes for a period of several years. The instrument, a copy of which appears in
Appendix NW, M-C consists of two rating scales. The first asks students to rate their daily behavior

according to seven descriptors, i.e. completing work on time, participating in class, etc. on a 5 point

state (1=never; 5=aiways). The second section asks students to rale their attitude in class using the

same five point scale as it applies to eight adjectives. Four of the adjectives are positive ("helpful,"

"interested," "respectful" and" improving") while four are negative ("disruptive,* "disinterested,"
"disrespectful" and "a problem-) and meant to represent opposites of the positive adjectives. The most
favorable altitude would be indicated by a response of "5" to the positive adjectives and a response of
"1" to the negative adjectives.

Several problems arose in the administration of this instrument to senior high school

lieading/Writing Lab students in 1987-88. The most significant problem was the fact that at two

buildings, students did not complete the attitude scale in bolh the tall and spring to create a pre/post
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measurement as indicated by the objective. Another problem was the fact that there was rut) way to
determine whether students completing the instrument were doing_so as,part of.a.reading or-a
mathematics lab class. Tables R/W -15A and -15B report the results for the portion of the scale dealing
with attitudes toward class for those buildings where Des Moines Plan students completed the
instrument on a pre/post basis. Table R/W-15A indicates results for the positive attitudes while Table
R/W-15B indicates results for negative attitudes.

Table R/W-15A. Attitude Scale Results for "Positive" Attitudes Des Moines Plan

Senior High School Students 1987-88

School Etelpfut
pre Post

Interested
Pre Post

Respectful
Pre Post

Improving
Pre Post

Hoover 11 3.8 4.0 3.7 4.3 4.2 4.5 3.8 4.0
Lincoln 07 3.9 3.0 4.1 3.4 4.4 3.3 4.1 4.4
Roosevelt 05 3.6 3.2 3.4 3.4 4.2 3.6 4.0 4.2

All Schools 23 3.8 3.5 .3.8 3.8 4.2 3.9 4.0 4.2

Table R/W-15B. Attitude Scale Results for "Negative" Attitudes

Des Moines Plan Senior High Lab Students 1987-88
Scho.pj N PisliaLv_e

Pre Post
pisinjeasiesi
are Post

Disre_spectivi
are Post

A_Plagen1
Pre Post

Hoover 11 2.1 2.1 2.7 1.6 1.5 1.5 2.1 1.4
Lincoln 7 1.7 1.7 2.0 2.3 1.4 1.7 1.3 1.3
Roosevelt 5 1.8 1.8 2.6 2.2 2.0 2.0 1.6 1.6

All Schools 2 3 1.9 1.9 2.5 2.0 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.4
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From the time of pre measurement to the time of post measurement, improvement in altitude would

be indicated on the five point scale by an increase in the scale value,for positive descriptors and a
decrease in the scale-Valbe for riegative descriptors. Examination of the scale value for all schools
indicates that for positive adjectives ("helpful,' "interested," "respectful," "improving"), the scale value
decreased in two areas ("helpful," "respectful"), remained the same for "interested- and increased for
"improving." For negative descriptors, a decrease in the scale value would incrcate an improvement in
attitude from the pre to the post measure. Table RAN-15B shows that the value decreased for two
descriptors, ''disinterested" and "a problem," remained the same for "disruptive" and increased for
"disrespectful."

In summary, the results presented in Tables k/W-15A and R/W-15B indicate an improvement in
attitude from pre to post measurement for only three of the eight descriptors. The results must be(4) qualified, however, due to the occurence of the following:

a. Data were received from only 3 of the 5 senior high schoois; and

b. From the 3 high schools that submitted attitude instruments, only 23 matched pre/post instruments
were found.

Dbjective Ill A4

By the ent:t of thj instructional year, lab students, grades 9-12, who have been enrolled in the
program for at least 80 days will respond positively to the program as indicated by a rate of attendance
higher than the district average' as documented by attendance/parent contact reports, submitted with
May accountability data to the program coordinator andprogram evaluator.

Evaluation Method-

Teachers report the number of days each student attended during each semester and the number
of days of possible attendante. Reporting is accomplished by the leacher completing a presiugged
document entitled "Attendance and Parent Contact Form." The information on this form is entered on

e database and subsequent summary reports are produced which allow for evaluation of this
objective.
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Results

Table RAN-16 shows the attendance rate (days present as a percentage.of days possible) for Des
Moines Plan students at each senior high building and for the totalsenior high Reading/Writinglab
Program. Also indicated is the attendance rate for all students at each senior high building and for all
buildings combined (to yield a district attendance rate).

Table 16. Attendance Rale Deg Moines Plan Senior High Students
tt

Building
Des Moines Plan

61123tudentsrl Percent N percent

East 35 90.4 2291 91.8
Hoover 28 92.6 1219 94.4
Lincoln 31 90.8 2524 92.5
North 42 87.9 1052 91.6
Roosevelt 20 93.0 1558 92.9

All Schools 154 90.5 8644 92.5

As shown by Table R/W-16; the average attendance rate for all senior high students in the district
was 92.5. This compared to an attendance rate of 90.5 for students in the Des Moines Plan. The
DeS Moines Plan attendance rate was lower than that for all students at all buildings with the exception of
Roosevelt. At that attendance center, Des Moines Plan students had an attendance rate of 93.0
compared to 92.9 percent for all students. As the specification that eas Moines Plan students would
display a rate of attendance higher than the district average was not met, this objective was not
achieved.

A process objective in the middle school fleadingWriling Lab Program stales thatihe attendance
rale of Des Moines Plan students will be compared to that of nonlab students at the same buildings.
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The senior high objective on the ether hand does not specify the comparison group as beirfg made up
of only non-lab students. Therefore, when reporting the-attendance rate, records of the lab students
were not deleted from the total group. For purposes of consistency and in order to' better define,the
two groups, this objective should be revised to call for comparison of attendance ,ales between
Des Moines Plan and non Des Moines Plan students.

Pbjectiya IV Bt

By September 18. 1987, lab teachers will have selected students, grades 9-12 as documented by
lists of students (by grade level) who were selected for Instruction and the rank order checklist.

submitted to the program coordinator with Septemberaccountability data.

Evaluation Method

The Des Moines n was not officially implemented until January of 1988 following the first
administration of checkpoints. However, as staff was hired at the beginning of 1987-88, students were
tentatively identified and served beginning in September. On November 17, 1987, initial class lists
were produced from information contained in the database at that time. The inclusion of a student in the
database and subsequent appearance of hisTher name on class lists indicated selection the program.

Results

Table Ft/W-17 shows the number of students that were originally identified at each attendance
center by grade level for the Reading'Writing Labs.
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Table RNV-17. Number of Students Served Des Moines Plan Reading/Writing Lab

(Senior High) as of November 17,1987

Number of Students Served
By Grade LevelBuilding 9 10 11 12 Tote'

East 37 0 0 0 37
Hoover 26 0 0 0 26
Lincoln 34 0 0 0 34
North 45 1 0 0 45
Roosevelt 16 0 0 0 16
Ail Schools 158 1 0 0 159

As can be seen from Table R/W-17, 159 students were initially identified for participation in
De:: Moines Plan Reading/Writing lab classes at t''e senior high level. Nearly all high school students
initially identified were in the 9th grade and were selected based on previous participation in Chapter! at
the middle school level and other sources prior to the actual implementation of the Des Moines Plan.

Efforts are currently being made to develop a revised Des Moines Plan _enrollment document that
wilfreduce the amount of data entry performed by the Des Moines Plan clerical staff. this step should
allow for generation of initial class lislc in a much more timely fashion. This objective was achieved as the
actvll process of student selection was completed by the specified date.

WeLlive IV 13Z

During 117o instructional year, lab teachers will develop and maintain group chart:, for students
receiving lab instruction as documented by group charts on file with the lab teachers.

B.P.Stai

Group charts wc:re maintained by each teacher serving senior high students in the fleading'Writing
Lab Program, 1 he group charts served much the same purpose as the Individual Educational Plan (IEP)
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which is developed for students at the elementary and middle school level. Des Moines indn
-cbrisultantS Monitored the existence of the group charts at the time of regular visits to the buildings.
This objective was achie /ed.

objective IV B3

During the instructional year, lab teachers will instruct 45-75 students daily as documented by lab
schedules, submitted to the program coordinator by September 18, 1987, and resubmitted each time a
change in schedule is made.

Evalwath Meltod

Lab teaching schedules were submitted by all Des Moines Plan teachers as classes began in mid
September. Revisions were submitted as necessary.

Results.

Lab schedules were submitted by e, senior high teacher during the month of September.

Fievisions were made throughout the year as needed. The schedules indicated the lab teaching
schedule and the number of students served in each group. This objective was achieved.

gbjective IV 64

Every , weeks, lab teachers will make personal contact with the parents/guardians of all

students, grades 9-12, who have been enrolled in the program for at least 20 days.

Evaluation Methr,c1

Des Moines Plan teachers completed a preslugged "Attendance and Parent Contact Form" at the
end of each semester. The form indicates the days possible for attendance during the semester, the
days attende ; and Ow number of home visits and personal contacts made by the teacher to the parents
of each student. The forms are scanned by Mid Iowa Computer Center, the information becomes a part
of the database and summary reports are produced which allow for evaluation of this objective.

Rol&
4111, Objective IV 64 states that teachers will make personal contact with parents/guardians of all

students enrolled in the program 20 days or more every nine weeks. The attendance/parent contact
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report Ahat tab teachers complete are submitted for each semester rather than each nine week
tiowever. Therefore, it is only possible to determine if such contact occurred during that time frame.

During the first semester,,contacts were made with parents of 75.8 percent of the students served
for a period of-20-or more days. During the second semester, parents of 77.6 percent were contacted.
it should be noted that at Hoover and North, 100 percent of the parents were contacted each semester.
It could not be deterfnined whether or not this objective was achieved as'written asparent contact
information was submitted by semester rather than by each nine week period.

Objective VI B1

Near the end of the ins!ructional year, a parent survey will be conducted by the program evaluator as
documented by a summary of responses obtainedfrom the parent survey on file with the program
evaluator.

5valuation Melhod

During the 1987-88 school year, the parent survey that had been used for a number of years in the
Chapter l Program was completely revised. This was done in response to a recommendation made in
the 1986.87 Repo. of Evaluation for Chapter I Reading and Mathematics Programs. This

recommendation suggested that a more comprehensive questionnaire be designed that would
hopefully not only be a better instrument for gathering information from parents about their perceptions
of the new Des Moines Plan, but would also yield a better rate of return than had been experienced in
the past..

The seven item revised instrument, a copy of which appears in Appendix RAA/, M-B was sent to a 10
perani random sample of parents of all Des Moines Plan lab students on April 15, 1988. Three
hundred eighty five questionnaires were sent out via U.S. mail, 61 or 15.8 percent of which were

returned. While this represents a slightly better rate of return than had been experienced in previous
ears, it is nonetheless insufficient for making generalizations to the population of Des Moines Plan

parents. Results of the survey are summarized in the statements below with the qualification that

generalizations cannot be made from the responses of this sample to the population at large.
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Results

- Forty five of the 61 respondents (73.8%) agreed or strongly agreed that they were
saliStied with fnformatibn they had rebeived about the Des Moines Plan.

- The proceSs fonselecting students for participation in this program satisfied 36 (61.1%) of the
59 parents responding to'th;S question. Thirteen (22:0%) were not satisfied to some degree.

- Of the various ways in which parents are contacted by Des Moines 'Plan lab leachers, 64.0
percent of the respondents preferred scheduled conferences at school with The Des Moines Plan
teacher. Only 2 (4.0%) indicated preference for home Visits by the teacher while 9 (18.0%) preferred
telephone calls.

- Thirty; one respondents (67.4%) felt that letters provided the best avenue for obtaining

e
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information, about the District Parent Advisory Council and its activities.

Over one half (56.3%) of the respondents felt thal,brochure and information about learning
activities for use at home would be the most useful items that could be provided through the Parent
Advisory Council.

Although the return rata improved slightly from that in previous years (using Chapter I surveys), the
number of returns via U.S. mail was still far from that necessary to allow for generalizations to be made
from the sample to the population. This is unfortunate as costs are involved in designing, printing and
mailing such an instrument. Given this situation, it would seem feasible to consider giving parents an

opportunity to complete this suirvey during conference time as may participate in this activity. This
wouldincrease the response rate and could be set up in a way that would still ensure anonymity of the
respondents.

CONCLUSIONS

Results of the evaluation of perk rmance and process objectives suggest that student attendance
and communication with parents are two areas that received strong emphasis in this program. In the

.-,Reading,Writing Program, parents of approximately 83 percent et the elementary students and 75

percent of both more and senior high students were contacted by telephone or in person during the
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year.

The race of attendance for Reading'Writing Program students was 88.9 percent of the days possible
for middle school attendees and 90.5 percent for senior high. While criterion levels established by the
proposal were notreached, these rates of attendance closely 'approximate those for nonprogram
sludentc at the middle and senior high levels - 92.8 and 92.5,percent respectively.

Student performance objectives involved administration of the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills and Iowa
Tests of Educational Development on a pre/post basiS as a measure of growth. Criteria forachievement
included the amount of,gain in thf) normal curve equivalent score. On the reading comprehension

subtest, established criteria were exceeded when weighted averagesvere computed for grades 2-5 and
1-3. Criteria were not reachedfor grades 4-5, 6-8 and 9-12.

(411

Two conditions that may have adversely affected achievement gain during 1987-E9 were:
(a) The DesMoines Plan lab programs were modeled after the district's Chapter I and Chapter it

Programs; however, one third of the buildings involved in the lab programs had not participated in the
Chapter programs. Although inservice training was part of the implementation process, unfamiliarity with
the model and delivery system could have had an adverse effect on achievement; and

(b) The Des Moines Plan did not officially begin until January of 1988 following initial

administration of Checkpoints. This resulted in a considerable shift in the student population at mid year as
some students were exited from the program and others were entered. The end result was that pre/post

scores were available and included in evaluation results for students that may have received instructional
benefitSjor a shorter block of time than what would be expected. This would be particularly true for
students at grade levels in which all pupils complete the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills or Iowa Tests of

Educational Development in the fall. This condition bears mentioning though an asssumption is that the
effect of it on the overall results for the program is probably slight.

Condition (a) should be alleviated with the passage of time. Steps will be taken during the 1988.89
school year to eliminate test scores on the outcome measure for students that have not been served for
an established li)ngth of time.
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While there were at least two instances in which proper documentation to evaluate,process and

performance objectives was not submitted (noted in recommendations section), itappears from the
evaluation that The Des Moines Plan Reading/Writing Program was implemented as called for in the

proposal.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The Supervisor of the Des Moines Plan should reassess the usefulness of the Principal's Report of
Des Moines Plan Supervision in the operation of this program. If this type of report is deemed useful,
steps should be taken to ensure the more timely and accurate completion of this form.

2. Prod ind performance objectives related to the Writing to Read Program should be separated from
those the to the elementary Reading/Writing Lab Program. The Writing to Read Program is a
distinct program that serves non-Des Moines Plan students as well as those that participate in the lab
classes. In order to highlight this program, it would be best to treat it as a separate entity.
3. It is recommended that the Des Moines Plan Supervisor take action to ensure that valid resultsmav be
obtained from administration of-an attitude instrument to all individuals for whom it is intended. The value
of a pre/post measure is severely compromised when difficulty occurs in matching results from the pre and
posi administrations.

4. It is recommended that continued emphasis be applied 10 ;ncourage the improvement of student
attendance. It would also be feasible to revise the objective for the senior high program so that it is

consistent with the middle school objective in comparing attendance of program with nonprogram
students.

;S: -11-is recommended that alternative methods for Ubrain:ng the perceptions of parents about the

program be considered: It might be feasible to have an opinonnaire or other appropriate instrument
completed at conference time or at another School activity that tends to be well attended by parents.

Costs of designing, printing'and mailing an instrument to measure perceptions are not warranted unless
lipn adequate rate of return is encountered.
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6. The developmehrof the process for measuring student performance using a locally de4eloped

objectives based instrument rather than a norm referenced test should be continued. Several conditions
must be met in order to do this, but it is probable that benefits would be gained Rom measuring growth

using an instrument that is closely matched with the district curriculum.

7. ConsIderation-should be given to limiting the involvement of the Department of Evatuation, Research
and Testing in its monitoring of certain ongoing activities that are well incorporated into this program.

Examples would include existence of Individual Educational Plans and lab schedules which are monitored

on a regular basis by The Des Moines Plan consultants.
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principal's Report of Des Moines Plan Supervision
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School

Date

..._..... _. PRINCIPAL'S REPORT OF DES MOINES PLAN INSTRUCTION

On Coordination of Classroom Teachers' and LabTeacher's Instruction
Principal's Signature

..

Classroom Teacher

Visitation

Direct
Instruction
to Lab
Students JOINT LAMNINC

Date Time Yes No Yes No

COMMENTS:

Due by
_
fir:t

_
F

_rirlay in December.__
III

One z0411. E):eeutive Director, Elementary Eilucatill0 )nu copy to Des Moines Plan Program Coar0 ,a tor,



Appendix RJW, M - B

fleadingtWriting. Mathematics LatzPrpgram Parent Survey
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Department of Evaluation and Research
Des 'Moines Public Schools

1800 Grand Avenue
Des Moines, Iowa 50307-3882

April 15, 1988

Dear Parent:

The school .district, conducts an evaluation of The Des Moines Plan eachyear. As part of this process, we are irterested in obtaining- input andsuggestions from family members of students who have participated inThe Des Moines Plan during the 1987-88 school year. We use ,thisinformation when planning the program. in future years.
We would grbatly appreciate it if you would take a few Minutes toComplete the attached survey and return it in the postage paid envelope byMay 2, 1988.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Alch
--Parent'Suivey, Des Moines Plan, 1987-1988

Sincerely yours,

John F. Tompkins
Program Evaluator



PARENT SURVEY

DES MOINES PLAN

1987.1988

Please indicate the extent- to- which you agree With The-follow statements by circling theappropriate response:

1. r am satisfied with the information that have received aboutthe Des Moines Plan.

Strongly
StronglyDisagree Disagree No opinion_____ Agree -Agree

2. 1 am satisfied with the process for selecting studen!S forparticipation In The Des Moines Plan.

Strongly
StronglyDisagree ,Disagree No oliinion Agree Agree

3. Personal contacts between the school and home are an Important com-ponent of this program. Which of the following types ofcommunication" have you had with your child's Des Moines Plan"teacher during the past school year? (check all that apply).
Home visit from The Des Moines Plan teacher

Scheduled school conference with The Des Moines Plan teacher
Des -Moines Plan sponsored activities./meetings at the school

Telephone calls from The Des Muines Plan teacher

4.. Which method- of personal contact between you and The Des MoinesPlan teacher do- you prefer? (Please choose ore method that you feel is best)
Home visit from The Des Moines Plan teacher

Scheduled school
conference-with-The'D-6S-Mbines Plan teacher

.

__:0es Moines Plan sponsored activities/meetings at the school

Telephone calls from The-Des Moines Pl3n teacher

I ,have. no particular preference for a certain method.

PLEASE COMPLETE THE OUESTIONS ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS SHEET.
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The ,District Parent Advisory Council provides an opportunity for members and parents toreceive important information about The Des Moines Plan. It also provides an opportunity forparents to voice concerns or make suggestions about the program.

S. What Is the best method for informing you about the counciland its activities? (Please check one method)

.11...11.041WOMI. Telephone calls

Letteis,

Brochures

Public meetinos

-Other -Plea§e- describe.

6. What :s the best way for you to communicate with theadvisory council? (Please- check one method)

By telephone

Through a building representative

By attending a council meeting

By retpOnding to a survey

Other. Please describe.

7. What kind of Information, provided through The DistrictAdvisory Council would be most useful to you? (Pleasecheck one method)

Information on how students are selecled,for the program

Description of the program and how it operates

Information pertaining to evaluation of the-program

Information on learning activities that can be done at home.

Calendars indicating activities related to The Des MoinesPlan that occur during the school year.

Brochures/handbook

---Please-feel-fr'creto rnake any comments about the program below:

,p1.EASE RETURN THIS OUF.-STIONNAIRE IN: THE POSTAGE EAVE1 OPEPROVIDED BY MAY 2, 1988. 'il'HANK YOU FOR YOU 'ASSISTANCE.,
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Beading Writing. Mathematics La lz Program Attitude Soak
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Name

School

SELF-EVALUATION
(SeCondary)

Directions:

Date

Grade

Rate yoursell 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 on each of the items below.

Rating Scale:
1 = Never
2 = Seldom
3 = Sometimes
4 = Usually
5 = Always

My daily behavior incldes:---

completing work on time

handing in neat work

following directions

participating in class

listening to others

usiny; class work time

working without disturbing others

My attitude in class is:

helpful

interested

improving

disrupt ive

disrespectful

a.problqm 184
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Report of Evaluation:

MATHEMATICS LAB PROGRAM

1987-88

Departmenrof Evaluation, Research, and Testing

1800 Grand Avenue

Des Moines, Iowa 50307-3382

John Tompkins

Program Evaluator

Morris D. Wilson, PhD.

Director:of-Evaluation, Research and Testing

October 20, 1988
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INTRODUCTION

Program Description

Philosophy and Goal

1-106

The,underlying philosophy of the mathematics lab program is:that mathematics is otthe utmost

importance to the education of children, not only for its utilitarian values, but also for its use in leaching

logical thinking and problem solving.

&cording to statements in the chapter of the official Des Moines:Plan guildelines entitled

"Philosophy of the Program" achievement in mathematics is improved when:

(a) models are used by students as well as by instructors;

(b) teacher expectations are high;

(c) teaching techniques help students to understand concepts;

(d) understand:iv precedes drill;

-(e) instruction is planned,to meet student's needs;

_( f),,,instnictionisbased)onsequentiallearning objeolives;.

(g) parent involvement and interest are high; and

(h) teaching objectives for mathematical skills go beyond compulatioto include,problem solving
'applications.

Five goals were
identified_for.the.mathernalics-program during-the-1987.:88'schooryeal. They were:

(1) students will show growth in achievement as measured by pre and post tests;

(2) ,lab teachers new to the program will be assisted through inservice to loam teaching strategies which,_
use manipulatives;

(3),,all lab
te;chers:will,parlicikite4n,inservice-sessionsdesigned-to-enhanbelho program and share

leachingstrategieS-with classroom mathematics teachers;

44) lab teachers willimplernant computerassisted instruction as a sOplement to the existing curriculum.
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(5) teaching objectives and educational plan forms will be reviewed. Recommended changes will be
timed to coincide with the new textbook adoptibn or with adoption of a computer management system.

instructional Model

The Chapter l'Program is the instructional model used in the mathematics labs. This model includes
small group instrbaon, diagnosis, mastery teaming approaches, individual educational plans, a highly

.motivationatsupplemental curriculum (incluJing-manipirlativeS), coordination with classroom teachers
and district curriculum, parental involvement, inser"ice and support, computerized record keeping and
effective teaching strategies.

Jdenliti( Procedurel

Identification of studenIFIn need of additional instruction is assured through checkpoints. The

40
tests are a check to see at what point Students are mastering those subjects for their appropriate grade
level: The tests are given in grades 1, 3, 5, F. and 11. There were 37.75 fuiltime equivalent teaching
positions in grades 1- 8.2 te, ching poiritiGnsin grades:68;-and-4-.8 positions in grades 9-12. At the

5;
-

end of the school year, 1,787 students we:s served in the mathematics labs at the elementary level, 452
were served inthe middle school progrtm and 126 were served in the senior high program.

Budgel and Expenditures

The budgetary information for the Mathematics= lab Program for the 1987-88 school year was
______provided by-The-Des

Moines.PIEA-Supervisorin-O CIaber, 1988. Figure M- 1 below indicates the
funds allocated and expended ;n theMathematics Lab Program for various line items included in the
budget. The total appropriation for

1he,Mathematicslab.Program.was-$21 95;093:00 This-Was
provided through the following sources: Educational Improvement Grant, Dropout Prevention,
Budget -Review-Chapter11;Chaatarreinlini-stricl's general fund. The program abstract indicates
the allocations from each funding source to the overall Des Moines Plan. Due Iclhe method in which

fbudgetary-records'are-maintained; ItWOuld have been an extremely One consuming task to determine

the-allocation totbisslinan_pply from each separate funding source. Therefore, only the total

amount alio6ated is reported for each line item.
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Figure M1. Budget and Expenditures Mathematics Lab Prot; .-:;n 1987-88

Category AMount Allocated Expen!iture

Salaries $1,589,415 $1,324,407

Fixed Charges 200,394 200,394

Administration 25,968 11,980

Indirect_Costs 35,562 35,5'62

Parent Component 1,875 1,786

Evaluation 16,365 16,365

,Software /Materials/Supplies 90,609 95,095

Inservice 54,350 26,769

Telephone 1,200 1,299

Mileage 2,250 1,776

Computers 165,605 251,873

Classroom Reconfiguration 11;500 11,485

TOTAL $2,195,093 $1,978,793

3-108

As reported by the -Des Moines Pian Supervisor, October, 1988

During the 1987-86 school,year, $1,978,793 was expended to opeie.1. t'ie Mathematics Lab

Program..
This.represents90.-1-percent-oltheamount-allocated: 'The m,";' - -'; 61 the unspent funds

are eligible';or carryover to be used duffing 1988-89. It should be noted :!-.:! c!,,e to the complexity (A-

ttie funding mechanism and the system used to maintain
budget_docume.n.fs,14,orious.procedures

were necessary in order to generate the budget information in the above 1;-Nnat.
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PROCESS AND PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Elementary Mathematics Lab Program

Objective II Bl

the program coordinator will Organlie andmaintain an accoutability file and provide copies of data to

support the evaluation of all objectives as documented by accountability files_maintained in the project
office and the.Department.of Evaluation, Research andTesting.

Results

Duplicate accoutability files were maintained in the Des Moines Plan office and the Department of

Evaluation, Research and Testing during the 1987-88 school year. Periodic checks were conducted
during the school year to assure that data to evaluate program objectives were being collected. The
data were submitted to the Department of Evaluation, Research at the end of the program year.

Objective II B2

By November 27, 1987, elementary principals will have monitored, by classroom visits, the activities
of all lakteachers and classroom teachers to assure that lab students are receiving direct mathematics

instruction from the classroom teachers as well as from lab staff as documented by the Report of
Des Moines Plan Supervision, submitted to the Executive Director of Elementary Education,

Des Moines Public Schools, or the Superintendent of Schools, Des Moines Catholic Diocese, by
December 4, 1987.

Evaluation Method.

The Principal's Report of Des Moines Plan Supervision submitted by each building principal was

examined to determine evidence that lab students were receiving classroom as well as lab instruction.

-2_01011s,
The Principal's Report of Des Moines Plan Supervision is do annual report submitted by elementary

"principals in December to document that -Des Moines Plan lab students are receiving instruction from-

claSsroom leachers and that joint planning is occurring between classroom and Des !Mines, Plan

18
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leachers. A cop) pf this form appears,in Appendix R/vV, M- A. Documentation is gathered try principals
observing a regular classroom that includes Des Moines Plan students and by observing planning
sessions between Das Moines Pian and classroom teachers. The report serves the same purpose as
and was an outgrcmth of the Principal's Report of Chapter I Supervision that had been completed by
eteMentary principals of Chapter I buildings for a number of years.

Several discrepancies were noted concerning this report during the 1987-88 school year. They
were as follows:

(1) No rep( rt was subMitted by the principals of five buildings. This occurred despite the fact that the
Des Moines Plan Supervisor sent a letter to all elementary principals dated March 3, 1988, to remind
those that had not,completed the report at that time to do so;

(2) At four buildings, the purpose of the observation was apparently unclear as the principals at those
sites observed lab classes rather than regular classrooms; and

(3) Observations were matlel.after the specified date i:veleven cases-in two casesnot_until March and
April of 1988.

Given that some principals had not been recrired to submit this form previously, i.e. principals of
1?t:ildings not served by Chapter I, it is not surprising that the record of submission any accuracy for this
document was not as good as in previous years. Steps that might be:farc'en to improvelhii:situation
would include more cfc.railed instructions concerning completio:t of the form and increased efforts to
follow-up in.situationf 'wherelhelcirMIS submitted inaccurately or not at all. In addition, a decir,ion needs
to be made as to the requirement for nonpublic school principals to be involved in this activity. It would
seem difficultfor these individuals to observe particularly the joint planning efforts between Des MoineS

-PlarrandVas:. 'om teachers when the Des Moines Plan leachers to no longer serve students from the
nonpublic buildings at the non-public school site.

91*.clkle_11111

le At the end of the instructional year, lab students, grades 1.5, who have been enrolled in the

program for at least 80 days will demonstrate an int:reas, in the mean percentile rank from pretest. to post
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test on the mathematics composite score of the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS) as documNIted by

scores from fall and spring testing, submitted to the program evaluator at the end of the instructional

yeqr-

abiectiviaLa
At the end of the instructional year, lab-students, grades 2-5, who have been enrolled in the

prograth for at least 80 days will demonstrate a proficiency on the mathematics composite score of the
ITBS, such that the average gain in normal curve equivalents (NCEs) will be at least 6.0 as documented

by scores ficifnlall and spring testing, submitted to the program evaluator at the end of the instructional
year.

.Objective III A3

At the end of the instructional year, lab students, grade 1, who have been enrolled in the program
IIfor at least 80 days will demonstrate a proficiency on the mathematics composite score of the ITBS, such

That the average-gain in-IVCEs will be at least 3.0 as documented by scores from fall and spring testing,

submitted to the program evaluatoralt the end of the instructionalyear.

Pesutla

Tablc ; M1 and M-2 present data necessary to evaluate objectives111A1-3. Narrative pertaining to

=these objectives follow the tables.

Table M-1. Total Mathernatics.Score Iowa Tests of BasicSkills-

Grades 1.5 (Percentile Rank)

Grade LI pre Posl Gari
1 292 16 24 +8

-2' 237 19-- 20 +1

3 267 23 25 +2
4 163 23 27 +4

5 198 29 32 +3.
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.Grade N

Table M-2. Total Mathem?!7.... Score Iowa Tests of Basic Skills

Grades 1-5 (Normal Curve Equivalents)

Ea, Post rat
1 92 29.1 34.8 45:7
2 237 31.2 32.4 +1.2
3 267 34.3 35.6 +1.3
4 163 34.2 ..37.1 +2.9
5 198 38.4 39.9 +1.5

2 - 5 865 34.4 36.0 +1
1 292 29.1" 34.8 +5.7

Results

According to Table M-1, stud' at all grade levels showed an increase in the percentile rank from
pre to post teeing on the to t Basic Skills. The largest increase occurred for students in grade
1.

Table M-2 reports the pre and post Normal Curve Equivalent scores for each of grades 2.5 and a
weighted average. The Normal Curve Equ,falent (NCE) scale is similar to the percentile-scale-except

that it,is an equal interval scale, meaning that'the distances between units have been equalized. This
allows for averaging of scores which is not feasibll with percentile ranks. A weighted average gain was
computed due to the difference in n4Jrnbers of students at the various grade levels. The weighted
average gain for students in grades 2.5 was 1.6 NCE units whichiabelow..the.established criterion-of-
45.0.

Objective Ill A3 applies specifically to students in grade 1. Students at this level achieved a gain of
5.7 NCE units compared to a criterion of 3:0..
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PbiectiveIV 31

By September 18, 1987, lab teachers will have selected students, grades 1-5 as documented by
lists of students (by grade level) who were selectedfor instruction and the rank order checklist,

submitted to the program coordinator with September accountability data.

Evaluation Method

The Des Moines Plan was not officially implemented until January of 1988 following the initial

administration of checkpoints. However, as staff was hired at the beginning of 1987-88, students were
selected for instruction based on criteria established for identification by the Chapter I Programs. These
criteria were established with the idea of being able to rank ordestudents starling with those In
greatest need" of assistance. Students were then selected in rank order until classes were filled.

Teachers completed a Des Moines Plan Pupil Enrollment Form for each student as he /she was selected

for the program. The information on this form was entered on-line to what had been referred to as the
"Chapter I database: now expanded to accept student records from all buildings.

}Results

An initial set of class lists were produced from the database on November 17, 1987. Table M-3

shows the number of students that were originally identified at each center by grade level for the

Reading/Writing Labs.
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Table M-3 . Number of Students Served Des Moines Plan Mathematics Labs (Elerrfentary)

Number of Students Served By Grade LevelBuilding 1 2 3 4 5 Total
Adams 07 11 11 10 06 45All Saints 06 03 00 01 01 11Brooks 08 16 17 08 16 65Calle II 12 06 06 09 08 41Douglas 10 02 02 00 01 15Edmunds 19 12 14 10 17 72Findley 16 09 06 02 10 43Garton 09 02 03 05 03 25Granger 15 10 10 03 07 45Greenwood 08 10 05 05 06 34Hanawatt 06 03 04 05 05 '23Hills 04 15 12 04 09 44Holy Fam 2 00 00 05 00 00 05Howe 12 07 09 08 04 40Hubbell 04 02 03 01 01 11Jackson 13 06 10, 08 07 44Jefferson 06 .05 05 05 01 22King 21 33 00 00 00 54Longfellow 13 12 19 14 05 63Lucas 18 13 16 10 11 68Mann 09 03 05 02 02 21McKee 10 06 1.1 06 10 43McKinley 12 10 06 08 08 44Mitchell 02 04 08 04 03 21Monroe 00 00 20 13 14 47Moore 08 08 06 06 04 32Moulton 30 20 06 04 06 66Oak Park 09 13 12 06 04 44Park Avenue 10 12 20 7 12 61Perkins 00 00 15 15 14 44Phillips 09 05 07 05 00 26Pleasant Hill 04 00 03 01 07 15Rice 10 , 13 00 00 00 23St. Anthony 00 01 00 01 CO 02Stowe 18 20 10 10 09 67Studebaker , 04 04 03 00 00 11Wallace 10 12 10 06 04 42Watrous 06 02 09 08 08 33Willard 23 12 17 09 07 68Windsor 03 03 02 03 03 14Woodlawn 09 12 07 05 05 38Wright 10 02 '07 01 04 24TOTAL 403 339 344 228 242 1556
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As can be seen from Table M-3 1,556 students were initially identified for participation in

Des Moines Plan Mathematics lab classes at the elementary level. A full time teacher, according to the
program proposal, could serve between 45 and 55 students.

Efforts are currently being made to develop a revised Des Moines Plan enrollment document that
will reduce the amount of data entry that is currently performed by Des Moines Plan clerical staff. This
step should allow for generation of initial class lists in a much more timely fashion. This objective was
achieved as the actual process of student selection was completed by the specified date.

Objective IV Ba

During the instructionalyear, lab teachers will oevelop and maintain an IEP for each student
receiving lab instruction as documented by IEPs on file with the lab teachers.

Evaluation Method

Des Moines Plan consultants examined Individual Educational Plans during visits to program sites.
At the end of the first semester, the consultant initialed a form entitled "Des Moines Plan Educational
Plan Sumrhary Sheet" which indicated that each IEP had been examined and was properly written.

Pewits

Individual Educational Plans were developed and maintained for each Des Moines Plan student.
The educational plan includes a listing of objectives to be introduced to each student and various
teaching strategies that will be employed. One of the functions of the Des Moines Plan consultants is to
monitor the recording of information for each student on the educational plan. The consultant initials the
educational plan to indicate that the necessary information has been recorded as of a particular date and
that the plan has been implemented.

Sbieclive 1\011

During the instructionalyear, lab leachers will instruct 45.55 students for 25-30 minutes daily as
documented by lab schedules, submitted to the program coordinator by September 18, 1987, and

"'resubmitted each time a schedule change is made.
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Evaluation Method

Lab teaching schedules were submitted by all Des Moines Plan teachers as classes began in mid
September. Revisions were submitted as necessary during the school year.

Results

Lab teaching schedules were submitted by all Des Moines Plan teachers as classes began in
September. Revisions were submitted as necessary. The schedules indicate the lab teaching times
and number of students served in each group. Other information appearing on the schedule includes
the time that direct instruction is provided by the classroom mathematics teacher and the time that the
lab teacher and classroom teacher engage in planning sessions. The schedules indicate that lab
classes met from 25-30 minutes and that a fulllime teacher served from 45-55 students as specified in
the objective. Instructional group sizes ranged from I to 8 for lab classes according to the schedules.

,(41) Much of the information on the schedules is verified at least once during the year when the building
principal conducts the observations necessary to complete the Principals Report of Des Moines Plan
Supervision (see objective II St for a discussion of this document).

Objective IV B4

By the end of the first semester, lab teachers will have had personal conferences with the

parents/guardians of at least 80 percent of the total number of lab students, grades 1-5 who have been
enrolled in the program for at least 20 days. These conferences will be conducted at the homes of, or at
places selected by, the parents/guardians as documented by attendance/parent contact reports
submitted with January accountability data to the program coordinator, program evaluator and building
principals.

)Jbiutive IV (35

By the end of the second semester lab teachers will have had personal conferences with the

Aoarents/guardiansof at least 80 percent of the total number of lab students, grades 1.5 who have-beenI/-
enrolled in the program for at least 20 days during the second semester. These conferences will be

conducted at the homes of the parents/guardians at school or by telephone as documentedby
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attendance/parent contact reports, submitted with May accountability data to the program co ordinator,

program evaluator and building principals.

Results

Table M-4 provides the data necessary to evaluate objectives IV B4 and IV B5, both of which

concern contacts with parents of students in Des Moines Plan labs.

N

Table M-4. Contacts with Parents Des Moines Plan Mathematics Lab Program

Gradesl -5 1987-88

1st Semester

Percent Total
Contacted Contacts

N

2nd Semester

Percent Total
Contacted Contacts

1639 84.4 2103 1436 84.4 2182

During the first semester, objective IV B.4 specifies that lab teachers will have personal contact with
the parents of 80 percent of, the students enrolled for a period of 20 days or more. Personal contact
implies a face to face contact between the parent and teacher through a home visit by the teacher or a
visit to school by the parent. Telephone calls or letters sent to the home do not count as personal

contacts during the fall semester. During the first semester, parents of 84.4 percent of the mathematics
lab students were contacted thereby surpassing the established criterion. Objective IV B5 also

specifies that parents of 80 percent of the students enrolled20 days or more would be contacted
personally during the second semester, but allows telephone calls made to the home to be counted as

personal contacts. During the second semester, according to Table M- 4, parents of 84.4 percent of the

mathematics lab students were contacted, thereby surpassing the criterion of 80 percent by the same
margin as during the first semester.

Th-clable also showsalotal of 4,285 contacts (all methods counted) made during the year to

tlIparents of lab students. This would seem to represent a continuation of the long existing trend in the

district's Chapter I Programs of maintaining a high level of contact with parents of lab students.
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Objective IV 136

By October 2, 1987, lab teachers at each building will have submitted the name of a parent to be a
representative on the District Parent Advisory Council as documented by parent names submitted to
The Des Moines Plan Supervisor.

Results

A list of representatives to the Chapter I/Des Moines Plan District Parent Advisory Council was
received by the Department of Evaluation, Research and Testing on March 10, 1988. The list itself was
not dated, making it impossible to determine when it was developed. The list contained names,
addresses and telephone numbers of 59 building representatives and 3 community representatives. It
should be noted that while some buildings had a number of representatives listed, a total of ten
elementary buildings were not represented. In as much as the intent of this process objective was to

411111 have representation on the council from each center involved with The Des Moines Plan, this objective
was not achieved.

Objective VI Al

Near the end of the instructional year, a parent survey will be conducted by the program evaluator as
documented by a summary of responses obtained from a parent survey conducted by the program

evaluator.

Evatvation method

During the 1987-88 school year, the parent survey that had been used for a number of years in the
Chapter I Program was completely revised. This was done in response to a recommendation made in
the 1986-87 Report of Evaluation for Chapter I Reading and Mathematics Programs. This

recommendation-suggested that a more comprehensive questionnaire be designed that would
hopefully not only be a better instrument for gathering information from parents about their perceptions
of the new Des Moines Plan, but would also yield a better rate of return than had been experienced in

The seven item revised instrument, a copy of which appears in Appendix R'W, M- B was sent to a 10
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percent random sample of parents of all Des Moines Plan lab students on April 15, 1988. Three

hundred eighty five questionnaires were sent out via U.S. mail, 61 or 15.8 percent of which were
returned. While this represents a slightly better rate of return than had been experienced in previous

years, it is nonetheless insufficient for making generalizations to the population of Des Moines Plan

parents. Results of the survey are summarized in the statements below with the qualification that

generalizations cannot he made from the responses of this sample to the population at large.

Results

- Forty five of the 61 respondents (73.8%) agreed or strongly agreed that they were

satisfied with information they had received about the Des Moines Plan.

- The process for selecting students for participation in this program satisfied 36 (61.1%) of the
59 parents responding to this question. Thirteen (22.0%) were not satisfied to some degree.

Of the various ways in which parents are contacted by Des Moines Plan lab teachers, 64.0
percent of the respondents preferred scheduled conferences at school with The Des Moines Han
teacher. Only 2 (4.0%) indicated preference for home visits by the teacher while 9 (18.0%) preferred
telephone calls.

Thirty-one respondents (67.4%) felt that letters provided the best avenue for obtaining

information about the District Parent Advisory Council and its activities.

- Over one half (56.3%) of the respondents fell that brochures and information about learning
activities for use at home would be the most useful items that could be provided through the Parent
Advisory Council.

Although the return rate improved slightly from that in previous years (using Chapter I surveys), the
number of returns via U.S. mail was still far from that necessary to allow for generalizations to be made

from the sample to the population. This is unfortunate as costs are involved in designing, printing and
--mailing-such-an instrument. Given this situation, it would seem feasible to consider giving parents an
pporiunity to complete this survey during conference time as many participate in this activity. This

would increase the response rateand could be set up in a way that would still ensure anonymity of
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respondgnts.

PROCESS AND PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Middle School Mathematics Lab Program

Objective II B1

The program coordinator will organize and maintain an accountability file and provide copies of data
to support the evaluation of all objectives as documented by accountability files maintained by the

program coordinator and-the Department of Evaluation, Research and Testing.

Results

Duplicate accoutability files were maintained in the Des Moines Plan Office and the Department of

Evaluation, Research and Testing during the 1987-88 school year. Periodic checks were conducted
during the school year to 'assure that data to evaluate program objectives were being collected. The

data were submitted to the Department of Evaluation, Research and Testing at the end of the program
year.

Objective II1A1

At the end of the instructional year, lab students, grades 6.8 who have been enrolled in the program

-foratleast°80-dayS will demonstrate an increase in the mean percentile rank from pre to post teston the
mathematics composite score of the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS) as documented by scores from fall
and spring testing submitted to the program coordinator at the end of the instructionalyear.

Objective Ill Aa

At the end of the instructional year, lab students, grades 6.8 who have been enrolled in the program
for at least 80 days. will demonstrate a proficiency on the mathematics composite score of the ITBS, such

that the average gain in normal curve equivalents (NCEs) will be at least 3.0 as documented by scores
from fall and spring testing, submitted to the program evaluator at the end of the instructional year.

ReSuiti

()Tables M-5 and t,.46 present results for students in grades 6.8 on the mathematics composite subtest of
the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills.
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Table M-5. Total Mathematics Score Iowa Tests of Basic Skills

Grades 8-8 (Percentile Rank)

Olasig N Erl Post cab
6 115 25 32 +7
7 97 24 27 +3
8 79 22 25 +3

Table M-6. Total Mathematics Score Iowa Tests of Basic Skills

Grades 6-8 (Normal Curve Equivalent)

Sits k N Pia Post rain
6 115 35.8 40.0 +4.2
7 97 34.9 37.0 +2.1

8 79 33.8 35.9 +2.1

6-8 291 35.0 37.9 +2.9

According to Table M5, students demonstrated an increase in percentile rank at each grade level as
specified in ObjectivetilAl. The weighted gain in the average Normal Curve Equivalent (NCE) score as
shown in Table M-6 was 2.9 NCE units. This is only 0.1 NCE units below the criterion expressed in
objective III A2.

Qbiecli.ve III A3

By the end of the instructional year, lab students, grades 6.8, who have been enrolled in the

program for at least 80 days will display a more positive altitude toward learning than they displayed at the
lime of their entrance into the program as documented by the Pre and Post Altitude Toward Learning

summary, submitted to the program evaluator at the end of the instructional year.
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Des Moines Plan students at the middle school level completed a pre/post self evaluation

instrument designed to measure attitude toward various academic activities.

Results,

Several problems arose in the administration of this instrument during the 1987-88 school year.
One of those involved the fact that it was not possible to determine whether the rating scales received

were administered as part of a reading/writing or mathematics lab class. Some of Ihe students may have
participated in both programs while others were in one program or the other.

Because of this situation, tabled results, narrative and recommendations have been placed under
objective III A3 in the middle school reading/writing section of this report. If the Des Moines Plan

proposal continues to list separate performance objectives for reading/writing and mathematics students
di involving attitude measure, it wile be necessary to submit the documents in such a fashion that allows for

a separate tabulation of !he results.

111. A4

During the instructional year, lab students, grades 6.8, who have been enrolled in the program for at
least 80 days will respondpositively to the program, as indicated by their rate ofattendance being equal
to or greater than that of all lab students in the same schools as documented by attendance/parent
contact reports submitted with May accountability data to the program evaluator and program

coordinator.

I32 ins,

Objective III A4 states that the attendance of Des Moines Plan lab students enrolled in the program
for 80 days will display a rale of attendance that is equal to or better than that of nonprogram students in
the same schools. Emphasis on the importance of school attendance has been a priority in the Chapter I

Program since its inception and continues to be considered as such in The Des Moines Plan.

Table M7 displays the attendance rale (indicated by days attended as a percentage of days

possible for attendance) for Des Moines Plan and non Des Moines Plan students at all schools.
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Table M-7. Attendance Rate Des Moines Plan/Non Des Moines Plan

Middle School Students 1987-88

Building
Des Moines Plan

Non-Des.Moine$210
N Percent

N percent

Brody 30 94.6 609 91.7
Callanan 39 92.2 587 93.7
Goodrelt 43 88.4 732 92.5
Harding 122 87.0 674 92.8
Hiatt 63 90.7 483 91.3
Hoyt 54 89.1 493 92.8
McCombs 22 83.9 579 93.2
Meredith 36 89.9 621 94.6
Merrill 34 93.7 501 94.6
Weeks 51 91.5 621 93.1
All Buildings 443 89.8 5900 93.1

As indicated by Table M-7, the attendance rate for Des Moines Plan mathematics students at the..

middle school levelwas 89.8 percent compared to 93.1 percent for non-lab students. At Brody Middle
School, Des Moines Plan students displayed an attendance rate higher than that for non-lab students.
As the overall attendance rate for Des Moines Plan students was lower, this objective was not achieved.

a1)lutiy2 IV ill

The lab teacher(s) in each building servedby the program will identify eligible student participants by
September 18, 1987, as documented by class lists (by grade level) of identified students and the
eligibility checklist, submitted to the program coordinatorwith September accountability data.

EvcAlu.aliQn ta.111.00

The Des Moines Planwas not implemented until January of 1988 following the first administration of
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checkpoints. However, as staff was hired at the beginning of 1987-88, students were tentatively

identified and served beginning in September by the date specified in this objective. An initial set of
class lists was produced from the database on November 17, 1987. Table M- 8 shows the number of

students that were originally identified at each attendance center by grade level for the mathematics

labs.

Table M-8. Numer of Middle School Students Served Des Moines Plan

Mathematics Labs as of November 17, 1987

Building Number of Students Served By Grade Level
6 7 8 Total

Brody 6 11 8 25Callanan 9 9 6 24Goodrell 8 8 10 26Harding 45 44 29 118Hiatt 24 20 18 62Hoyt 14 10 14 38McCombs 8 10 7 25Meredith 12 11 8 31Merrill 10 5 8 23Weeks 20 21 14 55
TOTAL 156 149 122 427

As can be seen by Table M- 8, 427 students were initially identified for participation in Des Moines

Plan mathematics lab classes at the middle school level. Flforts are currently being made to develop a

revised Des Moines Plan enrollment document that will Gduce the amount of data entry performed by

the Des Moines Plan clerical staff. This step should allow for generation of initial class lists in a much

more timely fashion. This objective was achieved, as the actual process of student s--_tection was

completed by the specified date.

DbieLIIKOJV 82

Lab teachers will develop and maintain an Individual Educational Plan (IEP) for each participating

student as documented by IEPs on file with the lab leachers.
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Evaluation Method

Des Moines Plan consultants examined Individual Educational Plans during visits to program sites.
At the end of the first semester, the consultant initialed a form entitled `Des Moines Plan Educational

Plan Summary Sheet" which indicated that each IEP had been examined and was properly written.

Results

individual Educational Plans were developed and maintained for each Des Moines Plan student.

The educational plan includes aiisting of objective:: to be introduced to each student and various

teaching strategies that will be employed. One of the fOnctions of the Des Moines Plan consultants is to

monitor the recording of information for each student on the educational plan. The consultant initials the
educationat plan to indicate that the necessary information has been recorded as of a particular date and
that the plan has been implemented.

Objutive IV B3

Lab teachers will instruct 55-75 students. Students will receive instruction for an average of 45
minutes daily as documented by mathematics schedules, submitted to the program coordinator by
September 18, 1937, andresubmitted each time a schedule change is made.

Evaluation Method

Lab teaching schedules were submitted by all Des Moines Plan teachers as classes began in mid

September. Revisions were submitted as necessary. These documents were forwarded to the
Department of Evaluation, Research and Testing at the end of the school year.

ResuiI

The schedules indicate the lab teaching schedule and number of students served in each group.

Other information cppearing on the schedule includes the time that the lab teacher and various

classroom teachers plan jointly. Lab classes at the middle school level met for one class period or

approximately 45 minutes daily. Instructional groups ranged in sire from 5 to 15 students. A fulltime

teacher could serve up to 75 students.
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Objective IV B4

By the end of the instructionalyear, lab teachers will have had personal contact and/or conferences
with the parents/guardians of at least 50 percent of the total number of students, grades 6-8, who have
been enrolled in the program for at least 20 days as documented by Attendance/Parent Contact
Reports, submitted to the program coordinator, program evaluator and building principals by the end of
the in:fructional year.

Result;:.

Objective IV Bd states that parents of at least 50 percent of the students enrolled in the Mathematics
Lab Program for 20 or more days would be contacted personally at some time during the school year.
The criteria established for parent contact at this level were less stringent than at the elementary level
which specified contact with parents during each semester. "Personal contact" is defined as a visit by
the teacher to the'home of a student, a visit by the parent to school or a telephone call made by the
teacher to ".ho parent. Documentation submitted revealed that personal contacts were made to the
parents of 67.0 percent of the students enrolled 20 days or more thereby exceeding the specified
criterion. A considerable range was noted among middle school attendance centers in the number of

parent contacts made. At four centers, Callanan, Goodrell, Meredith and Metro, parents of less than 50
Percent of the number of students served were contacted, while at Merrill Midoie School, parents of all
students were contacted during the school year.

Objective IV B5

By the end of the instnictionalyear, lab teachers will have completed one parent involvement activity
as documented by Parent Activity Planning Sheets submitted to the program coordinator at the end of
the instructionalyear.

BDaulla

Lab teachers submitted a document entitled Parent Activity Planning Sheet that contained
*formation about activities provided for parents of students in the lab program. Generally, the activities

involved inviting parents to visit the labs at a specified time at which they could see and participate in
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various activities. in several cases, the use of computer workstations was demonstrated and parents

were then encouraged to participate in a computer activity. In many cases, the activities were provided at
either conference or open house time. Activity sheets indicating the occurrence of at least one parent

activity were received from all middle schools with the exception of Hiatt. Except for this noted

deficiency, Objective IV B5 was achieved

Objective VI Al

Near the end of the instructionalyear, a parent survey will be conducted by the program evaluator as
documented by a summary ofresponses obtained from a parent survey conducted by the program
evaluator.

evaluation method

During the 1987-88 school year, the parent survey that had been used for a number of years in the
Chapter! Program was completely revised. This was done in response to a recommendation made in

the 1986-87 Report of Evaluation for Chapter I Reading and Mathematics Programs. This

recommendation suggested that a more comprehensive questionnaire be designed that would

-hopefully not only be a better instrument for gathering information from parents about their perceptions
of the new Des Moines Plan, but would also yield a better rate of return'than had been experienced in
the past.

The seven item revised instrument, a copy of which appears in Appendix R/W, M -8 was sent to a 10

percent random sample of parents of all Des Moines Plan lab students on April 15, 1988. Three

hundred eighty five questionnaires were sent out via U.S. mail, 61 or 15.8 percent of which were

returned. While this represents a slightly better rate of return than had been experienced in previous
years, it is nonetheless insufficient for making generalizations to the population of Des Moines Plan

parents. Results of the survey are summarized in the statements below with the qualification that

generalizations cannot be made from the responses of this sample to the population at large.

f19,sults

- Forty five of the 61 respondents (73.8%) agreed or strongly agrees' that they were
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- The process for selecting students for participation in this program satisfied 36 (61.1%) of the

59 parents responding to this question. Thirteen (22.0%) were not satisfied to some degree.

Of the various ways in which parents are contacted by Des Moines Plan Lab teachers, 64.0

percent of the respondents preferred scheduled conferences at school with The Des Moines Plan

teacher. Only 2 (4.0%) indicated preference for home visits by the teacher while 9 (18.0%) preferred
telephone calls.

- Thirty-one respondents (67.4%) felt that letters provided the best avenue for obtaining

information about the District Parent Advisory Council and its activities.

- Over one half (56.3%) of the respondents felt that brochures and information about learning

activities for use at home would be the most useful items that could be provided through the Parent

Advisory Council.

Although the return rate improved slightly from that in previous years (using Chapter I surveys), the
number of returns via U.S. mail was still far from that necessary to allow for generalizations to be made

from the sample to the population. This is unfortunate as costs are involved in designing, printing and
mailing such an instrument. Given this situation, it would seem feasible to consider giving parents an

opportunity to complete this survey during conference time as many participate in this activity. This
would increase the response rate and could be set up in a way that would still ensure anonymity of
respondents.

PROCESS AND PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Senior High Mathematics Lab Program

QUielisaila1.

During the instructional year, the coordinator will organize and maintain an accountabiility file and
provide copies of data to support the evaluation of all objectives as documented by accountability files

aintained by the program coordinator and the Department of Evaluation, Research and Testing.
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Results

Duplicate accountability files were maintained in the Des Moines Plan office and the Department of

Evaluation. Research and Testing duringthe 1987-88 school year. Periodic checks were conducted
during the school year to assure that data to evaluate program objectives were being collected. The
data were submitted to the Department of Evaluation and Research at the end of the program year.

Objective II1A1

At the end of the instructionalyear, lab students, grades 9-12, who have been enrolled in the
program for at least 80 days will demonstrate an increase in the mean perceotile rank from pre to post
lest on the quantitative thinking subtest of the Iowa Tests of Educational Development as documented
by scores from fall and spring testing, submitted to the program evaluatorat the end of the instructional
year.

Qbjective HI A2

At the end of The instructional year, lab students, grades 9.12, who have been enrolled in the

program for at least 80 days will demonstrate a proficiency on the quantitative thinking subtest of the
1TED, such that the average gain in normal curve equivalents (NCEs) will be at least 3.0 as documented

-----byscorerffollifall'and spring testing, submitted to the program evaluator at the end of the instructional
year.

Buults

Tables M9 and M-10 report data on the quantitative (mathematics) subtest of the Iowa Tests of
Educational Development.
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Table M-9. Quantitative Thinking Iowa Tests of Educational Development

Grades 9.12 (Percentile Rank)

Gradz hi Em Post Orl
9 82 11 13 +2

10 2 S2 20 -12
11 No students served during 1987-88

12 No students served during 1987-88

Students in grade 9 showed an increase in percentile rank from 11 to 13. In grade 10, pre/post
results were available for only 2 students (there were only 3 students at this level in the program). While
a decrease in the percentile rank was observed, no further statements can be reasonably made due to
the number of students in grade 10 involved in this measurement.

Table M-10. Ouantilative Thinking Iowa Tests of Educational Develoment

Grades 9-12 (Normal Curve Equivalent)

cvade. Eft Post clain
9 82

. 10 2 40.0 32.3 -7.7
11 No students served, in 1987-88.

12 No students served in 1987-88.

Students in grade 9 demonstrated a gain of 2.6 NCE units on the quantitative thinking subtest. In
grade 10, a negative gain of 7.7 was observed. The grade 10 results may not be generalized, however
as only two students completed a pre and post test at this level.

Objective lilt.

By the end of the instructional year, lab students, grades 9-12, who have been enrolled in the
program foral least 80 days will display a more positive altitude toward learning than they displayedat the

time of their entrance into the program as documented by the Pre/Post Attitude Toward Learning
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Summary, submitted to the program evaluator at the end of the instructional year.

Evaluation Method

Des Moines Plan students afthe senior high level completed a pre/post self evaluation instrument

designed to measure attitude toward various academic activities.

flesufts

Several problems arose in the administration of this instrument during the 1987-88 school year.
One of those involved the fact that it was not possible to determine whether the rating scales received

were administered as part of a Reading/Writing or Mathematics Lab class. Some of the students may
have

participated in both prograins, while others look part in one or the other.

Because of this situation, tabled results, narrative and recommendations have been placed under
objective HI A3 in the senior high reading/writing section of this report. If the Des Moines Plan proposal
continues to list separate performance objectives for reading and mathematics students involving

attitude measure, it will be necessary to submit the documents in such a fashion that will allow for a

separate.tabulation-atheITSThig:

Objective ltl A4

By the end of the instructionalyear, lab students will respond positively to the program, as
indicated by a rate of attendance higher than the district average as documented by Attendance/Parent

Contact Reports, submitted with May accountability data to the program coordinator and program
evaluator.

ngsults.

Table M-11 shows the attendance rate (days present as a percentage of days possible for

attendance) for Des Moines Plan students at each senior high building and for the total senior high

kathemalics lab program. Also indicated is the attendance rate for all students at each senior high

building and for all buildings combined to yield a district attendance rate.
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Table M-11. Attendance Rate Des Moines Plan/Non Des Moines Plan

Senior High School Students 1987-88

BuildinQ

Des Moines Plan
All Students

Percent
Percent

East 24 91.1 2291 91.8
Hoover 22 92.5 1219 94.4
Lincoln 40 86.2 2524 92.5
North 38 88.8 1052 91.6
Rcosevel 9 89.9 1558 92.9All Schools 133 89.3 8644 92.5

As shown by Table M-11, the average attendance rate for all senior high students in the district was
92.5.. This compared to an attendance rate of 89.3 for students in The Des Moines Plan mathematics
labs. As the specification that Des Moines Plan students would display a rate of attendance higher than
the district average was not met, this objective was not achieves!.

A process objective in the middle school mathematics lab program states that the attendance rate
of Des Moines Plan students will be compared to that of non-lab students in the same buildings. The
senior high objective on the other hand does not specify the comparison group as being made up of
only non-lab students, but instead uses the district average senior high attendance rate which is
computed using the attendance records of all students including those in the program. For purposes of
consistency and in order to better define the two groups, this objective should be revised to call for
comparison of attendance rates between Des Moines Plan and non Des Moines Plan students.

Objective is/ 81.

By September 18, 1987, lab teachers will have selected students, grades 9-12 as documented by
lists of students (by grade level) who were selected for instruction and the rank order checklist,



submitted to the program coordinator with September accountability data.

Evaluation Method

The Des Moines Plan was not implemented until January of 1988 following the first administration

of checkpoints. However, as staff was hired at the beginning of 1987-88, students were tentatively

identified and served beginning in September by the date specified in this objective. An initial set of

class lists was produced from the database on November 17, 1987.

Results

Table M-12 shows the number of students that were originally identified at each attendance Center

by grade level for the mathematics labs.

r
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Table M-12. Number of Students Served Des Moines Plan Mathematics Labs (Senior High)

(As of November 17, 1987)

Number of Students Served By Grade Level

Building a la ii. 12 Total

East 26 0 0 0 26

'Hobvet 15 0 0 0 15

. Lincoln 26 1 0 . 0 27

North 34 0 0 0 34

Rooseveit 9, 0 0 0 9

TOTAL 110 3 0 0 113

of

As can be seen from Table M-12, 113 students were initially identified for participation in

Des Moines Plan mathematics lab classes at the senior high level. Efforts are currently being made to

develop a revised Des Moines Plan enrollment document that will reduce the amount of data entry

performed by The Des Moines Plan clerical staff. This step should allow for generation of initial class lists
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in a much more timely fashion. This objective was achieved as the actual process of student selection

was completed by the specified date.

Objective IV B2

During the instructionalyear, lab teachers will develop and maintain group charts for students

receiving lab instruction as documentedby group charts on file with the lab teachers.

Results

Group charts were maintained by each teacher serving senior high students in the mathematics lab

program. The group charts served much the same purpose as the Individual Educational Plan (IEP)

which is developed for students at the elementary and middle school level. The charts are used as a

recordkeeping device to monitor the progress of students in the attainment of objectives that are a part

of their Individual program. Des Moines Plan consullantsmnnitored the existence of the group charts at

the time of regular visits to the buildings.

Objective IV 83

During the instructionalyear, lab teachers will instruct 55-75 students daily as documented by lab

schedules, submitted to the program coordinator by September 18,,1987, and resubmitted each time a-

schedule change is made.

Flesutts

Lab schedules were submitted by each senior high teacher during the month of September.

Revisions were made thoughout the year as needed. The schedule indicated the lab teaching

schedule and the number of students served in each group.

Objective IV B4

Every nine weeks, lab teachers willmake personal contact with the parents/guardians of all

students, grades 9-12, who have been enrolled in the program for at least 20 days as documented by

Attendance/Parent Contact Reports, submitted with May accountability data to the program coordinator,

program evaluator and building principals.
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fEvaluation Method

Objective IV 84 states that teachers will make personal contact with the parents/guardians of all
students enrolled in the program for 20 days or more every nine weeks. The attendance/parent contact
reports that lab teachers complete are submitted for each semester rather than each nine week period,
however. Therefore, it is only possible to determine if such contact occurred during the entire semester
which consists of two nine week periods.

Results
...

Table M-13 provides information regarding contactslo parents of mathematics lab students at the
senior high level.

Table M-13. Contacts with Parents Mathematics Lab Program (Grades 9.12) 1987-83

first Semester

Number Enrolled

20 Days

Percent

Contacted

$ .6=thaeMerar

Number Enrolled Percent

20 Days Contacted

123 50.4 127 55.9

Contacts were made with parents of 50.4 percent of the students served during the first semester
and 55.9 percent of those served during the second semester. As indicated previously, it was not
possible to determine whether or not this objective was achieved. It should be noted that the number of
contacts with parents of senior high mathematics students occupied a considerable range. At
Roosevelt, virtually no contacts were reported during the entire year, while at North, 97.6 percent of the
parents were contacted during the first semester and 100 percent were contacted during the second

alsemester.
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Objective VI Al

Near the end of the instructionalyear, a parent survey will be conductedby the program evaluafcr asdocumented by the summary of responses
obtained from the parent survey on file with the programevaluator.

Evaluation Method
During the 1987-88 school year, the parent survey that had been used for a number of years in theChapter 1 Program was completely revised. This was done in response to a recommendation made inthe 1986-87 Report of Evaluation

for Chapter I Reading and Mathematics Programs. This
recommendation suggested that a more comprehensive

questionnaire be designed that wouldhopefully not only be a better instrument for gathering information from parents about their perceptionsof the new Des Moines Plan, but would also yield a better rate of return than had been experienced inthe past.

The seven item revised instrument, a copy of which appears in Appendix R/W, M- B was sent to a 10percent random sample of parents of all Des Moines Plan lab students on April 15, 1988. Threehundred eighty five questionnaires were sent out via U.S. mail, 61 or 15.8 percent-of which werereturned. While this represents a slightly better rate of return than had been experienced in previousyears, it is nonetheless
insufficient formaking generalizations to the population of Des Moines Planparents. Results of the survey

are summarized in the statements below with the qualification thatgeneralizations cannot be made from the responses of this sample to the population at large.

Beata
- Forty five of the 61 respondents (73.8%) agreed or strongly agreed that they weresatisfied with information they had received about the Des Moines Plan.
- The process for selecting students for participation in this program satisfied 36 (61.1%) of the59 parents responding to this question. Thirteen (22.0%) were not satisfied to some degree.- Of the various ways in which parents

are contacted by Des Moines Plan lab teachers, 64.0Sercent of the respondents preferred scheduled conferences at school with The Des Moines Plan
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teacher. Only 2 (4.0%) indicated preference for home visits by the teacher while 9 (18.0%) preferred

telephone calls.

- Thirty-one respondents (67.4%) felt that letters provided the best avenue for obtaining

information about the District Parent Advisory Council and its activities.

- Over one half (56.3%) of the respondents felt that brochures and information about learning

activities for use at home would be the most useful items that could be provided through the Parent

Advisory Council.

Although the return rate improved slightly from that in previous years (using Chapter I surveys), the

number of returns via U.S. mail was still far from that necessary to allow for generalizations to be made

from the sample to the population. This is unfortunate as costs are involved in designing, printing and

mailing such an instrument. Given this situation, it would seem feasible to consider giving parents an

opportunity to complete this survey during conference time as many participate in this activity. This

would increase the response rate and could be set up in a way that would still ensure anonymity of

respondents.

CONCLUSIONS.

Results of the evaluation of performance and process objectives suggest that student attendance

and communication with parents are two areas that received strong emphasis in this program. In the

mathematics program, parents of 84 percent of the elementary students and 67 percent of the middle

school students were contacted by telephone or in person during the year.

The rate of attendance for mathematics program students was 39.8 percent of the days possible for

middle school attendees and 89.3 percent for senior high.. While criterion levels established by the

proposal were not reached, these rates of attendance closely approximate those for nonprogram

students at the middle and senior high levels - 93.1 and 92.5 percent respectively.

Student performance objectives involved administration of the IowaTests of Basic Skills and Iowa

Tests of Educational Development on a pre/post basis as a measure of growth. Criteria for achievement
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included the amount of gain in the normal curve equivalent score. On the mathematics composite

subtest, established criteria were exceeded when weighted averages were computed for grade 1 only.

Two conditions that may have adversely affected achievement gain during 1987-88 were:

(a) The Des Moines Plan Lab programs were modeled after the district's Chapter I and II

Programs; however, one third of the buildings involved in the lab programs had not participated in the

Chapter Programs. Although Inservice training was part of the implementation process, unfamiliarity

with the model and delivery system could have had an adverse effect on achievement; and

(b) The Des Moines Plan did not officially begin until January of 1988 following initial

administration of checkpoints. This resulted in a considerable shift in the student population at mid year

as some studenis were exited from the program and others were entered. The end result was that

pre/post scores were available and included in evaluation results for students that may have received

instructional benefits for a shorter block of time than what would be expected. This would be particularly

true for students ai ilrade levels in which all pupils complete the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills or Iowa Tests

of Educational Development in the fall. This condition bears mentioning though an asssumption is that

the effect of it on the overall results for the program is probably slight.

Condition (a) should be alleviated with the passage of time. Steps will be taken during the 1988.89

school year to eliminate test sc,-9.ts on the outcome measure for students that have not been served for

an established length of time.

While there were at least two instances in which proper documentation to evaluate process and

performance objectives was not submitted (noted in recommendations section), it appears from the

evaluation that The Des Moines Plan Reading/Writing Program was implemented as called for in the

proposal.

RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The Supervisor of the Des Moines Plan should reassess the usefulness of the Principal's Report of

Des Moines Plan Supervision in the operation of this program. If this type of report is deemed useful,
1110 steps should be taken to ensure the more timely and accurate completion of this form.
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2. It is recommended that the Des Moines Plan Supervisor take action to ensure that valid results may
be obtained from administration of an attitude instrument to all individuals for whom it is intended. The
value of a pre/post measure is severely compromised when difficulty occurs in matching results from the
pre and post administrations.

3. It is recommended that continued emphasis be applied to encourage the improvement of student

attendance. It would also be feasible to revise the objective for the senior high program so that it is

consistent with the middle school objective in comparing attendance of program with nonprogram
students.

4. It is recommended that alternative methods for obtaining the perceptions of parents about the

program be considered. It might be feasible to have an opinionnaire or other appropriate instrument

completed at conference time or at another school activity that tends to be well attended by parents.
Costs of designing, printing and mailing an instrument to measure perceptions are not warranted unless

Oan adequate rate of return is encountered.

5. The development of the process for measuring student performance using a locally developed

objectives based instrument rather than a norm referenced test should be continued. Several

conditions must be met in order to do this, but it is probable that benefits would be gained from

measuring growth using an instrument that is closely matched with the district curriculum.

6. Consideration should be given to limiting the involvement of the Department of Evaluation,

Research and Testing in its monitoring of certain ongoing activities that are well incorporated into this

program. Examples would include existence of Individual Educational Plans and lab schedules which

are monitored on a regular basis by The Des Moines Plan consultants.
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Appendix FINV, M - A

-13-rinciPafs fiepo- it of Des Moines Plan Supervision
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School

Date

Classroom Teacher

PRINCIPAL'S REPORT OF DES MOINES PLAN INSTRUCTION

On Coordination of Classroom Teachers' and Lab
Teacher's Instruction

Visitation

Direct
Instruction
to Lab
Students JOINT LANNING COMMENTS:

Principal's Signature

Due fint Vriday in December,

OW* -nOss 411Exe,nstive Director, Elementary Education; one .chtly rn nn= Mnintic 01,n
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Appendix R/W, M - B

Beading/Writing. Mathematics Lab Program Parent Survey
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Department of Evaluation and Research
Des Moines Public Schools

1800 Grand Avenue
Des Moines, Iowa 50307.3882

April 15, 1988

Dear Parent:

The school district conducts an evaluation of The Des Moines Plan eachyear As part of this process, we are interested in obtaining input andsuggestions from family members of students who have participated inThe Des Moines Plan during the 1987-88 school year. We use thisinformation when planning the program in future years.
We would greatly appreciate it if you would take a few minutes tocomplete the attached survey and return it in the postage paid envelope byMay 2, 1988.

Thank you for your cooperation.

Sincerely yours,

John F. Tompkins
Program Evaluator

Atch
Parent Survey, Des Moines Plan, 1987-1988
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PARENT SURVEY

DES MOINES PLAN

1987.1988

Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the follow statements bs circling theappropriate response:

1. I am satisfied with the information that I have received aboutthe Des Moines Plan.

Strongly
StronglyDisagree Disagree No opinion Agree Agree

2. i am satisfied with the process for selecting students forparticipation in The Des Moines Plan.

Strongly
StronglyDisagree Disagree No opinion Agree Agree

3. Personal contacts between the school and home are an important com-ponent of this program. Which of the fo_lioming. types ofcommunication have you had with your child's Des Moines Planteacher during the past school year? (check all that apply).
Home visit from The Des Moines Plan teacher

Scheduled school conference with The Des Moines Plan teacher
Des Moines Plan sponsored activities/meetings at the school

Telephone calls from The Des Moines Plan teacher

4. Which method of personal contact between you and The Des MoinesPlan teacher do you prefer? (Please choose one method that you feel is best)
Home visit from The Det Moines Plan teacher

Scheduled school conference with The Des Moines Plan teacher
Des Moines Plan sponsored activities:meetings at the school

___Telephone calls from The Des Moines Plan teacher

have no particular preference for a certain method.

PLEASE COMPLETE THE QUESTIONS ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF THIS SHEET,
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The District Pareht Advisory Council provides an opportunity for members and parents toreceive important information about The Des Moines Plan. It also provides an opportunity forpa:er.ts to voice concerns or make suggestions about the program.

5. What is the best method for informing you about the counciland its activities? (Please check one method)

INIi...1 Telephone calls

Letters

Brochures

Public meetings

Other Please describe.

6. What is the best way for you to communicate with theadvisory council? (Please check one method)

By telephone

Through a building representative

By attending a council meeting

By responding to a survey

Other. Please describe.

7. What kind of information provided through The DistrictAdvisory Council would be most useful to you? ( Pleasecheck one method).
..

Information on how students are selected for the program

Description of the program and how it operates

Information pertaining to evaluation of the program

information on learning activities that can be done at home

Calendars, indicating activities related to The Des MoinesPlan that occur during the school year.

.Brochures /handbook

Please feel free to'make any comments about the program below:

PLEASE RETURN THIS QUESTIONNAIRE IN THE POSTAGE PAID ENVELOPEPROVIDED BY MAY 2, 1988. THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE.
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Name

School

SELF-EVALUAT1ON
(Secondary)

Directions:

Date

Grade

Rate yourself 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 on each of the items below.
Rating Scale:
1 .= Never
2 = Seldom
3 = Sometimes
4 = Usually
5 = Always

My daily behavior includes:

completing work on time

handing in neat work

following directions

participating in class

listening to others

using class work time

working without disturbing others

My attitude in class is:

helpful

interested

respectful

improving

disruptive

disinterested

disrespectful

a problem
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Report of Evaluation:

SUPPLEMENT TO DES MOINES PLAN PROGRAM EVALUATIONS

1987-88

Department of Evaluation, Research, and Testing

Des Moines Independent Community School District

1800 Grand Avenue

Des Moines, Iowa 50307

Diane Schnelker

Evaluation Specialist

John Tompkins

Program Evaluator

Morris D. Wilson, Ph.D.
Director of Evaluation, Research, and Testing

October 20, 1988
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The Des Moines Plan: A Plan for_Student Success represents an expansion and reorganization of
all district remedial programs. Modelled after the district's Chapter 1 and II Programs, the implementation
of all programs subsumed under the Des Moines Plan is guided by a series of process and performance
objectives. While the objectives facilitate the organization of the program, they do not necessarily

provide sufficient information on which to base a complete evaluation. The purpose of this section is to
supplement the review of the process and performance objectives With a more critical examination of
three key areas. Combined, these results should provide a thorough evaluation of the Des Moines
Plan. The following areas were examined within each of the programs included in the Des Moines Plan:

1. The validity and reliability of the identification procedures;

2. The nature of the students served in the pror:,.cims; and

3. Follow up of the recommendations from previous evaluations.

KINDERGARTEN ENRICHMENT

Identification Procedures

Introduction and Background

Kindergarten Enrichment is a supplemental program to reinforce'and extend the foundation
concepts and skills of the basic kindergarten program. It is based on a developmental philosophy that
recognizes individual differences in the growth and development of young children and is designed to
provide students who demonstrate moderate developmental deficiencies additional experien.!es and
time to foster the developmental process. Students who demonstrate more severe deficiencies benefit
from interaction with peers of a variety of developmental levels in the regular kindergarten program and
are provided with an additional year of reinforcement and growth in the K1 Transition Program.

Identifying appropriate candidates for the program requires procedures and instruments sensitive
enough to distinguish students who are "moderately" behind the growth and development of their

0 chronologic peers and those who would benefit from an additional year of kindergarten. Initially,

procedures called for administering the Kindergarten Enrichment screening device, designed to
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measure specific program objectives, to students who performed below the minimum level`considered

prerequisite for success in kindergarten during the fall general testing, and who teachers referred for
consideration.

Program evaluations raised a number of concerns about the accuracy of the identification

procedures. In the first year of implementation, only about one half of the students served in the

program were considered adequately prepared for first grade by the end of the school year. While this

may suggest the program had little real effect on student achievement, it may also suggest that the

identification procedures failed to adequately screen appropriate candidates. This interpretation is

supported by a closer review of the identification procedures.

All kindergarten students are assessed three weeks into the school year to determine their

standing in the kindergarten curriculum. The primary purpose of this screening is to provicf teachers

with a suggested point to initiate instruction. Because the intent was not to "place' students in special

programs, measures were not taken to empirically validate the screening device or to standardize the

administration and scoring procedures. In particular, procedures did not include specific criteria to
identify appropriate candidates for the Kindergarten Enrichment Program. Teachers ultimately relied on

professional judgment to refer students for placement consideration. The Kindergarten Enrichment

screening device was intended to provide finer discrimination among the developmental levels of

students referred for placement consideration. However, this device was also not constructed

according to recognized test development practices and failed to specify clear criteria to determine

placement. As a result, students who were referred and subsequently placed in the Kindergarten

Enrichment Program included more students who were functioning below the level targeted for the

program. The nature of this misidentification would affect the impact of the program.

Results of the second year's evaluation indicated that 75 percent of the students served in the

program were considered adequately prepared for first grade. Administrators and teachers involved in

the program felt that greater awareness among regular classroom teachers about the target population

contributed to this improvement. Although greater awareness improved the reliability of the
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identification procedures, there is still no assurance the procedures accurately identified the desired
group of students. Such procedures require establishing a relative measure based on an accurate
representation of the range of developmental levels in the entire kinlergarten population. Current
procedures were neither intended nor created to provide this information.

In 1987-1988, a study was conducted to evaluate the validity of the screening Instruments. The
first step of this study examined the relationship between the general curriculum screening device and
the instrument used to evaluate readiness for first grade. The validity of this screening device is
supported to the extent that it is related to a standardized, norm referenced measure already found to
predict academic readiness. The second step in this evaluation examined the relationship between
current placement procedures for the kindergarten Enrichment Program and the extent to which
students served in the program were considered adequately prepared for first grade at the end of the
kindergarten year. Current procedures are supported to the extent that the distribution of first grade
placement recommendations among students identified through original procedures is similar to the
distribution of recommendations for students identified with a standardized

norm-referenced test.

Method
Subjects

Six schools were selected according to a stratified sampling procedure base:: c,;, achievement
histories on the Mctropoliian Readiness Test. Two schools were selected from each of three levels:
low achievement (lower one third of the distribution of achievement scores), middle achievement
(middle one third of the distribution of achievement scores) and high achievement (upper one third of
the distribution of achievement scores). Only those schools whose scores fell within these categoriesfor two consecutive years were included in the sampling pool. Schools within each of the achievement
levels ware randomly assigned to experimental and control groups. All kindergraten

students at each of
these buildings served as subjects for this study.

Ipskuments

Results of the Early Childhood Assessment Criterion Referenced Screening Device (i.e., Waupun
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screening), the.Kindergarten Enrichment Teacher Evaluation (i.e., Enrichment screening),rand the
Battelle Developmental Inventory Screening Test (i.e., BDI screening) were studied relativeto results of
the Metropolitan Readiness Test. The Waupun screening device, used to locate students within the
Waupun curriculum, measures development in four basic domains: auditory, visual, motor, and verbal
processes (Wendt & Schramm, 1982). Each domain includes behavioral criteria that measure ability at
five levels. Level t measures strictly sensory motor activation and proficiency. Level measures sensory
awareness andsimple stimulus

discrimination. Level III measures the extent to which students can
interpret and describe visual and auditory stimuli. Level IV focuses on the Integration process". Level
V addresses the ability to utilize previously integrated processes to memorize and sequence stimuli.

Assessment for entering kindergarten students begins at Level ill. The screening device includes
three items from each of the auditory, visual, and verbal domains, and five items from the motor domain.If a child completes at least one criteria in each domain at Level III, the assecsment is terminated and
instruction begins at Level III. If all criteria in each domain are successfully mastered at this level, the
assessment items for

lev_elDare.administered.-Studentswho.rnissall
criteria.in.any.area.are.assessed-

.on the criteria for Level II. The assessment criteria for Level 1 are adminstered to students who fail to
demonstrate proficiency on the criteria for Level II.

The validity of an instrument used for placement decisions depends primarily on the extent to which
the results predict future performance on an independent

measure. The test manual for the Waupun
screening does not report any evidence to substantiate its use as a screening device for placement'
decisions. The predictive validity of an assessment measure is enhanced to the extent that it measureswhat it purports to measure. Any measure designed to predict the likelihood of success in the regular
kindergarten program should sample the content of that curriculum. The Waupun screening is
designed to locate students within thc Waupun curriculum. To the extent that the kindergarten
program employs Waupun, the content validity of the screening device is substantiated. However, a
review of the kindergarten curriculum objectives indicates that it goes beyond Waupun to include a
.basic introduction to academic content areas found in other grade levels.
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Another way to improve the validity of the test is to ensure it is administered and interpreted

consistently.-Consistency is maximized by including experimentally supported items on the test,
providing explicit administration and scoring instructions;providing test norms based on groups of
individuals who represent the target population for which the test was designed, and employing well
trained examiners to administer the test. The examiners manualof the Waupun screening does include
explicit administration instn.iclions; however, current administration practices rely heavily on parent

-volunteers who receive approximately one hour of training in only one component of the test. A
minimum of four volunteers is requiredat each site to administer the entire screening device. The
number of examiners and the limited preparation decreases tht.likelihood that the Waupun screening is
administered consistently.

Despite instructions, the manual fails to describe the manner in which test itemswere developed or
sequenced; nor does it provide normative data to serve as a relative standard of comparison for
interpretation. The absence of information regarding the empirical development of the test and
administration-and scoring procedures limits the level of confidence

administrators can have in
placement decisions that

aratased.on.thesesults.olthe.Waupun screening.
The Enrichment screening device is designed to measure the specific objectives of the five

domains emphasized in the Kindergarten
Enrichment Program, namely: auditory, visual, verbal, motor

(gross and fine), and social/self help. Behavioral objectives were combined with objectives from Level III
of Waupurfin four of the five domains. ItemS in the. social/self help domain were generated by
Kindergarten Enrichment instructors and consultants and reflect behaviors perceived essential for
success in first grade, Studehts receive one point for mastering each objective for a total of 32 points.
As the Enrichment Screening Device was developed and introduced in 1985, there are little data
available on which to base a thorough evaluation of its technical properties.

The BD1 is a standardized, individually administered assessment battery of key developmental skills
in children from birth to eight yearsof age (Newborg, Stock, Wnek, Guidubaldi, & Svinicki, 1984). It is
primarily designed for use by special educators and infant, preschool, and primary teachers. The
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complete BDI battery consists of 341 test items. Ninety six items were compiled into a comprehensive

screening test that provides an efficient method for determining which areas of development, if any,
require further evaluation. The BDI screening test is recommended mr use as a general screening

device for preshcool and kinderga'rten children, to monitor both short term and long term-progress, and
as a preliminary assessment of students considered "at risk" in any developmental area.

The BDI measures development in five domains (Newborg et al., 1984). Items in the

-personal/social donfain measure abilities and characteristics thatallow children to engage in meaningful
Social interactions. Items in the adaptive domain measure the ability to make use of information and skills

assessed in other domains. Items in the motor domain assess the ability to use and control large and

small body muscles. hems in the communications domain assess the reception and expression of

information, thoughts, and ideas through verbal and nonverbal communication modes. Items in the

cognitive domain measure skillsand abilities considered conceptual in nature such as perceptual

discrimination, reasoning and academic skills, memory, and conceptual development. All of these
domains include subdomains to ensure that the various aspects of each domain are adequately
assessed.

Items.in the domains were sequenced by-assigning each item to ariage level at whidh approximately
75 percent of the children in the pilot sample received Lull credit. Items on the screening test were

selected on the basis of high itemdomain score correlations and their degree of difficulty to provide

optimum discrimination.

Standardized procedures for test administration are provided for each of the structured items.

These procedures must be followed to use the norm tables. Normative data were obtained from a

stratified random sample of 800 children based on geographical regions and subregions, race, and sex
for each age group represented on the inventory. Demographic descriptions of the sample indicate the

distribution of ethnic minorities and sex approximated the general population of the United States. Raw

Ak scores can be compared to cut off scores at five probability levels for each age group (1.0, 1.28, 1.50,111/
1.65, and 2.33 standard deviations below the mean), or may be converted to age equivalent scores
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which indicate the age at which a rawscore represents average performance. Because age equivalent
scores are subject to frequent misinterpretation, the authors recommend using them with considerable
caution.

While the'examiners manual does not provide a detailed account of the rel!ability indices of the
complete BDI, it does indicate that there is limited standard error of measure among BDI items which
testifies to the precision of the instrument. Indices of test-retest and inter -rater reliabilities specifically for
the screening test range from .95 to .99.

Information describing the validity of the complete BDIwas not available in the BIN screening test
manual, The validity of the BDI screening test was established by correlating scores on the screening
test for a sample of 164 children to scores on a subsequent administration of the complete BDI. The
correlations between the screening test and comparable components of the BDI ranged from .92 to
.99. All but one of these correlations were at or above .96 which suggests performance on the
screening test is a sound predictor of performance on the complete BDI.

The Metropolitan Readiness Test is'administered to all kindergarten students at the end of the
kindergarten year as an index of preparation for first grade. It is a standardized, skills-based assessment
of the foundation,skit;s

considered important for beginning 'reading and mathematics (Nurss &
McGauvran, 1986). The test samples from four domains that have consistently emerged in research as
essential for pre-reading and pre-mathematics. The areas include: auditory, visual, language, and
quantitative skills. Each skill area includes two subtests to asses specific components of each area.
Subtests in the auditory skill area include Beginning Consonants to measure the ability to discriminate
among initial sounds in words, and the Sound Letter Correspondence subtest to measure the ability to
identify letters that correspond to specific sounds in words. Subtests in the visual skills area include the
Visual Matching.subtest to measure the ability to diSertiiiiinate among visual symbols, and the Finding
Pattern subtest to measure the ability to locate formations of fetters, groups, words, numerals, or artificial
letter '..t/nbedded in larger groupings. The language skill area includes the'School Language Subtest
to measure basic cognitive concepts, as well as simple and more complex grammatical structures, and
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the Listening subtest to measure the ability to integrate and reorganize information, to drawrinferences,

and to analyze and evaluate material that is presented orally. Finally, the quantitative skill area consists

of the Quantitative Concepts subtest to measure basic mathematics concepts, and the Quantitative

Operations subtest to measure counting and simple mathematical operations.

A number of norm-referenced scores are available to interpret the results of the Metropolitan

Readiness Test. Norm-referenced scores provide a framework for Interpreting performance in relation

to an age or grade appropriate reference group. Percentile ranks indicate the percentage of students in

the reference group who received scores equal to, or lower than, a given student's score. Stanine.

scores are normalized standard scores that range from 1-9.

Tesi.developers followed recognized procedures fur generating the test. After an extensive review

of research, test objectives and specifications were developed. Items for the current edition were

drawn from a pool of items from previous editions and supplemented with new items generated and

reviewed by content area and measurement experts. The test was field tested on a stratified random

sample of approximately 2000 students. Once finalized, the test was normed on approximately 4500

students from a random sample of schools stratified on the basis of district size, geographic region,

ethnic group, and sex.

The manual also provides information about the reliability of the Metropolitan Readiness Test.

Internal consistency refers to the extent to which items relate to each other. The reliability coefficients

between subtest scores ranged from .54-.90. The Pre-Reading Composite score had an internal

consistency index of .93. Test retest reliability provides evidence of the stability of test scores over a

short period of time. The reliability coefficients among the subtests over a two week period ranged from

.60-.88. The test-retest reliability coefficient for the Pre-Reading Composite score was .88.

The test authors suogest.the extensive review of-literalure on which the item genefation process

was based increases the likelihood that the items assess skills important to learning. The test's

predictive validity was examined by comparing results of the Metropolitan Readiness Test, administered

in the fall of 1985, to results of the Primary 1 Level of the Metropolitan Achievement Test and the
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Stanford Achievement Test, administered the following spring. Correlations between the Pre-Reading

Composite score of the Metropolitan Readiness Test and the total battery of the Metropolitan

Achievement and the Standford Achievement Tests were .65 and .83, respectively.

procedures,

To test the predictive validity of the screening devices, the BDI screening test was administered in
place of the Waupun screening in the experimental schools at the beginning of the academic year.
Control schools conducted kindergarten screening according to traditional practices. Results from both

groups were compared to the resultsof the Metropolitan Readiness Test administered the following
spring.

Examination of the validity of the Kindergarten Enrichment placement procedures required

equating the three screening devices and defining basal and ceiling cut off scores to be used as criteria

for placement. The Waupun and BDI screening devices were equated by comparing the

developmental level of the test items. Careful consideration of the age equivalent appropriate for the

Kindergarten Enrichment Program, and the level of functioning sampled on the Enrichment screening
device, suggested that the ideal target population included those studerts who were functioning at an
age equivalent of four to five years.

. Once the equivalence was established critical levels (i.e., basal and ceiling criteria) were determined
for both the Enrichment and the BDI screening devices. Results of previous administrations were

examined to determine criteria for the Enrichment Screening Device. The average Enrichment

screening score for the first two years of administration was approximately 16. The average screening
score for students who were not recommended for first grade at the end of the Kindergarten

Enrichment experience was approximately 14. Because current placement procedures tended to
identify more students with more severe deficiencies than were appropriate for the program, a score of

15 was defined as the critical point from which to establish basal and ceiling criteria.

An examination of the distribution of scores from previous administrations, and consideration of
available resources, suggested a band one hay ,tandard deviation above and below the critical point
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would identify those students most appropriate for the program. In terms of raw scores, students who

scored between 14 and 18 were served before all other students referred for placement. Once these
students were identified, students who scored between 13 and 19 (i.e., one standard deviation above
and below the critical point) were served on the basis of need and available space.

Comparable ranges were identified on the BDI screening device. The range of possible raw scores
associated with the age equivalent on the BDI screening was identified to equate the two devices. The
critcat point of the Enrichment screening fell approximately halfway between the range of possible

scores. As the range of possible scores was the same on the BDI screening, its midpoint was defined
as the critical point. Similarly, scores that fell one half standard deviation above and below this point
were defined as most appropriate for the program (118-s:32), and students who scored between 117
and 133 (one standard deviation above and below the critical point) were considered and served

according to need and available space.

Placement recommendations made by the home school teacher in consultation with the

Kindergarten Enrichment ir.structor at the end of the kindergarten year were also examined to evaluate
placement procedures. Recommendations for students placed according to Waupun and Enrichment
screening were compared to recommendations for students identified with the BD) screening.

Results

Predictive Validity

The lack of specific criteria to determine a Waupun level from the screening device resulted in

inconsistencies in the Waupun screening. To obtain a more reliable index, Waupun screening results
were reported as the number of items each student successfully completed. Correlations between the
screening devices and the Metropolitan Readiness Test scores are presented in Table S-1. As

expected, correlations between the Waupun screening, as reported as the number of items

successfully completed, and the Metropolitan Readiness Tests were strce;ger than correlations

between the Waupun level index and the Metropolitan Readiness Test.
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Table S-1. Correlations Between Screening Tests and-

Metropolitan Readiness Test Results.

Metopolitan Readiness TestScreening Device Reading Quantitative Total
BDI 0.656 0.578 0.660
Waupun Level 0.428 0.409 0.437
Waupun Items 0.612 0.565 0.620

The table also indicates correlations between the Waupun screening (i.e., the number of items
passed on the screening) and the Metropolitan Readiness Test were very similar to those between the
BDI screening and the Metropolitan Readiness Test. Squaring these correlation coefficients indicates
the amount of variance in the test reSult., accounted for by the sceening device, Simple regression
analyses indicate the amount of variance accounted for by each of the screening devices was significant
(p<.001); however, the BDI screening device accounted for greater variance on both subtests as well as
the total Metropolitan Readiness Test score than the Waupun screening.

The results of previous evaluations raised concern about the equity of the plcicement procedures.
Analysis of variance procedures were used to examine the extent to which the screening devices

distinguished between the ethnic background and sex of students. The results of statistical analyses
indicate that while males could not be distinguished from females on either screening device, there

were significant differences between minority and nonminority students on both devices (F=18.045, p
<.001 and F=4.157, p..05 for the BDI and Waupun screening, respectively).

Multiple regregsion analyses were then calculated to determine how much ethnic background

contributed to the prediction of Metropolitan Readiness Test results. Table S-2 displays the amount of
variance accounted for by the screeninglest and the ethnic background of students. The results of
Table S-1 and S-2 indicate while the addition of ethnic background had little effect on the ability of the
BDI screening to predict Metropolitan Readiness scores, it did make a notable contribution to the
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predictability of the Waupun screening.

Table S2. Variance of Metropolitan Readinef.t-. Test Accounted for by Each Screening Test and

the Ethnic Backg:,mind of Students.

Mnopolitan Readiness
Screening Reading Quantitative Total

BD, and ethnic
background

0.446 0.382 0.461

Waupun items and
ethnic background

0.417 0.420 0.442

Placement Recommendations. Table S-3 disp'::ys the distribution of placement recommendations

for students screened with each of the procedures. Stati*tical.analyses fail to demonstrate significant

differences between these distributions; however, the results may halm been contaminated by

procedures used to examine the devices. A key prctlem with current procedures was the omission of

placement criteria. The process of equating the nci °ening devices necessitated identifying such

criteria which qualitatively altered the nature of the original placement procedures. Specifying this

criteria based on the results of previous administrc:lions increased the reliability of the placement

procedures and improved their accuracy.

Table S-3. Distribution of Placement Recommendations for Students Served in Kindergarten

Enrichment in 1987.83 try Screening Device.

(Pelt.enlages)

Recommendation Waupun Screening BD1 Screening

Retained in kindergarten 2.96 3.45

Referred to the K-1 Transition Program 14.07 3.45

Promoted to first.grade 82.96 93.10

These results demonstrate the impact of : trdized procedures on the placement process.
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Specifying cut scores on both devices facilitated the placement procedure and increased tfie likelihood

that students served were functioning within the developmental range appropriate for the program.

However, placement instruments must also be a valid measure of "developmental lever. The results

suggest, of the devices studied, the BDI screening test provides the best predictor of Metropolitan

Readiness Test results and is less sensitive to ethnic background.

Student Characteristics

The distribution of all scores on a standardized achievement measure for the general kindergarten

population is characteristically bell shaped. Ninety six.percent of the scores cluster around the average'

score. The remaining four percent of the scores fall in either extreme of the distribution. As the

Kindergarten Enrichment Program draws students from the major cluster, student characteristics of the

program are likely to reflect characteristics of the district kindergarten population. The following section

examines the extent to which the sex and ethnic distribution of the Kindergarten Enrichment Program

approximated that of the general kindergarten population.

Maleaand Femalps,

Table S-4 illustrates the distribution 'f mates and females among students served in the

Kindergarten Enrichment Progam in 1987-88. Statistical analyses indicate the distribution of mates and

females in the program did not differ significantly from the distribution represented in the general

kindergarten population.

Table S-4. Distribution of Male and Female Students in the Kindergarten Enrichment Program and the

Sax

Males

Females

District Kindergarten Population, 1987-88.

(Percentages)

District Kindergarten
Kindergarten Enrichment

52.32 55.00

47.68 45.00
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Ethnic Representation

Ethnic codes were available for 78 percent of the students served In the Kindergarten Enrichment
Program during 1987-88. Table S-5 illustrates the distribution of minority and nonminority students
served in the Kindergarten Enrichment Program and among the kindergarten population in general.

Statistical analyses indicate there was no significant difference between these distributions.

Table S-5. Distribution of Minority and Non Minority Students Served in the Kindergarten Enrichment

Program and in the District Kindergarten Population, 1987-88

(Percentage)

Ethnic District KindergartenBackground Kindergarten Enrichment

Minority 18.77 19.86

Non Minority 81.23 80.10

Follow Up of 1986.87 .=iecommendatIons

Recommendations

The following recommendations appeared in the 1986-87 Kindergarten Enrichment evaluation.

Budget and Expenditures

In 1986-87 the Kindergarten Enrichment Program was offered as a general district curriculum.

However, in 1987-88 the program will become part of the Des Moines Plan: A Plan for Student

Success. This "Plan" will include most of the academic support programs offered in the district. To

facilitate monitoring the Kindergarten Enrichment Program specifically, and the Des Moines Plan in

general, the Kindergarten Enrichment Program coordinator should prepare an annual budget for the
program.

Identification Procedures.

The first flag in the identification procedures for the Kindergarten Enrichment Program is the results
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of the initial Waupun screening. The placement criteria state that students who score at Level II or a
"low" Level Ill are potential candidates for the program, but the adininistration and scoring procedures
do not specify criteria to discriminate a "low" Level III. Without this specification, compliance with the
placement criteria must be assumed. The wide range of abilities within each Waupun level increases the
chance for inconsistent interpretation of the results. To increase the reliability of the placement
procedures the Kindergarten Enrichment Planning Committee should devise a way to document the
resutta of the Waupun screening more specifically.

Although the placement procedures were employed as specified in the program description,
evaluating the results of the Kindergarten Enrichment teacher evaluation form within the attendance
areas for each center resulted in the inability to serve all students who qualified for placement on the
principal measure. To ensure that all appropriate students have the opportunity to participate in the

program, evaluation scores should be rank ordered across the district. Such a procedure also

approximates the placement procedures of other programs in the Des Moines Plan.

Follow Up

Budget and Expendittges

Responsibility for the Kindergartren Enrichment Program was officially assumed by the Des Moines Plan
'Coordinator in January of 1988. A separate, itemized budget is prepared for each program under the
plan.

jdentification Procedures

After a review of previous results, the program coordinator, in consultation with the Elementary
Consultant, recommended that successfully mastering 25 percent of the items on the Waupun

screening, excluding the items in the fine motor skills domain, consituted a "low" Level Ill. Although this
criterion could not be applied in 1987-88, it was piloted during implementation of the placement

procedures in 1988-89.

'implementation of the study to validate the screening instruments ensured that all students across
the district identified within the range considered most suitable for the program were given initial
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opportunity for service. The procedures resulted in greater uniformity in the range of abilities
represented in the centers across the district.

K1 TRANSITON PROGRAM

Identification Procedures

Introduction

A review of the process and performance objectives indicates that students were identified and
served in the program by a specified date; however, the objectives fail to provide an opportunity to
examine the identification procedures in greater detail. The purpose of this section is to explore the
implementation and validity of the placement procedures.

implementation

According to the program description, students who completed less than 80 percent of the entry
level objectives of the kindergarten curriculum by January of the kindergarten year (in this case January
1986), were to be evaluated with the Kindergarten Checkpoint in January and again in May. Students
who failed to earn a minimum of 17 points on both administrations of the Checkpoint were referred for
placement Into the program for the next academic year.

Table S-6 represents the distribution of the placement decisions based on the Kindergarten
Checkpoint results. Students for whom only one test result was available were classified according to
that single score. Students who had no lest results for either administration were considered "not
eligible".



Table S-6. The Distribution of Placement Decisions Based

on Kindergarten Checkpoint Results

Placement
Number of Percent ofCategory

Students Students
Eligible/Served 102 27.79
Eligible/Not Served 77 20.98
Not Eligible/Served

13 3.54
Not Eligible/Not Served 15 47.69
Total Referrals

367 100.00

17-159

These results indicate that 75.48 percent of the students referred for placement consideration
were accurately placed according to the criteria. Closer examination of the students who were
considered eligible but not served indicates that 51 of these students (66.23%) had only one test
score. While some of these represent students who moved from the district before the end of the
academic year, the placement decisions suggest program personnel tended to follow a policy of
accepting students for whom there was sufficient evidence for an accurate placement. Given the
variable rate of development among children of this age, and the consequence associated with
retaining students a year, placement decisions based on two test scores increased the likelihood of
accurately identifying appropriate students for the program. To the extent that students with only one
test score were considered ineligible, 89.37 percent of the students referred were placed according to
systematic application of specific procedures and criteria.

Student Characteristics

'introducticrt

The students targeted for placement into th.c-K-1 Transition Program represent those who are likely
to fall in the lower extreme of the achievement distribution. The severely restricted nature of this target
group increases the likelihood of finding differences between student characteilstics of the program
and the district in general. As these students are members of the age cohort that attended
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kindergarten in 1986-87, the characteristics of that population were used as the criteria against which to
compare program characteristics.

Males and Females

Table S-7 represents the distribution of males and females in the 1986-87 kindergarten cohort and
students served in the K-1 Transition Program in 1987-88. Statistical analyses failed to identify
significant differences between these distributions.

Table S -7. Distribution of Male and Female Students in the K-1 Transition Program

and the 1986-87 Kindergarten Cohort.

(Percentage)

Sex
K-1

1986-87 Kindergarten
Transition Cohort

Males
59.13 51.91

Females 40.'a7 48.09

Ethnic Representation

Ethnic codes were available for 93.91 percent of the students served in the K-1 Program in 1987-
88. Table S-8 represents the ethnic distributions among students served in the K-1 Transition Prograrn
and the 1986-87 kindergarten cohort. Statistical analyses indicate that significantly more minority
students and fewer nonminority students were served than would be expected from the age cohort
population.

Table S-8. Distribution of Minority and Non Minority Students Served in The
K-1 Transition Program and in the 1986.87 Kindergarten Cohort

(Percentages)

Ethnic K-1
1986.87 AgeBackgound Tarijo

CohortMinority
38189 17.25

Non Minority 61.11 82.75
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Interpretation

'Guidelines from the Iowa State Department of Education suggest the percentage of minority
students represented in any special program should not deviate more than 10 percentage points from
the district minority percentage to ensure equitable delivery of service. While there were no differences
in the distributions for males and females between the K-1 Program and the district kindergarten
population, the proportion of minority students 'served in the K-1 Program exceeded bothstatistical
expectations and state,guidelines.

Follow Up of 1988-87 _Recommendations

Recommendations

The following recommendations were included in the 1986-87program evaLation.

BusigelanriExp.enditures

The K-1 Transition Program coordinator should adjust the budget to reflect the average salaries of
all teachers actually involved in the program.

Program Characteristics

The program coordinator should ensure that class enrollments do not exceed 15 students.
( -1 Transition Student Characteristics

The program coordinator should examine the implications of disproportionate number of males and-
minority students served in the K-1 Transition Program. If no reasonable explanation, can im forwarded
to account for such distributions, measures should be instituted to correct the discepancy.
Identification/Placement Procedures

As the program proposal has been accepted for the 1987-88 academic year, administrators are
committed to employing the placement procedures as outlined. Ti-.3 program coordinator should
ensure that those procedures are aorninistered as specified, including

documenting--Wavyn levels of
all referrals and accepting those students who satisfy the placement critc,ria defiAed for the screening
device.

The program coordinator should explore the following alternatives to improve the placement
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procedures forl 988-89:

1. Examine the purpose of the K-1 Transition Program to determine whether the emphasis should
reflect kindergarten or first grade cwricolum objectives.

2. examine the Kindergarten Checkpoint and/or possible alternative placement measures against,
the curriculum objectives identified above.

Identify appropriate outcome measures on thebasis of the resolution of item 1.
4. Work with the Department of Evaluation, Research, and Testing to ensure that the placement

device consistently and accurately identifies appropriate candidates for the program.

Follow Up

Lludaet and Expenditurea

During the pilot year, the K-I Transition Program was funded through the Education Improvement
Program fund (ie., The Plat; for Excellence). Funding requirements included submitting an estimated
budget for the total cost of the program. Estimated salary costs were based on the district average
teacher salary for 1986-87. The average teacher salary car teachers in the program was considerably
higher than the average district salary and two more centers were added to accommodate the number of
students identified during screening procedures. These factors accounted for the discrepancy

between budgeted and expended figures.

In 1987-88 responsibility for the program was asumed by the Des Moines Plan. A separate budget
is prepared for each program under the plan based on expenditures for previous years.
Program CLaracteristics

A district committee examining the impact of class size on educational achievement determined a
class size of approximately 18 students appeared optimum for student achievement. The original
proposal to pilot the K-1 Program specified 18 as the target enrollment. The average class size for the
1986-87 academic year was 18.5 students. Sixty-two percent of the centers had class sizes that
exceeded the target levet. The results of the pilot and a review of recent research in this area

suggested that a class size of at least 12-15 students would be necessary to adequately provide for the
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needs of these students. Class sizes for the 1987-88 academic year reflect the new criteriat.

K-1 i(ansition Student Characteristics

The results of the 1986-87 evaluation Amonstrated significant differences among the sex and
ethnic distributions of the students served in the program and the age appropriate district cohort.
Significantly more males and minority students were served than would be expected from the general
kindergarten population.

While research supports the discrepancy for ethnicity, little evidence is available to support the
observed differences between the distributions of males and females. Failing to find such support
challenges the validity of the identification procedures. The absence of such a difference in the results
of the 1987-88 evaluation suggests that efforts were made to strengthen the identification procedures
to identify those students most in need of the service regardless of race or sex.

Identification and Placement Procedures

The outcomes noted above are the probable results of an extensive review of the identification and
placement procedures guided by the program coordinators during 1987-88. Coordinators assembled a
team of kindergaren, K-1 Transition, and first grade teachers to examine the purpose, goats, and
objectives of the K-1 Transition Program relative to kindergarten and first grade curriculum expectations.

.This group then conducted a critical examination of the items on the Kindergarten Checkpoint to
ensure they accurately reflected these goats. Each item was clarified with additional administration and
scoring instructions to standardize the administration procedures. Identification criteria were
determined on the basis of previous results. Many of these changes were piloted in the spring of 1987-
88 and will be incorporated into the program in 1988-89. The program coordinators and others involved
in this review should be commended for their efforts.

The K-1 Transition Program should also benefit from the examination of the sceening device for the
Kindergartren Enrichment Program. Ideally, the instrument selected should provide adequate
discrimination among student abilities at the beginning and end of the kindergarten year. An instrument
common to the Kindergarten Enrichment and K-1 Transition Programs would improve the reliability and
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validity of placement procedures for all early elementary school programs.

DES-MOINES-PI:AN-READING7WRITINd AND MATHEMATICS LAS PROGRAMS

Identification Procedures

-Introduction

The Des Moines Plan became offitfally implemented at the time of administration of checkpoints in

January of 1988. These tests which are given in the areas of reading/language arts and mathematics at

grades 1, 3, 5, and 8 and in writing at grade 11 are objectives based tests that are designed to measure

attainment of objectives that are appropriate for students at those particular levels. As such, the tests

are used as a priMary toot for selecting students that will be served in The Des Moines Plan. Scores

obtained by students on checkpoints rnzy fall in any one of three categories: "pns," "range of

reconsideration," or "not pass." Studentswho do.not pass checkpoints are selected for Des Moines

Plan instruction: Those who fahin the "range of reconsideration" may be served particularly if certain

other criteria are met. The bands for the various categories are established in-order to determine a

certain percentage of students at each grade level at which the checkpoints are administered that will be

served in The Des Moines Plan. For example, the tests are to identify the lowest 20 percent of students

in reading for grade 1.

In addition to be used as an instrument to select students, the checkpoint tests are also used to

help determine when a student may be exited from the program. After selection for The Des Moines

Plan, students are given three more chances to pass the same checkpoint(s) before being retained at a

particular grade level. During this entire period which may span a period of one and one half calendar

years, students are continuously being provided supplementary instruction through the reading/writing

and or mathematics lab classes.

Lmplementation

An important factor that surtaceS in relation to any testing program, perhaps particularly in one in

which results are used to select students for special services, is that all students who are eligible to

complete the assessment instrument do so. The percentage of students at each grade level for wh:et
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checkpoints were completed in January of 1988 ranged from 97.3 to 98.3 percent for grade levels 1, 3,

.5.and 8.

Conclusions

it appears that proper procedures were followed in the first major administration of checkpoints in

January, 1988 to the extent that a high percentage of the population at each grade level completed the

instrument. Students who did r.3t pass the checkpoint in January were retesteciln May after receiving

service in the Des Moines Plan labs. Records will be kept of the students that failed io. pass the initial

checkpoint to determine the length of time that these students spend in The Des Moines Plan labs

before being exited.

Student' Characteristics

Intro-du cqon

In addition to information concerning the number of students served at each grade level and by

building in the Des Moines Plan, further data was collected concerning the ethnic representation of

students served during 1987-88. Table S-10 presents data on participation of minority and majority

students in The Des Moines Plan during 1987-88. Minority/non minority representation for the district is

also presented for comparitive purposes.

.

Table S-9. Minority and Non Minority Representation
Des Moines Plan La:.) Program

1987-88
(Percentages)

Reacing Mathematics Total Lab District

Minority 29.21 29.39 28.45 18.03

Non Minority 70.79 70.61 71.55 81.97

X 2 =538.216, p<.001
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r

-----As-shownty-Table-S:9;28-.45-PerCent of the student population in the Des Moines Plan Lab

Program (all students, both programs) was made up of minority students. This compares to a district

minority vt rcentage of 18.03. When the chi square statistic is computed, it is found that this difference

in minority percentage is of the magnitude to be statistically significant meaning in this case that the

difference would tave occurred by chance less than 1 tin,. out of 1000. State guidelines suggest that

the percentage of minority students represented in any special program should not deviate more than

10 percentage points from the district wide minority percentage to ensure equitable delivery of service.

Follow Up of 1986-87 Recommendations

introduction

Several recommendations were offered in the 1986-87 evaluation reports for Chapter I Reading

and Mathematics Programs. It would seem appropriate at this point to highlight these and to briefly

indicate a follow-up_of activities or changes noted in the 1987-88 programs. To do this, several 1986-

87 recommendations are quoted followed by the appropriate update.

1986-87 Recommendation-

"The program objective that relates to performance of first grade students on the Iowa Tests of
Basic Skills should be revised to specify a criterion for attainment consistent with those at other grade

levels. This would require specifying the "average gain" to be attained rather than a percentage of

students that will reach a certain level. The average gain will best provide information on the entire

population rather than only those who achieved a certain score."

1987-88 Follow Up

This objective was revised in order to specify an "average gain" and to therefore be cnsist( I with
other performance objectives.

1986-87 Recommendation

"The imprtance of school attendance should continue to be a thrust of the secondary program.

The attendance rate for Chapter 1 students during 1986.87 WaS 91.2 percent in math and 90.9 percent
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in reading. This represented an improvement_fromi985-86.levels,..but-fell-below-the.rate of 93:0

percent for non mathematics program students and 92.8 percent for non-reading program students."

1987-88 Fr)11,W tja

The attendance rates for Des Moines Plan students at the middle school level were 88.9 percent in

the Reading/Writing Lab Program and 89.8 percent in the mathematics program. This compared to

rates of 92.8 percent for non reading program students and 93.1 percent for non mathematics program

studentS. Attendance rates for Des Moines-Plan students fell slightly from levels of the previous year

resulting in a wider deviation of their attendance from fhe 'attendance rates of non-program students.

JIB - 7 ftr,anrrk[Watic,*:",

"Stronger emphasis should be applied in the area of 'parent contacts at the middle school level in

order to meet or exceed specified criterion levels."

19$7-88 Follow Up

Criterion levels for parent contact were exceeded in both the Reading/Writing and Mathematics

.Programs in-middle schools during the 1987-88 school year. It should be noted that expectations were

made less stringent than in the previous year through a revision of objectives in both programs.

1986-87 Recommendation

"The Chapter I Parsnt Survey shout be abolished as The Des Moines Plan becomes operational
during the 1986-87 school year. A more comprehensive questionnaire should be designed and steps
should be taken to obtain a rate of return that will allow stating of generalizations from a sample to the

entire population."

1987-88 Follow

During the 1987-88 school year, a revised parent survey was developed and administered.

A somewhat better return rate was experienced, though it was still insufficient to allow for generalization

of results to the population at large.

1986-87 RecommenciVioq

"The-criterion levels for achievement gains of students should be studied as The Des Moines Plan
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becomes implemented. This is necessary to determine that the criterion levels for gain that are

specified represent a change in ach!;Arement that is not likely due to measurement error or chance.

Statistical tests of significance are useful in determining this?

1987-88 Follow Up

Student performance has been traditionally measured in the Chapter I programs by assessment of

the amount of "gaihs" that students make from pre to post testing with a norm referenced instrument

such as the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills. The 1987-88 Des Moines Plan objectives specified this same

method for measuring student achievement. A significant question related to the general definition of

vrlidity is raised concerniv the appropriateness of using such an instrument, i.e. does such an

instrument measure what we want to measure as outcomes?

Several years prior to implementation of The Des Moines an issue was raised regarding the

-possibility of using a locally developed mea.,ure in place of a nom referenced instrument to measure

growth on a pre/post basis. Contact was made at that time with the appropriate officials at the state level

tp determine if this was permitted in a program funded by Chapter I, and if so, under what conditions.

The rationale for entertaining this approach was the feeling that a locally developed objc.;tives

referenced test would provide a closer match with the curriculum objectives presented to students in

the lab programs than would any standardized test. In other words, we would be establishing an

outcome measure that would clearly be better matched with the objectives of the curriculum being

taught. It was discovered that the major, requirement that must be satiSiied in order to implement this

procedure is the generation of local norms and the subsequent ability to convert these to standard

scores and then to Normal Curve Equivalent (NCE) scores for state reporting purposes.

No specific action was carried out in response to this recommendation in 1987-88.

CONCLUSIONS

identification Procedures

In general, procedure, to identify students for all programs included in the Des Moines Plan were
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implemented according specifications outlined in the respective program descriptions. Preliminary
results of an evaluation of the device currently used to identify students for the Kindergarten

Enrichment Program suggest that a standardized individually
administered assessment battery (the

Battelle Developmental inventory) was a better predictor of Metropolitan Readiness Test results and
less sensitive to the ethnic background of students than the Waupun Curriculum Screening Device.
This investigation is ongoing.

Student Characteristics

State guidelines suggest that the percentage of minority students represented in any special
program should not deviate more than 10 percentage points from the district wide minority percentage
to ensure equitable delivery of service. While the distribution of minority students represented in the
Kindergarten Enrichment Program satisfied this criteria, the minority representation exceeded this
standard in the K-1 Transition and Lab Programs.

Follow Up of 1986.87 Recommendations

Evidence was available to suggest that a majority of the recommendations specified in 1986-87
evaluations of the Programs later subsumed in The Des Moines Plan were addressed by program

coordinators. The results of a review of the procedures used in determining gain criteria on the

outcome measure in the lab programs is expected.

RECOMMENDATIONS

identification Procedures

1. The Supervisor of the Des Moines Plan should continue to work with the Coordinator of
Testing and Research to develop procedures that accurately identify students for the early elementary
suppori programs.

2. The Supervisor of The Des Moines Plan -11d consider including an item relating to the

identification procedures in the process and performance objectives for all Des Moines.Plan programs
to ensure that such procedures are evaluated on a regular basis.
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Student Characteristics

1. -The Supervisor of The Des MOineS Plan should corit7pue to monitor the distribution of

minority/nonminority and male/female students in the program. Particular efforts should be directed to

ensuring that minority student representation does not exceed state criterion levels.

Follow Up of 1986.87 Recommendations

1. The Supervisor of the Des Moines Plan should continue to examine procedures currently

employed to determine the criteria for "success," particularly in the lab programs.
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INTRODUCTION

-Background-

A major component of the long range plans to irriprove the quality of education in the Des Moines

Public Schools focuses specifically on strengthening programs for low achieving students. The

Des Moines Plan: A Plan for Student Success was implemented in 1987-88 to coordinate remedial
efforts !sri the district. The Des Moines Plan is motivated by the assumption that all students can learn.

Recognizing students learn in a variety of ways, programs in the plan are designed to provide alternative
methods to facilitate the acquisition of skills. Early elementary progrr center around a developmental

philosophy that acknowledges student development through age seven occurs at variable rates.

Programs are designed to allow children time and reinforcement to develop an adequte foundation for a
successful learning experience in first grade and beyond. Early elementary programs include the

Kindergarten Enrichment and K-1 Transition Programs. Students who demonstrate moderate

developmental deficiencies are placed in the Kindergarten Enrichment Program, a half day

supplemental program designed to reinforce, without duplicating, the regular kindergarten curriculum.
Students who demonstrate signifinant developMental deficiencies benefit from Interaction with peers in
various stages of development in the regular kindergarten program and may be given an additional year
of reinforcement in the K-1 Transition Program.

Students who fail to satisfy district standards in the basic skills areas receive remedial assistance

through Reading/Writing and Math Labs. Modelled after the District's Chapter I and II Programs, the

basic skill labs allow students to strengthen specific weaknesses through educational experiences that
capitalize on their learning strengths. Students at the elementary level are served on a pull-out basis.

Students at the secondary level receive assistance through regularly scheduled courses.

Students who receive remedial assistance for three consecutive semesters, and have had the

opportunity to participate in summer school programs, but continue to demonstrate-critical deficits are
retained in special curriculum rooms. These "transition" rooms are inserted between grade's 2 and 3, 4
and 5, and 6 and 7. Special emphasis is given to the basic skills of math, reading, and writing.
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A key component of the identification procedures for the remedial programs is the district

checkpoint program. Checkpoints are criterion referenced tests designed to measure grade level

mastery of basic skills. Thay are administered in grades 1, 3, 5, 8, and 11. Students who fail to satisfy
minimum standards are considered for remedial assistance.

The Des Moines Plan was officially initiated in the spring of 1988. While the structure of the program
provided for immediate implementation of the early elementary and basic skill lab components, the
stipulation that students must participate in the lab program for three consecutive semesters delays

implementation of the transition rooms until the 1989-90 academic year.

Program Evaluation

The philosophy and structure of the Des Moines Plan suggests that early identification and

intervention should affect greater change in academic achievement and may reduce the need for

additional remediaton. More specifically, to the extent that the Des Moines Plan is effective in meeting
the needs of students, there should be greater turnover among the students served in remediaton

programs, particularly among students who participated in early elementary prevention programs. There
should also be a reducilon in the number of students retained in transition rooms.

The nature of this assumption suggests the true impact of the Des Moines Ple' may nct be evident
for some time. This longitudinal study is designed to provide the information necessary to evaluate me
impact of the DeS Moines Plan on student achievement. The purpose of this paper is to describe the

design and methodology thatwill be employed in the longitudinal study and to provide information to
serve as baseline criteria against which to evaluate the effectiveness of the plan.

METHOD

Subjects

All students, and their parents/guardians, who were identified and served in Des Moines Plan

programs during the spring of 1988 will be included in the longitudinal study.
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Measures

Independent Variables,

Isolating the impaci of the Des Moines Plariprograms will Iv quire controlling for other variables that
effect academic achievement. Students' sex, race, socioeconumic level, parent/guardian level of

education, preschool experience, participation in alternative support programs (e.g., English as a

Second Language etc.), and attendance will be collected to determine the extent to which student

achievement is accounted for by these factors and how much is due to pP licipation in Des Moines Plan
programs.

Dependent Variables.

To the extent that the programs are effective, there should be a reduced ne, . or continued
services and a reduction in the number of students who are retained. The need for services will be

monitored by the results of district checkpoints and the number of days spent in Des Moines Plan

programs. Particular attention will be given to monitoring the recidivisM rate among students served.
Prior to the introduction of the Des Moines Plan, students were retained at any grade level

according to the professional opinion of teachers and approval of parents. Table L-1 illustrates the
retention rates by grade for the past 5 years at the elementary level.

Table L-1. Retention Rates for Kindergaten Through Grade Six, 1982-1987

Grade Level

Year Kndg. K-1 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total
1982-83 87 131 64 32 19 11 3 347
1983-84 93 180 52 23 16 9 25 398
1984-85 94 119 57 21 8 9 62 370
1985-86 58 144 92 38 23 13 10 378
1986-87 44 117 131 67 21 21 7 364
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Introduction of the transition rooms will eliminateretentions by grade. Those students who fail to

satisfy district standards in the basic skills after three consequtive semesters will receive an additional

year of remediation in transition room's. To the extent that the plan is effective, enrollment in the

transition rooms should be fewer than the combined rates of the grades immedi4tely preceeding and

following the transition grade. There Should also be a progessive decrease in ,the enrollment figures for
each transition level.

"Procedures

Most of the demographic information forstudents served in the programs is-available'frorn student

records. Information regarding students socioeconomic level will be obtained through applicatiols for
the free and reduced lunch program. Parent/guardian educational experience and students' level of

preschool experience will be obtained through a parent/guardian survey.

Student derr raphic information will be supplemented with district achievement results and

attendance records availabe through the district and a data base designed specifically for the Des

Moines Plan.

Results

The results of the longitudinal study will be updated on a schedule concurrent with the checkpoint
assessmets for the original cohort. The intitial report, scheduled for releasein 1988-89, will provide a

detailed description of the students under study including the first checkpoint results. Subsequent
reports will be released following 1990-91, 1992-93,

1995-96, and 1999-2000.
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INTRODUCTION

A review of the process and performance objectives for each program supplemented with an
examination!of the identification procedures, student characteristics, and follow up of previous

evaluations, identified the extent to which each program in the Des Moines Plan was implemented as
intended. These results provided information necessary to lay the ground work for a longitudinal study
of the effects of the Des Moines Plan on student achievement. They also identified factors that have

implications for the delivery of the programs in general. The following conclusions and

_recommendations aretased on a-synthesis-of these-results.

CONCLUSIONS

Philosophy and Goals

The evaluation of the process and performance objectives of the early elementary support programs
indicated that both programs provided distinct experiences that consistently and eccwelqe reflected
their respective goals and philascphies. However, in 1988-89 the Kindergarten Enrichment Program
will be modified to serve students who dernr"strate the greatest need for academic support.

Accommodating these students will require significant adjustments to both the identification procedures
and the outcome expectations of the program. The additional preparation should have a direct affect on
the nature of the K-1 Transition Program, and may be felt in the elementary lab programs as well.

identification Procedures

identification procedures for all programs in the Des Moines Plan were determined after careful
consideration of district resources. Consistent with the philosophy of the Des Moines Plan, greater
emphasis was given to serving students at the elementary levels. For example, provisions for the

Reading/Writing and Matti Labs included serving 20 percent of the students in grades 1 and 2, 15
percent of the students in grade 3, 10 percent of the students in grades 4-6, 8 percent of the students
'in grade 7, and 5 percent of the students in grades 8-11. Once defined, checkpoint criteria were
established to identify students according to these proportions. For-example, students who scored in

2f5
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the lowest 20% of the scores on the first grade reading checkpoint were served in the Readinp/Writing

Lab, etc.

While procedures based on percentages ensure that those students most in need receive support

services, they also introduce the possibility of serving students who do not really demonstrate need. In

other words, current identification procedures do not consider the level of mastery demonstrated on the

checkpoints, but are based on the distribution of-the chect point results and the number of spaces

-available for service at each grade level. For-example, a first grade student who scored 80 percent on a

checkpoint could be iden:ified for service if that score fell among the lower 20 percent of_all first.grade.

checkpoint scores.

Test, development procedures provide one safeguard against misidentifications of this nature.

District checkpoints are detigned to measure mid year mastery of curriculum objectives and are revised

to reflect any modifications in those objectives. Increasing the difficulty of the curriculum objectives

should increase the difficulty of lb,. "Arliooints wid therefore, improve their power to differentiate

among students' level of functioning. To follow up the example, a score of 80 percent would not likely

fall within the range of identification on a more difficult checkpoint because the range of all first grade

checkpoint scores would be much l*,roader. However, curriculum objectives are reviewed on a five year

schedule and developing new tests to reflect changes may take up to two additional years. This time

line may not be sufficiently sensitive to avoid misidentifications.

Organizational Structure of the Management System

The Des Moines Plan was based on the district's Chapter programs. In 1986-61, the Chapter

programs involved 31 schools across the district. In 1987-88, the Des Moines Plan included all

elementary and seconcidry schools offering regular academic programming in the district: some 58

buildings. The Des Moines Plan also acquired two early elementary programs with their accompanying

personnel. h addition, tho Chapter program relied on two sources of funding; however, approximately

82 percent of the funds for the Des Moines Plan were contributions from five stale or federal sources.

While the system utilized to manage the Chapter programs successfully-accounted for the-
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L-nplementatich of those proL rams, the same system failed to withstand the demands imposed by the
t ipansions associated with the Des Moines Plan. Accountability files were established to monitor the
objectives of each program in the Des Moines Plan, and within each grade level of the lab programs (i.e.,
elementary, middle, and high school)Similarities in the nature of the program objectives often resulted
in maintaining multiple sets of files with the same documentation. Furthermore, regulations astociated
with the allocation of funds from external sources complicated the maintenance of account ledgers for
each program.

yt

RECOMMENDATIONS

The following recommendations are based on the conclusions listed above.
. The Superviso, of The Des Moines Plan should meet with representatives from the Department of

Elementary Education, the Department of Educational Services, and the Department of Evaluation,
Research, and Testing to review the implications of the modification to the Kindergarten Enrichment
Program on other Des Moines Plan programs. Particular attention should be given to examining the
impact of this change on the identification procedures and outcome e; :)ectations of the K-1 Transition
and first grade lab programs.

2. Each year the Supervisor of The Des Moines Plan s")culd meet with representatives from the
Department of Elementary Education, the Department of Secondary Education, the Department of
Evaluation, Research, and Testing, and the Coordinator of Testing and Research specifically, to review
the allocation of, academic support resources. The number of students served at each grade level
should be determined on the basis of available resources, checkpoint results, and other relevant
information.

3. The f.7.;pervisor of The Des Moines Plan should meet with representatives from the Department of
Evaluation, Research, and Testing, and the Controller's Office to devise a system to monitor the
implementation and accounting of the Des Moines Plan more efficiently.
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